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Abstract 

Within the aircraft industry, a large number of the aluminium components are milled 

entirely from single solid billets of metal. Current practice is to machine at conservative 

and constant feed-rates. This avoids damage to the workpiece and therefore reduces costly 

scrap. On-board monitoring systems on milling machines within the aerospace industry 

have introduced the possibility of continuously and adaptively varying the feed-rate on- 
line. It is proposed that this variation could be based on cutting power. Machining 

parameters, such as depth and width of cut, and tool efficiency, can vary considerably 
during the manufacture of a single component. It is therefore likely that an adaptive 

controller should be used. NICS is an adaptive controller algorithm that has been under 
development since 1990 Stoten et at.. It is known to have good properties with respect to 

robustness and controller performance and is therefore being investigated for use on the 

milling machines for aluminium components. 

Substructuring is a dynamic testing technique that combines numerical models and 

physical tests into a single hybrid experiment. Briefly, it allows the engineer to "glue" a 

real component (in a lab) and a virtual component (implemented on a computer) together. 
These real and virtual components can then be tested dynamically and in real-time as if 

they were a single, complete component. Hence, substructuring provides the engineer with 

a framework to allow testing of individual components from entire structures at full scale 

without requiring the complete structure to be physically present. Accurate, hi-fidelity 

control is essential to the successful reproduction of structures using this technique. 

Hence, the goal of the work presented in this thesis is the development and implemen- 

tation of control strategies for use in the field of metal machining. A scheme that the 

controls the cutting force transmitted to aluminium workpieces by varying the feed-rate 

is developed. A requirement of this scheme is that it be simple to set up and implement 

whilst, at the same time, regulate the cutting power in the face of process para peter vari- 

ations. The ability of the adaptive controller to meet these requirements is demonstrated 

both in simulation and on a pilot rig developed in the work. A model that relates peak 

cutting force to measured cutting power is developed for use with the aforementioned 

control scherne along with high-level control software implementing this scheme. 

Rirther, controllers both fixed-gain and adaptive, are developed and tailored for use in 

the substructuring technique. The performance of the developed controllers is investigated 

both in simulation and in the laboratory on a linear large-scale hydraulic system. The 

advantages of using the adaptive controller scheme over a fixed-gain linear equivalent are 

presented. An example demonstrating the use of the substructuring technique in the field 

of machining is discussed, including a specific application. 
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k Emulated system spring constant Nm-1 
kd Linear substructuring controller derivative gain 
ker Substructuring controller error feedback gain 
ki Linear substructuring controller integral gain 
kp Linear substructuring controller proportional gain 

K(t) MCS variable feedback gain 
Ke(t) Er-MCSI variable state error feedback gain 
KI (t) Er-MCSI variable integral state error feedback gain 
Kp Inner-loop controller proportional gain 

KR(t) MCS variable feed-forward gain 
Kt Displacement transducer gain m/V 
m Mass present in physical substructure kg 

'Al -Mass of emulated system kg 

r(t) Input excitation signal 
s Laplace transform variable 
t Time s 
to Settling time s 

u(t) Substructuring control signal 
x(t) Physical substructure response 
Xe(t) Model tracking error signal 
X" (t) Numerical substructure response 
y(t) Emulated system response 
Y, (t) Adaptive substructuring controller output error 
a, ß MCS adaptation weightings 
0 Algorithm sampling interval s 
A Eigenvalue 
¢ Phase lead/lag rads 
w Frequency Hz 

System states 
ýO System state at stationary point 

Damping ratio 
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Chapter 1, 

I 

Introduction 

SUMMARY: An overview of the themes of research with the main topics 

and objectives is given. The thesis structure is presented. 

1.1 Introduction 

In the early 1970s, metal machining within factories went through a revolution. The 

availability of affordable digital computer technology allowed the engineer to manipulate 

the parameters of machining on-line and automatically during a cut. Termed "Numerical 

Control" (or NC), parts were designed and turned into a series of numerical commands. 

These numerical commands were then entered manually into the automated machines and 

the part could then be reproduced accurately as many times as required. Since this time 

not much has changed. Computers, along with CAD/CAM packages, are now used to 

automatically generate the NC commands, allowing complex tool paths in tip to 5 axes of 

motion to be produced. These commands are then downloaded to the machine directly 

by the computer allowing extremely complex components to be manufactured from single 

billets of material. This process is called "Computer Numerical Control" (CNC). The 

computer generated paths are optimised based on a vast database of cutting criterion. 

However, in the majority of cases the final cut itself remains an open-loop process with 

no parameter feedback. Thus, on-line alteration or refinement of the cutting path or 

parameters is not possible. 

In this work it is proposed that it is now time to move the machining process on, with 

particular reference to an aluminium milling process. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Looking at and extending some of the process modelling work already carried out in 

this field, this work will set out to derive a fast method of deriving peak tooth loading 

on simple cutting tools from the electrical power being drawn by the cutting tool spindle. 

It is believed that cutting power is related primarily to cutting feed-rate and geometry. 

As a result, a controller strategy can be designed that modifies the feed-rate to allow 

the machine to satisfy a particular cutting power demand. The modified feed-rate will 

thus allow regulation of the peak tooth loading. Regulating peak tooth loading allows 

the machine operator to make maximum use of the available cutting power from the 

spindle without burning material or causing premature cutting tool failure. Due to the 

continuously varying nature of the geometry of cuts in a typical tool path, and therefore 

the plant, it is believed that an adaptive controller algorithm will be necessary. 

A considerable amount of experience with such an algorithm called Minimal Control 

Synthesis (NICS), developed at the University of Bristol, highlights it as a possible can- 

didate for such a method of control. One of the main strengths of the AICS algorithm a 

that it requires little knowledge of the controlled plant for implementation. This offers 

benefits in the field of machining as parameters usually required for reference models can 

often only be determined from empirical parameters that must be determined experimen- 

tally. For optimum stability during control, the order of the reference model and the plant 

(and hence the order of the controller adaptation mechanism) must be determined and 

matched. Once this has been achieved, successful implementation requires only a similar 

amount of programming code as for a PID controller. 

As mentioned above, in a conventional set. up, the tool paths are pre-determined to 

ensure'the geometrical quality of the final workpiece. Altering the feed-rate on-line will 

affect this geometrical quality. Software allowing multiple axis cuts to be performed to 

investigate this area is discussed and presented. 

Due to the smaller forces involved during high speed machining, much smaller values of 

wall thickness in the final machined workpiece can be achieved. An example of this can be 

observed on the ribs on wing spars for Airbus aircraft. In this example, the wall thickness 

can be as small as 2 mm for a 80 mm high feature. Also, long, slender components such 

as turbine blades can be machined. However, it should be noted that, during machining, 

these components could be subject to a significant deflection due to the force imposed on 

the workpiece by the cutting tool. 
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1.2. BACKGROUND - ALUMINIUM AIRCRAFT COMPONENT MACHINING 

In order to allow tests to be carried out to improve the accuracy of the cutting process 

when these conditions exist it is proposed that a new dynamic testing technique called 

real-time substructuring be used. The technique is still under development at the Univer- 

sity of Bristol. Briefly, the real-time substructuring allows the components whose dynamic 

behaviour is understood and/or cannot be tested physically due to cost or practical reasons 

of implementation to be modelled in real-time within a computer. The parts that are less 

well understood or that are available for testing can then be tested as a physical exper- 

iment. Advanced control and numerical modelling techniques allow the two components 

to run side-by-side interacting with each other as if they were a single experiment. 

A development of this substructuring technique using the MCS algorithm is con- 

structed and presented. An implementation of this testing technique is then proposed 

that would allow testing of cutting techniques to improve the accuracy of cutting when 

forces imposed by the cu, t ni" g tool are important such as those described above. 

1.2 Background - Aluminium Aircraft Component Machining 

When manufacturing some of the components used in their aircraft, one main difference 

still exists in the methods used by Boeing and Airbus. Boeing use techniques involving the 

assembly of prefabricated parts into final components, in much the same way that cars are 

made today. Within the Airbus range of aircraft, however, many of the major components 

are machined as single parts from a solid billet of metal, principally aluminium. 

Looking at a specific case, British Aerospace machine their wing skins for the Airbus 

A300 Series from solid billets of aluminium alloy at their manufacturing plant in Chester 

(Figure 1.1). These billets can measure up to 30 metres in length and may weigh several 

tonnes, having a height' corresponding to the highest dimension on the finished skin. As a 

result, the production of a typical skin make take 24 hours, and 75% percent of the billet 

will be machined away as swarf. It is vital, therefore, that as few of the final workpieces 

as possible are damaged in the machining process and scrapped. 

Until recently the machining process was carried out "blind" and with the milling 

machines working at cutting speeds and feed-rates that were considered to be effective 
(maximising metal removal rates whilst minimising tool abuse) at the same time as being 

conservative. These conservative feed rates were generally chosen empirically, based on 
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1.3. CONTROL METHODS 

" Improving throughput by continuously adjusting the feed-rate using both fixed gain 
and adaptive control methods. 

" Modelling the cutting process. 

" Developing a method of monitoring the variables of interest continuously during a 
cut. 

1.3 Control Methods 

The various types of control are presented here form clarity. This is mainly due to the 

ambiguous used of the term "Adaptive" when described feedback controllers in machining 
literature. 

1.3.1 Open-Loop Operation 

Open-loop operation, within a control engineering sense, is taken to mean a process in 

which no measurement is made of a particular `output' variable and no attempt is therefore 

made to control or regulate it. Figure 1.2 shows a block diagram of an open-loop controller 

using a central heating system (without a thermostat) as an example. 

Some disturbance 
e. g. Open Window 

Erroneous value of 
Resulting output variable due 

CONTROLLER: Resulting pre-detemined to disturbance 
Desired Goal or Off-line function pre-detemined PLANT: Process output meaning desired 
demand variable 

which maps the process variable variable results in a variable value goal not achieved 

e. g. Required demand variable to e. g. Electrical new value of the 
e. g. Actual + 

room the process variable heater current output variable room temp. 
temperature in some way 

Figure 1.2: Open-loop control schematic 

The majority of machining process until the late 1970s could be classified as either 

manual or automated (NC) open-loop control. That is to say that process variables were 

determined at the ` design stage of the cutting process and not measured or regulated 

during the cutting process' itself. Whilst an argument could be made to say that closed- 

loop controllers are required for operation of automated NC machines these only maintain 

cutting paths and feed-rates based on a design determined before the actual cutting process 

was started. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.3.2 Fixed-Gain Closed-Loop Operation 

In fixed-gain closed-loop control a particular variable is measured, for example tool tem- 

perature, and another variable, such as spindle speed, altered via a fixed-gain algorithm 

such as a PID controller to achieve a desired goal with respect to the first variable (Fig- 

ure 1.3). The majority of research into closed-loop control within the machining field 

som. asu. wnc" 

Resulting Provided controller 
continuously design Is good and 

Demand adjus ad RssdtResullMq value plant doesnl vary 
Desired Goal or error-based 

CONTROLLER: 
ON-line function of output process PLANT: Process demand variable 

demand variable f tern 
which adjusts variable variable results In a ywl N now met 

process variable new value of On 
based on some output variable 

function of the error 

ONTROLLE 
ff-lin e function 
hich maps the 

r 

ut variable to the 
and variable In 
some way 

Figure 1.3: Closed-loop control schematic 

during the 1980s and 1990s falls into this area. The techniques were named `adaptive' 

because new the availability of small, fast processors allowed NC controllers to be used to 

change feed-rates, etc. during a cutting process and therefore `adapt' cutting conditions to 

achieve a designed target such as tool temperature. However, this is not the convention- 

ally accepted meaning of adaptive control and will be referred to as fixed-gain closed-loop 

control throughout this thesis. 

1.3.3 Adaptive Closed-Loop Operation 

Adaptive control, when used in the true sense of the terns, takes fixed-gain techniques 

a step further. Using an pre-defined adaptation law, adaptive control varies the gains 

continuously over time within the control structure (Figure 1.4) to achieve a desired goal. 

This goal could be for example, to reduce closed-loop error and simultaneously minimize 

the energy in the plant. This continuous adaptation offers further advantages. Firstly, it 

allows the controller to compensate for changes in the plant being controlled. Secondly, 

it allows a controller with a linear structure to control a non-linear plant. This type of 

controller is particularly useful when unknown or unpredictable plant changes occur during 
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1.4. BACKGROUND - SUBSTRUCTURING METHODS 

Some disturbance 

Resulting Demand goal is 
continuously maintain even In the 

Demand adjusted Resulting value face of changes In the 
CONTROLLER: Desired Goal or error-based On-line function p rocess PLANT: Process f plant and unknown of output p 

demand variable + term 
which adjusts variable variable results In " variable disturbances 

process variable new value of the 
based on some demand variable 

function of the error 

CONTROLLER: 
On-line function 
which maps the 

atput variable to the 
demnd variable In 

some way 

ADAPTIVE 
CONTROLLER: 

, djusts control gain 
according to some 
adaptive rules, e. g. 
that minimize error 

Figure 1.4: Adaptive closed-loop control schematic 

a controlled process. 

MCS Adaptive Control 

ARCS (Minimal Controller Synthesis) is an adaptive controller algorithm that has been 

under constant development at the University of Bristol since 1990 by Stoten et al. [7]. 

Derived from the MRAC family of controllers (section 3.1.2) and described further in sec- 

tion 3.2.1, the MCS controller delivers high robustness and good performance requiring no 

plant parameter estimations for successful implementation. It can reject high bandwidth 

disturbances as well as compensate for changes in the controlled plant parameters. 

To date MCS has been successfully implemented in the a variety of situations including: 

" Six axis (eight actuator) earthquake simulation rig 

" Chaotic system control 

" Servo-hydraulic control 

1.4 Background - Substructuring Methods 

Testing of systems or structures before construction or manufacture is essential for safe 

designs. Unfortunately, limits are often imposed on engineers in terms of cost, availabil- 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

ity of suitable testing equipment and time. Therefore, it is often not possible to test 

components/structures dynamically at full scale before manufacture. 

Substructuring is a dynamic testing technique that aims to overcome these limits. 

Briefly, substructuring allows the engineer to "glue" a real component (in a lab) and a 

virtual component (implemented on a computer) together. These real and virtual compo- 

nents can then be tested dynamically and in real-time as if they were a single, complete 

component. Hence, substructuring provides the engineer with a framework to allow test- 

ing of individual components from entire structures at full scale without requiring the 

complete structure to be physically present. 

Preliminary implementations of the technique have shown that accurate and fast con- 

trol is essential to the successful reproduction of structures using this technique. Here the 

use of the AICS adaptive controller to achieve this is investigated using linear systems. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The overall thesis object is to investigate the use of adaptive controllers in the field of 

metal machining. Given the points raised in this introduction the aims of the research 

presented here are: 

" Examine the current opportunities for use of adaptive controllers within the field of 

aerospace machining. 

" To develop an adaptive controller strategy that will vary the machining feed-rate to 

maintain a desired cutting power. 

" To demonstrate that the aforementioned adaptive controller strategy achieves its 

goal in the face both of geometrical variations in the cut and in power demand 

changes. 

9 To develop a model that can be used in real-time to relate the mean cutting power 

to peak cutting force, the variable of interest to machining engineers. 

" To develop a software platform that will allow testing of the strategies for multi- 

dimensional cuts. 
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. To investigate the use of adaptive controllers to improve the dynamic'accuracy'that 

can be achieved via the real-time substructuring technique. 

" To tailor, the basic adaptive controller algorithm to improve stability when used in 

the real-time substructuring technique. 

. To demonstrate the potential of the real-time substructuring technique when applied 

to the field of metal machining. 

1.6 Thesis Overview 

The factors that drive the manufacturing process within the aerospace industry are pre- 

sented in chapter 2. This chapter continues with a review of current aerospace machining 

technologies. Further, it focuses on the areas in which feedback control has been intro- 

duced and has played a key role in improving the quality of the final part and hence helped 

engineers to satisfy the drivers investigated at the beginning of this chapter. 

The pilot study of adaptive control of a milling process to achieve constant cutting 

power is covered in chapter 3. A controller scheme is developed for use with both fixed- 

gain and adaptive controllers. A pilot rig facility is developed and used to implement the 

developed control strategy. The ability of the adaptive scheme to successfully achieve the 

required objective in the face of significant plant parameter variations is demonstrated. 

The performance of the adaptive scheme is compared to the fixed-gain scheme in experi- 

ments to demonstrate the advantages of the MCS algorithm. 

The variable used for control in chapter 3 is cutting spindle electrical power. The 

variable of interest to manufacturing engineers is peak cutting tooth force. Hence, in 

chapter 4 an empirical model is developed that allows peak cutting force to be determined 

from cutting power and the geometry of the cut in real-time. The model is calibrated and 

validated using low-speed cutting experiments. A scheme for using the model in real-time 

is presented. 

A software platform to define arbitrary cutting paths in multiple axes and control the 

pilot rig over these paths is presented and described in chapter 5. 

A dynamics testing technique known as "real-time substructuring" and is introduced 

and discussed in chapter 6. The importance of good control in these experiments is 
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demonstrated. An application that would make use of the real-time adaptive substruc- 

turing technique to investigate the dynamics of machine tool-workpiece interaction during 

cutting is proposed. A linear scheme is developed alongside two adaptive schemes based 

on the MCS and Er-MCSI algorithms respectively. The performance of these schemes 
is tested and investigated on two individual test platforms, a multi-axis shaking table 

and and a custom-designed single degree-of-freedom hydraulic rig. The difficulties experi- 

enced by each of the controllers is examined and methods of compensation are proposed. 
Specifically,, a localised stability analysis is performed on the MCS implementation of 

substructuring and used to form three alternative controller schemes (\ICSE, Alt-TICS 

and MCSmd) each of which out-perform the original : TICS substructuring scheme pro- 

posed. Finally, the advantage of the adaptive scheme over linear, fixed-gain techniques is 

demonstrated experimentally. 

The main conclusions drawn from the work are presented in chapter 7 along with 

suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

SUMMARY: Factors driving the military and commercial sectors of the 

aerospace industry are presented. Methods currently used in the manufacture 

of aircraft components are investigated. Advances made in these methods, 

(both in industry and academia) are highlighted with particular reference to 

the role that feedback control plays in these areas. 

2.1 Factors Driving Manufacturing Methods in the Aerospace Industry 

The last 20 years has seen a large change in the aircraft/aerospace industry both in the 

commercial and military sectors. The major drivers in each market are presented. 

2.1.1 Military Aircraft Drivers 

The primary demand for combat military aircraft is a complex mix of performance criteria. 

These vary from the manoeuvrability and speed of the aircraft to ease of servicing and 

maintenance and further, successful execution of newer combat strategies. As military 

aircraft age, the advantage that a particular aircraft possesses will decrease as an enemy's 

familiarity with the aircraft. and its capability improves. This would apparently lead to a 

self-perpetuating market. 

Despite this, in the last 40 years the RAF has reduced its range of new aircraft from 

27 different airframe types in the period from 1950 to 1959 down to 2 in the period from 

1990 to 1999. Absolute numbers of aircraft within the RAF within a similar period have 
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fallen from 5,213 in 1954 to 1,013 in 1999 [8], a figure that has been roughly constant since 

the mid 1980's. This drop in number of military aircraft bought can be attributed to five 

main factors, each of which is summarised below. 

The cost of individual military aircraft has spiralled with increased complexity of 

those aircraft. Augustine [1] demonstrated that, based on unit cost for military aircraft 

since the 1950, military aircraft cost increases fourfold in price every ten years. This 

is demonstrated along with the figures for civil and bomber aircraft in figure 2.1. The 

primary factor in this rise in unit cost is the increased proportion of the aircraft's weight 

being taken up by avionics. At the rate determined, Augustine hypothesised that by 205.1 

the US government's entire defence budget would only be able to purchase a single new 

aircraft and that would have to be shared by both the Navy and the Air Force. 
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Figure 2.1: Unit cost of aircraft against year of initial operation, Source: (1] 
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UK defence spending has fallen by a significant amount since the end of the "cold 

war". When examined in real terms, the UK air defence equipment expenditure has fallen 

in the period 1986 to 1996 by more than 30% [8]. Whilst export of defence equipment 

may be an expanding market it is subject to a large degree of fluctuation based on the 

unit cost and need for the equipment as well as a good relationship between exporter and 

customer 

Military aircraft are being designed to fulfil the multi-role philosophy that is becoming 

common in all military vehicles. Multi-role aircraft the such as the Panavia Tornado are 

able to adapt to perform various tasks within a defence agency and have taken the place of 

aircraft specifically designed for a single role such as heavy bombers, fighters, etc. Coupled 

with the fact that a large number of missiles used in offensives can be launched from the 

ground and guided during flight reducing the need for large numbers of heavy bombers, it 
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2.1. FACTORS DRIVING MANUFACTURING METHODS IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY 

is not difficult to see why the number of aircraft required is falling. 

The life of the typical military airframe is becoming ever-longer. It is not uncommon for 

families of aircraft to have mid-life updates that involve some servicing of the airframe to 

extend service life and performance. These updates also include the replacing of avionics, 

bringing the aircraft up-to-date for a relatively low cost. The Panavia Tornado, F-16 and 

F-18 have all recently undergone or are currently undergoing mid-life updates. Beyond 

updates manufacturers often use older airframes in conjunction with newer technologies 

to produce new series of aircraft again at a low cost. The most recent addition to the 

Hercules family of aircraft, the Hercules C130-J, whose basic airframe has been around 

since the 1950s is a good example of this. 

Traditionally governments would commission the design and manufacture of their mil- 

itary aircraft according to the cost-plus philosophy. Cost-plus indicates that the customer 

would pay total cost of the design and manufacture plus a profit margin to the supplier, 

upon delivery. This cost would be largely unknown to the buyer before delivery. Reduced 

government budgets for defence and an increased need to demonstrate transparency and 

good value for money to the public mean that projects must be broadly planned and 

costed. As a result, the majority of military aircraft projects are no longer planned and 

executed according this "cost-plus" philosophy commonly seen in the past (a move that 

has possibly saved the British tax payer Lib per year [8]). Longer production runs, it- 

erative tendering and revision of contracts based on supplier's ability to achieve certain 

milestones provide better value for money to both customer and supplier. 

A fairly typical example of a customer's need to control the final cost of a military 

aircraft project is demonstrated in the upgrade of the Nimrod aircraft to the MRA4. 

Following a request for information that was sent to 17 international aircraft manufacturers 

(and hence potential contractors), an "Invitation to Tender" for the contract to replace the 

ageing Nimrod MR2 was issued to British Aerospace (BAe), Lockheed-Martin, Loral and 

Dassault in 1995. The contract was awarded by the UK government to BAe and originally 

required the provision of 21 new Nimrod aircraft. The improved capabilities of the new 

Nimrod meant that fewer would be required than originally planned and, in 2001, the 

UK government reduced the number to be supplied to 18. Originally due to be in service 

by 2003, delays to the contract (possibly introduced due to BAe's decision to re-use the 

old Nimrod's airframe) the Nimrod aircraft is now planned to be in service by 2009,6 
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years late. The UK government's response was to change the terms of the contract, now 

stipulating that only the first 3 research Nimrod would be paid for within the remit of the 

first contract. Provision of these first three fully functional aircraft would only then allow 
the UK government to negotiate the contract for the building of the remainder. In fact, 

in summer 2004 this contract was re-negotiated, reducing the final number of aircraft to 

only 12. The reduction in number was more than likely an agreement made both BAe and 
by the UK government to deliver a fleet of aircraft whilst keeping broadly to the original 
budget. 

2.1.2 Commercial Aircraft Drivers 

Direct-operating cost (combination of purchase price, operating and maintenance cost) 
is the main driver behind the purchase of new commercial aircraft. With the recent 

proliferation of low cost airlines introducing reduced fares and the reduced perception of 
the risk associated with flying, air travel is no longer the expensive "last resort" that it 

once was for the majority of commuters/tourists, etc. As with military aircraft, the unit 

cost of the average commercial aircraft is increasing exponentially with time (figure 2.1) 

whilst the expected cost to the end-user (air traveller) is decreasing [9]. 

Boeing has been dominant in the civil/commercial aircraft sector for a large part 

of the last half century, competing against many other companies for both commercial 

airliners as well as military transports. To remain competitive in this market (and in the 

military fighter/bomber market) the majority of these manufacturer's have consolidated or 

merged. The extent of this process can be seen in figure 2.2 which demonstrates the origins 

of the five main global aerospace airframe manufacturers. In the US, Boeing is the largest 

remaining commercial aircraft manufacturer with its main rival being AIRBUS. AIRBUS 

is a partnership between BAE SYSTEMS (itself evolved from 14 aerospace companies) 

and the European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS), a partnership or 
European aerospace companies. Since the introduction of its first family of aircraft in 

1974 AIRBUS has grown to a point at which it provides more than 50%c of the commercial 

airline market [10]. 

With two main competitors fighting for the majority of the market share, there is a 

strong desire to produce commercial aircraft more quickly and cheaply so that they yield 

more seat miles per gallon of fuel. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In summary, for both the military and commercial aerospace markets the increasing 

cost of aircraft can be largely attributed to the increased percentage weight of avionics 

included within the aircraft. Hence there is an increasing requirement on aircraft manufac- 

turers in both markets to reduce not only the cost of airframe but also the direct operating 

cost associated with that airframe. The use of advanced manufacturing technologies com- 
bined with intelligent design can benefit both of these areas. With the increased precision 

and versatility of these new technologies parts for new airframes can be introduced and 

manufactured almost as easily as variations on existing airframes. If the degree of precision 

with which they can be manufactured could be increased then the use of interchangeable 

panels during maintenance would result in a lower operating cost. Improved manufactur- 

ing methods and the use of advanced control methods in manufacturing plays a definite 

role in achieving this goal. 

2.2 Latest Developments in Aerospace Component Manufacture 

2.2.1 Laser Machining 

Laser machining has become popular in the aerospace industry as it offers two main 

advantages. Firstly, as the laser beam can be focused to a very small spot, it is possible 

to machine micro-structures very accurately and with high repeatability rates. Secondly, 

laser machining is an entirely non-contact form of machining, i. e. the cutting element 

does not directly contact the workpiece. This offers many advantages; firstly, recurrent 

costs are reduced as the cutting "tool" will not directly wear with use as with contacting 

forms of machining such as conventional milling; secondly, much harder materials can 

be processed with little variation in the set-up of the machine "tool'". The majority of 

laser machining operations are carried out using Nd: YAG (Neodymium-doped Yttrium 

Aluminium Garnet) lasers. 

Laser Drilling 

One of the main areas of application of laser machining is in the drilling of effusion cooling 

holes in acro-engine components. Specific examples of these components include after- 

burner components, gas turbine blades and guide vanes. In all of these examples the 

component is subject to extreme temperatures (as high as 2000°C) and is hence often 
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1uauntfiactnr2d fron a single crustal of super-alloys (alloys of nickel cobalt or iroii) to 

resist creep aucl iicaiiitaüi toughness in IN face of the combustion eiivironnient In order 

to cool efficielitly. vast arrays of micro holes (. 1 million holes per sclnitrc tiietre [Il]) arc 

drilled into the components, as shown in figure 2.3. 

It is not uncommon for holes to he required to be drilled at acute angles of incidence 

(down to I(Y) with respect to the materials surface, Laser drilling allows this type of 

hole to he drilled where more conventional tccluiiyue> would 11(11. Two approaches are 

used XvIlcii laser drilling depending can hole gconiel, FV. These are percussion drilling and 

Irepalliling. lri percussion (lrilliimg tli(' (1iaiiio'tcr of the We to be (trilled i5 the cli. arneter 

of the focused laser heiumi spol'. Trepaniiiiuig is used when diameter of the hole required 

is large and Wolves Ole laser 1 eani c'lilting 0111, the hol<' rather than directly drilling- it. 

Laser drilling broadly consists of four stages [12]. [13]. Tluesc aare: 

. Surfaue Heating - Partial absorption of tLc' la-, cr lwiiiii ciicrgy iuit0 tliiii layer 

(t. vpieally <2--min) at material surface. ßeniaiuder of eildry lost. through reflection 

and l)rani 5ciittering). 

" Surface Melting - Given sufficient absorption of encrgV. Surfare heating leads to 

increatiecl rate of euergv absorption and iiueAting of thin surface layer (with little 

('on(luct. ion of Dealt into slIrrotindüig material) 
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2.2. LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN AEROSPACE COMPONENT MANUFACTURE 

caused by material erosion due to trapped energy as molten and/or vaporised material 

attempts to escape from the drilled hole. Various factorial studies have been performed 

that investigate the effects of combinations of laser drilling parameters [14-19] on hole 

quality. These studies demonstrated that the degree of taper in a laser drilled hole could 

be controlled by careful selection of the pulse profile of the laser machine tool, but that 

is extremely difficult to eliminate entirely. They also indicated that barrelling tends to 

increase with material thickness but can be reduced by the use of a lower pressure laser 

assist gas. 

"Spatter" and "re-cast layer" are related and are primarily the result of molten material 

being ejected from the focal point of the laser (inside the hole) and subsequently re- 

adhering and re-solidifying on the hole. This re-solidifying process occurs either at the 

surface at the hole entry point of the drilled specimen (in the case of spatter) or to the 

interior sides of the hole (in the case of re-cast). Figure 2.5 shows a surface that has 

suffered particularly badly from spatter during a drilling operation. When laser drilled 

holes are used for cooling of aero-engine components both spatter and recast reduce the 

performance of the effusion cooling process and therefore need to be minimised. Studies 

have been conducted that examine the nature of the recast layers and spatter as well 

attempting to vary laser pulse lengths to minimise it with reasonable degrees of success [19- 

22). However, the coupled nature of the effects of available laser parameters means that 

reduction in recast layers will affect hole geometry and drilling time. Low et at. [23] 

performed experiments that demonstrated the differing effect of two types of assist gas 

(inert gas and oxygen) would have on the amount and type of recast layers that would 

form. 

More recent research has attempted to further improve general hole quality as well 

as applying the technology to new areas. Cooling holes in cavities are often required 

in situations where drilling through the back wall of the cavity would compromise the 

structure being drilled. The simplest method that allows these holes to be laser drilled 

uses lining materials within the cavity, such as PTFE. As more complex cavity geometries 

appear, lining materials become more difficult to apply and the use of some method 

of determining laser breakthrough becomes necessary. McNally et al. [13] summarise 

patented methods that have been developed to detect breakthrough when laser drilling 

including the use of optical, acoustic and magnetic flux sensors. 
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2.2. LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN AEROSPACE COMPONENT MANUFACTURE 

2.2.2 Super-Plastic Forming with Diffusion Bonding (SPF/DB) 

Superplasticity refers to the increased ductility seen in some metal alloys (such as Ti- 

6A1-4V) at high temperatures. Superplastic forming exploits this increased ductility to 

give stable strain values in the materials of the order 1000-2000%. This, on its own, 

allows panels to be formed with detail at a much greater depth than was possible with 

the more traditional cold and warm forming methods such as pressing. However due 

to the lower strain rates required (between 10-4 to 10-3s'1) the forming process would 

be a time comsuming process and thus redundant for all but a few specific application 

areas. With only certain metal alloys originally exhibiting the superplastic behaviour a 

great deal of early reasearch attempted to identify the properties that led to a material 

being superplastically deformable. This led to the production of more useful alloys that 

could undergo superplastic deformation [25,26]. However, it was not until the process of 

diffusion bonding was achieved that superplasticity became widely used. 

Diffusion bonding is a process that is able to join parent materials (often of quite 

different composition) yielding a continuous join that retains the properties of the parent 

materials. To achieve a diffusion bond, good contact of the two parent surfaces is required. 

The parent materials are therefore cleaned thoroughly and pressure is applied to overcome 

microscopic roughness at the surface due to oxide films and any other substances. More 

complex joins can be used by applying a stop-off compound, using a silk screen process, 

to the areas at which a join is not required. As with superplasticity, diffusion bonding 

requires high temperatures (usually between 0.5 and 0.8 of the parent material melting 

point) and loading of the materials. Thus, diffusion bonding and superplastic forming 

can be combined into a single process that allows the production of hollow, and therefore 

light, complex parts. Components are generally formed from either two layer packs or, 

where higher rigidity is required, four layer packs. Using multiple-layers of material, 

treated at various points with stop-off compound, allows the engineer to first join and 

then superplastically form (by inflating the joined layers under pressure) the material to 

yield a hollow, honeycomb structure. An example of superplastic forming with diffusion 

bonding of a four layer pack in which a heat exchanger duct is joined and formed from a 

sandwich of profiled titanium alloy plate is shown in figure 2.6. 

Currently the majority of components formed using SPF/DB are manufactured from 

titanium alloy as this is naturally superplastic at high temperatures and at controlled and 
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2.2. LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN AEROSPACE COMPONENT MANUFACTURE 

methods include variation of the thickness of the initial plates to account for thinning in 

forming as well as dies that move during the superplastic forming process to prevent thin- 

ning. An improvement in the success rate of the diffusion bonding process was seen when 

advanced, but relatively cheap, ceramic dies with induction heating were used to give fast 

heating of the material to be formed. This success rate was further improved when the 

diffusion bonding process was carried out before the superplastic forming phase using an 

inert gas rather than accurately machined metal tooling to apply the bonding pressure. 

Further, advances in finite element modelling [33] combined with a chemical milling pro- 

cess resulted in components with a much optimised geometry and hence weight and cost 

savings. General improvements in simulation by finite element analysis of the superplastic 

forming with diffusion bonding process have also been pursued [38,41-45] with a view to 

optimising the process and improving uniform thickness of formed components. 

2.2.3 Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM) 

Electrical Discharge Machining is a non-conventional machining process that makes use 

of the erosive properties when a spark is discharged across electrodes. One of the main 

benefits of EDA1 is that it is not affected by the hardness of the workpiece being cut. As 

a result it is used for applications that require forming of components that are either too 

hard be conventionally machined or cannot be machined for other reasons (e. g. ceramics). 

In EDNI the workpiece to be machined is immersed in a dielectric fluid and connected 

into an electrical circuit. The electrode (or "cutting tool") is connected in the circuit as 

the opposite pole to the workpiece. Whether the workpiece forms the cathode or anode 

is decided by the engineer, based on relative rates of material erosion, with the workpiece 

requiring the higher rate of erosion. Kerosene is most often chosen as the dielectric fluid 

as it breaks down to yield relatively inert gases. 

A pulsed d. c. current sufficient to generate a spark between the electrode and the work- 

piece is passed through the circuit. - The effect of this spark is that it generates an plasma 

flume between the electrode and the workpiece yielding an instantaneous temperature of 

up to 20,000°, melting material at both the electrode and the workpiece. The pulsing 

nature of the supplying current means that each pulse will result in the spark and the 

plasma channel breaking down. This results in the molten material being ejected into the 

surrounding dielectric material. As with laser drilling (section 2.2.1) the molten material 
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2.2. LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN AEROSPACE COMPONENT MANUFACTURE 

investigated the effect of the duration and shape of this "jumping" motion with a view to 

optimising it for improved machining speed and depth: 

Various models of the EDM process exist and take one of two principle approaches. 

Firstly, there are models which focus on the fundamental thermo-electrical aspects. DiBitonto et al. 

48] derived two models based on this principle. These models aimed to explain the pro- 

cess and led on to successful parameter selection when using EDh1. The first model [5] 

was based on a cathode erosion model and defined two main useful parameters, optimum 

pulse time factor, g, and erodability, j. These were predicted with a reasonable degree 

of accuracy for a single electrode/wwlorkpiece combination over a range of peak electric 

currents and time between sparks. The second model examined the erosion of the anode 

pole [48] and made suggestions for parameter optimisation. For shorter pulse times (less 

than 5 µs), Singh et at. [49], predicted that the primary mechanism for material erosion 

was not melting as there was not sufficient time for heat to be conducted directly into the 

workpiece. Instead he developed a model that demonstrated that, for such short pulse 

times, the electrostatic force exerted on the surface of the electrode exceeded the yield 

strength of the cathode and was the main mechanism for material removal. Quantitative 

theoretical predictions of the volume of material removed via this mechanism were also 

made. 

Other research has attempted to quantitively analyse the material removal rate during 

EDM by considering the process purely from a geometrical point of view [50,51]. Con- 

sidering the surface of the workpiece as a mesh of discrete points these models assume 

that the erosion always takes place at the point where the distance between the electrode 

and the workpiece is smallest. Earlier models assumed that the crater formed on the 

workpiece surface after a spark was a cube [50,52]. Improved surface finish estimates were 

obtained when the crater was assumed to be conical in shape [51]. The aim of this research 

was mainly to understand and control/improve the surface finish of components formed 

by ED: NT. As with many machining processes, optimization of variables to improve metal 

removal rate and surface finish has been attempted [53]. 

Wire EDM 

In wire-cut EDA1 (WEDM) a wire is continuously fed between two spools along its axis 

and acts as the electrode which is fed through the workpiece. A schematic of this form of 
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2.2. LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN AEROSPACE COMPONENT MANUFACTURE 

vibration and static-deflection (or wire-lag) [57,59-641. Wire deflection occurs mainly due 

to a reaction force on the wire seen due to evaporation and movement of the dielectric 

fluid during electrical discharge. Alongside wire vibration, wire-breakage during EDM is a 

common cause of low metal removals rates and inaccuracy. It is believed that wire breakage 

is caused as a result of local temperature increases in the wire due to concentration of 

electrical discharges at a particular point in the wire. Also, changes in height of the 

workpiece leads to an corresponding increase in the thermal density of the wire which 

can cause breakage. Much work exists that attempts to predict and in some cases control 

the onset of wire breakage on-line [65-68] based on adaptive control [69,70] and fuzzy 

techniques [71] with varying degrees of success. 

A recent body of research [72,73] has experimented with a technique called dry wire- 

EDTN1 that reduces these forces and hence the vibration seen in the wire electrode. A 

much reduced gap between the electrode and workpiece can be used which increases the 

accuracy of the cut. , 
Other advantages of dry-WEDT1 include reduced corrosion, as no 

dielectric is present, and reduced electrode wear. In contrast, the use of applying minute 

amplitude ultrasonic vibrations to the wire electrode results in multiple channel discharges 

resulting in a higher metal removal rate and improved surface finish [74-77]. 

Recent work has used the EDDZ process to form conductive ceramics such as Silicon 

Carbide in both die-sinking and wire-EDM [78-82]. This has been further extended by 

doping non-conductive ceramics with conductive materials allow them to be machined by 

EDM [83,84]. 

2.2.4 High-Speed Machining 

Milling is one of the simplest and most conventional processes used to remove metal to 

form components of a pre-defined shape. Although the theory of high speed machining 

(HSM) has been under development since the beginning of the century, it is only since the 

end of the 1980s that the process has been practically possible. This is primarily due to 

the improved design of spindle bearings and availability of cutting tool coatings improving 

wear resistance. Direct benefits seen as a result of using HSNI on the factory floor include 

a reduction in the number of different cutting tools required due to the higher volume 

removal rates possible from the same tools that perform some of the more precise cuts. In 

changing the manufacturing method from conventional to high-speed machining Boeing 
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=Dominant 
Natural e uencv M. D. C. 

Hz 
Tooth Pmsing Fre uen Hz Machining Classification 

M. D. C. < Low speed 

< M. D. C. <4 Midrange speed 

< M. D. C. <2 High speed 

M. D. C. >2 Ultra speed 

Table 2.1: Machining speed classification 

reduced the manufacture time for a blocker door hinge from 16 hours to 2 hours [85]. 

A significant benefit of HSN1, certainly with the softer materials, is that the majority 

of the heat produced during the cut is taken away from the workpiece in the chip or 

swarf before it can heat the remaining workpiece. This leads to a reduction (but not 

total elimination) of unwanted deformation in the workpiece due to residual stresses and 

thermal effects. As the chip loading is much lower during an IISM cut it is possible to use 

HSM to machine extremely thin walled components. Also, the lower chip loading results 

in a longer cutting tool life due to reduced wear. Surface finish is much improved when 

using HSD1 in comparison to conventional cutting methods, this reduces the amount of 

post-processing that component has to go through thus increasing efficiency. 

Classification of a machining operation as high-speed-machining is dependent upon 

both the spindle speed, N,., and the diameter of the cutting tool, D. Spindle manufacturers 

use a DN number (equation 2.1) to determine whether or not a spindle's performance will 

be classed, as 'high-speed'. 

DN Number = Nr x D,, i", (2.1) 

where Dap;,, &e is the diameter of the machining spindle measured in millimetres and N,. 

is the spindle speed (rev/min). Another method used to determine whether or not a 

machining operation is classed as high-speed involves examination of the dynamics of 

the tool and spindle. Specifically the dominant natural frequency of vibration of the 

tool/spindle combination is compared to the tooth-passing frequency of that operation 

with classifications being made as shown in table 2.2.4 [86). 

Within the aerospace industry HSMI applications can be broadly categorised into three 

areas. Firstly, those in which large diameter face milling tools are used at conventional 

rotational speeds (1000-5000 rev/min) for finishing large areas such as finishing operations 
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in wing skin manufacture for commercial aircraft. Secondly, in applications where there 

is a high percentage metal removal (in the order of 90%). Here the cutting tools have 

a smaller diameter (10-20mm) but a higher spindle speed (10,000-30,000 rev/min). This 

is often the case in production of complex components in the aerospace industry made 

from solid billets of aluminium. Finally, the case in which much smaller cutting tool 

diameters are used (1-5mm) in conjunction with higher rotational spindle speeds again 

(50,000 rev/min and above). 

Advances in both the machines themselves (introduction of fast response linear drive 

and stiff, high speed spindles) and the computer based tools for creating complex tool 

paths have more recently resulted in the latest generation of 5-axis machining centres. The 

flexibility offered by these machines combined with the ever-increasing precision available 

has led to high speed machining (specifically milling) becoming the favoured process for the 

manufacture of components made from softer metals such as aluminium in the aerospace 

industry. Research in the field of high-speed milling falls mainly into one of the following 

areas: 

. Improved precision of the high speed machining process 

9 On-line Process Parameter Measurement and Control 

" 'Cutting tool technologies 

UNIVERSITY 
" HSM of hard materials OF BRISTOL 

liBRARY 

1<N2.3 
Research in, the Field of High-Speed Machining 

The typical hierarchical path followed from part design to manufacture using a high-speed 

machine tool is shown in figure 2.9. At the highest level, are the CAD/CAM- systems 

which are used to generate the demands sent to the machine tool. These are shown as 

the input arrows to level 3 and traditionally consisted of just a series of pre-programmed 

position demands. More recently, the demands on the CNC system have increased to 

incorporate continuously variable feed, force and power demands amongst other variables. 

The demands made by the CAD/CAM system are fed into the components shown in 

level 3 blocks. These are the adaptive (or closed-loop) controllers (covered in section 2.3.4 

and the error compensation (section 2.3.2). These level 3 systems aim to ensure that 
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ponents and the hardware-based components) interpolators (level 2) are used which take 

the demands generated by the higher-level systems and interpolate them (either linearly 

or as some spline function). This interpolation is carried out at a rate that the machine 

tool can accept to produce components to a specific quality/tolerance level. 

2.3.1 
. 

Feedback Control and Machining 

Control within the field of metal-machining has been of interest to engineers since the late 

1970's when NC facilities began to appear on the shop floor. The main body of research 

in control applied to machining falls into three areas: 

" Adaptive control with optimisation, ACO. 

" Adaptive control with constraints, ACC. 

" Geometric adaptive control, GAC. T 

In fact, the majority of the research in these areas used conventional, fixed gain techniques 

with truly adaptive controllers only making an appearance more recently. Therefore in 

this thesis they shall also be referred to as: 

" Closed-loop control with optimisation, CLCO. 

" Closed-loop control with constraints, CLCC. 

" Geometric closed-loop control, GCLC. 

The first of these areas, CLCO, involves the construction of a performance index that 

relates a cost function (metal removal rate, tool wear) to the process variables used in the 

machining operation [87-92]. Conditions upon the process variables that maximise the 

performance are then calculated and varied on-line using a controller strategy to obtain 

the best performance from the cutting machine. 

The main drawback for this type of control is the direct measurement of tool wear on- 
line. Methods are only now being developed using neural network techniques that allow 

tool wear to be monitored and these are still in their experimental stages. Most recently, 

Yang et al. [93] implemented a controller that used neural networks to optimise tool wear 

based on an on-line estimator. Models exist that predict tool wear as functions of cutting 

tool temperature, rate of change of torque and metal removal rate but they fail to account 
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for workpiece properties and the nature of the active cutting process. Off-line experiments 

can be performed in order to obtain good estimates of these missing parameters. I lowever, 

relating each cutting tool/workpiece combination in this way has the potential of removing 

any cost benefit that improvement in the machining process would lead to. 

Closed-loop control with constraint, CLCC, is the most common fonn of control used 

in machining. Here, allowable limits for cost-effective manufacturing, such as an optimum 

peak torque, are identified as well as either one or a combination of process variables 

that allow its regulation, such as feed-rate. A controller strategy can then be designed 

that attempts to maximize the parameter that is constrained using the designated process 

variable. 

Using CLCC, problems arise with the selection of the controller algorithm used to 

regulate the system. In order to function with a traditional linear controller, the non- 

controlled process variables would have to remain within tight constraints so as to keep 

the plant linear. Any large deviation in width or depth of cut as well as spindle speed would 

result in an erroneous choice of feed-rate by the controller possibly leading to premature 

tool wear. More recently these problems have been overcome via the use of self-tuning (or 

truly adaptive) controllers. It is this form of controller that is to be investigated in the 

following chapter of this thesis. 

Geometric closed-loop control (GCLC), as its name suggests, is concerned with the 

dimensional aspect of machining and consequently used mainly in finishing operations. It 

is a subset of closed-loop control with constraint (CLCC) with a different goal. Here the 

aim of the control is not to maximise the efficiency of the process but instead to improve the 

quality of the finished surface and geometrical accuracy by varying the process variables. 

Using models that relate the deflection of the cutting tool to cutting force, nose radius 

effects it is possible to design a controller that will optimise the surface finish/roughness 

given the cutting conditions. 

2.3.2 Improved Precision of the high Speed Machining Process 

Improving the precision of IHSM in the aerospace industry offers considerable benefits. 

Currently individual components are assembled in large jigs as generally they don't fit 

or line up exactly due to tolerance errors accumulated in the various components during 
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manufacture. One of the goals within the European aerospace industry is to reduce these 

errors to a level that would achieve a "jig-less" assembly mechanism. 

In high-speed machining, two main factors lead to geometrical inaccuracies of the final 

part/component. The first of these is due to inaccuracies introduced by the physical 

properties of the machine tool structure. These can be geometrical variations of the 

machine tool, cutting tool flexibility, and/or errors in the control of the position of the 

machine tool. The second is due to the need to control the co-ordinated motion of the 

individual axes of motion of the cutting tool dynamically under varying loads. 

Geometrical and Thermal Errors - Error Compensation 

With current technology able to machine "in five degrees-of-freedom, machine tool struc- 

tures are extremely complex. For accurate knowledge of the position of the cutting tool, 

and hence production of accurate CNC paths Off-line, ' an extremely good knowledge of the 

geometry and kinematics of the machine tool is required. In practice this is often diffi- 

cult to obtain with the necessary degree of precision. This is further compounded by the 

continuously changing distortion that can occur both in the machine and the workpiece 

as they heat up during the machining operation. It is understood that the errors due 

to thermal expansion of the workpiece and machine tool are the most significant [94,951. 

These errors are generally known as the static errors. Errors due to dynamic effects also 

result in reduced precision of the machined workpiece. These include deflection of the 

cutting tool due to the average load imposed upon during the cut and inertial effects of 

the machine tool. The result is that the CNC path generated by CAD/CAb1 systems 

does not produce the part accurately enough. Much research has focused on being able to 

quantify and correct for such errors. 

Initial work concentrated on being able to define the static errors in a generalised 
framework and compensate for them off-line using measurements made from a previously 

machined workpiece and comparing its geometry with the desired geometry [96]. For a 

three-axis machine it is understood that 21 error components contribute to the total vol- 

umetric error [97,98]. This increases to 32 when considering thermal effects [99]. The 

majority of approaches to error compensation use rigid body kinematics to model the 

machine tool as a series of linkages, arms and prismatic joints [100]. Emam et al. [101] 

derived a generalised error model based upon Denavit-Hartenberg (D-11) matrices [102] 
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that accounted for both geometrical and motion related errors in all degrees of freedom 

in predicting the total volumetric error of the machine. Further work used homogeneous 

transformation matrices (IITAI) to define a standard structure for volumetric errors. These 

were then compensated for off-line via CNC program manipulation simulation (assuming 

small angles) on a real milling machine for a three-axis system [100] and in simulation for 

a five-axis system [103,104] machine. In their work, Srivastava et a!. [1031 also highlighted 

the effect that machine design could have on maximising the efTect of such compensa- 

tion. Mou et al. [105,1061 improved the off-line characterisation of errors using standard 

reference workpieces which lead to improved accuracy. 

Once a good characterisation of the error components is found sensors that can (directly 

or indirectly) measure the errors are mounted on the machine tool. Laser inferometers [97] 

and/or co-ordinate measurement machines (CMMM) are often used to measure geometrical 

errors. Ni et al. [98] developed a system using a laser inferometer in conjunction with beam 

splitters and mirrors with a dual-axis lateral effect photo-detector to allow on-line mea- 

surement of up to five error parameters in a single axis. Most compensation schemes that 

have been implemented are performed in three-axis machine as the difficulties associated 

with measurement of errors in the rotational axes make implementation of true five-axis 

error compensation the current challenge. Steps forward in measuring the rotational com- 

ponents of the error using 3D ball probes have been made by Lei et at. [107-110]. The 

scheme used a contact probe moving in pre-defined paths over a spherical test surface to 

characterise the errors of both the rotational and linear axes. The resulting compensation 

scheme [110] was implemented on a real machine with promising reductions in error. The 

optimal design and location of thermal sensors (usually thermocouples) to improve the 

characterisation of geometrical errors due to thermal expansion of the machine tool has 

been investigated [111]. Various approaches have been implemented to characterise the 

effect of thermal changes on error components based on practical temperature measure- 

ments. These have included finite-clement models [112,113], neural networks [114,115] 

and reduced mode analytical models [9.1]. An off-line method based on a neural-network 

compensation scheme that could estimate and correct for error components on a real 3-axis 

machine including the effects of cutting tool deflection was proposed by Raksiri et al. [116, ]. 

In their work Raksiri et al. measured the errors due to cutting force using a camera. Given 

the errors a compensation scheme is then derived off-line and compensation is applied di- 

rectly to the CNC program. This approach relics on errors being repeatable to be effective. 
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Also the technique has to be re-applied for each different part made on the machine tool. 

Other attempts at correcting the tool path focus on doing so on-line. With measure- 

ments being made on-line, compensation for dynamic errors also became possible. In their 

work Mou et al. [105] included an adaptive on-line mechanism (based on off-line measure- 

ments) that changed the position demand sent to the machine tool servo-controller during 

the machining process, improving accuracy further. Using a method to measure and esti- 

mate the error components on-line and in real-time Chen et al. [99] implemented a similar 

real-time compensation mechanism for a three-axis machine with promising results. An 

on-line neural-network scheme was designed by Ouafi et al. [117] using a statistically se- 

lected subset of sensors that generated the required error components necessary for on-line 

compensation. Lechniak et at. [118] additionally accounted for errors in the geometrical 

description of the finished workpiece due to simplifications when implementing complex 

curves using Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). They also accounted for cutting 

tool deflection in their off-line compensation. Using a reduced mode analytical model 

Kim et at. [94] implemented a scheme for real-time compensation of thermal errors using 

a vertical-type high speed machine tool. 

Drive Control Errors 

As well as compensation of errors due to geometrical, thermal, and dynamics effects of 

the cutting process, errors can be introduced into the final machined component as a 

result of poor control and/or coordination of the individual axes of the machine tool itself. 

The principle error in machine tool control that can lead to geometrical inaccuracies is 

known as servo lag. Servo lag arises due to the, dynamics and associated non-linearities 

(resulting from maximum velocities as well as limits on acceleration and deceleration) of 

the individual machine tool axes. Most servo-niechanisms can be simplistically modelled 

by a first-order lag transfer function with an integrator: 

'axis = 

k. 
ervo 

1 5(s+ 
Taxif 

(2.2) 

where kservo is the machine tool servo gain and Taxis is the time constant for the axis of 

motion in question. 

A simple way to quantify the amount of lag between the currently demanded position 
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Figure 2.10: Single and multi-axis contour error definitions 

of a particular axis and the actual position is to assume that it can be considered as a 

time constant, tLAC [119] (when cutting at a fixed feed rate). Given this assumption the 

error in position (or tracking-error en) of the machine tool will be roughly proportional 

to the feed-rate for that particular axis. If motion along a single axis is considered (i. e. 

a cut along a straight line) then control of the rate at which the machine tools will only 

have an effect on the surface finish of the resulting cut with the geometry of the cut being 

unaffected. This is demonstrated in figure 2.10 (a. ); the error, c1, do not lead to au 
incorrect geometry. 

Now consider a machine tool performing 2-axis motion in which a right angle corner, 

as shown in Figure 2.11, is to be followed. Current practice means that the cutting 

tool stops when it reaches the point at which the change in direction is required. It 

then proceeds in the new direction once a full-stop has been achieved. This leads to 

increased machining times and affects the surface quality of the final workpiece, leaving 

dwell marks. If this practice is not followed, then the servo-lag would result in the axes not 

being synchronised through the corner leading to a rounded-off or misshapen corner 11201 

as shown in figure 2.11. Further, if a complex profile using the latest generation of 5-axis 

machines is considered, then the problem of servo-lag becomes much more complex and 

leads to geometrical errors in multiple axes 2.10 (b. ). When machining profiled surfaces 

in multiple axes the machine can no longer be stopped at arbitrary points. Therefore the 

feed rate at which these components are cut is reduced to minimise the effect of servo lag, 

leading to increased time for manufacture. In order to reduce the errors seen in machining 
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Figure 2.11: Typical errors encountered when milling a right angle corner 

that result due to machine tool axis dynamics (or servo-lag), control techniques are applied 

to the individual axes to ensure that they remain co-ordinated. This area of research is 

broadly termed Geometric Adaptive Control (GAC). Due to ambiguity in interpretation 

of the word 'adaptive' in this phrase, this form of control is also referred to in this work 

as Geometric Closed-Loop Control (GCLC). 

Geometric adaptive control for machining has traditionally taken one of two primary 

routes. The first of these is termed `tracking control' and operates on each of the axes of 

motion individually, attempting to reduce errors in each of those axes of motion indepen- 

dently. In CNC machining the demand vector is often known in advance, and hence the 

use of feed forward control is common [119,121,1221. For feed-forward control, given that 

the position demand for a particular demand can be represented by the variable r(t), a 

model (normally linear), Gaxu(z), for the real control loop of the axis of motion in question 

can be derived such that: 

yaxis(t) = Gaxte(') x r(t) (2.3) 

where Yaxis(t) is the resulting real (and erroneous) motion of the axis in question. Feed 

forward control then attempts to derive the inverse of the this model of the real control 

loop giving GFFD(z), such that: 

Gaxis(Z)GFFD(Z) =1 (2.4) 
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and: 

yaxis(t) = Gasis(z)GFFD X r(t) = r(t) (2.5) 

Thus, the inverted model can be used off-line to generate a modified demand, 

rnsia(t) = CFFD(z) X r(t) (2.6) 

that can be sent to the servo-controller improving the fidelity of control. The resulting 

motion will be improved on each axis but co-ordination of the axes (and hence accu- 

racy of the complete machine tool) will remain poor. G,;;, (. -) will possibly contain zeros 

that lie outside of the unit circle making implementation of feed-forward control complex. 

Tomizuka et al. [121] implemented a form of feed-forward control called Zero-Phase Error 

Tracking Controller (ZPETC) that overcame this difficultly based on a pole/zero cancel- 

lation technique, often involving high compensator gains at high frequencies with good 

results. However, the high amplitude, high frequency compensator often led to saturation 

of the control signal sent to the servo motor drives which resulted in reduced performance. 

The ZPETC controller is also sensitive to modelling errors and/or changes in plant pa- 

rameters. Yeh et at. [123] improved the bandwidth of the ZPETC algorithm by placing it 

in series after a digital pre-filter, overcoming control signal saturation effects. Robustness 

was also improved by making the ZPETC algorithm adaptive using a real-time estimation 

technique. Off-line empirical feed-forward control (similar to off-line error compensation) 

was used by Bjorklund et at. [119] to generate a "Virtual Tool Path" based on previous 

cuts to ensure a more co-ordinated motion of the five-axis machine tool. 

Optimal control [124,125] associates a cost function with both the command signal 

sent to the servos and the error between the actual and desired position of each axis of the 

machine tool independently. Thus, as with feed-forward control, optimal control makes 

no attempt to co-ordinate the axes to improve the accuracy of the final workpiece and is 

therefore a tracking control strategy. Optimal controllers are designed to minimise each of 

the cost functions via adaptive or predictive methods. The techniques in this field rarely 

account for the non-linearities seen in machine tools such as backlash and saturation of 

signals. In a novel approach, Choi et al. (126] proposed a MIMO controller based on a 

H,,,, approach that used a force term (based directly on the velocity of the axes-of-motion) 

as the coupled feedback variable rather than position. The force feedback tenn was used 

to account for the change in plant machine tool parameters seen due to forces induced 

(luring machining resulting in a more accurate cut when performed in and out of cutting 
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conditions. 

Renton et at. [120,127] demonstrated that the majority of tracking errors seen during 

cutting were principally due to velocity and acceleration limits imposed by the servo drives 

of the machine tool. Furthermore, they showed that the capability of machines could be 

enhanced if the velocity and acceleration capabilities across the full dynamic envelope 

(rather than limits based on a single feed-rate) were considered. In that case, accuracy 

could be maintained at much higher feed rates. The authors designed a feed-rate de- 

mand algorithm called Minimum-Time Path Optimization (MTPO) that made full use of 

the acceleration and velocity of a particular machine. A modified proportional-derivative 

(PD) controller was derived that used velocity feedback and was shown to yield smaller 

errors when tracking a ramped demand. Also, a controller whose design accounted for the 

acceleration and velocity capabilities named Minimum Time Tracking Control (b1TTC) 

was derived. These two controllers (PD and MTTC) were used in combination with 

MTPO algorithm yielding accurate control at much higher rates of feed than convention- 

ally possible. Consideration of robustness due to plant disturbances due to, for example, 

change in machine tool loading, symmetry or tool wear have been considered by various re- 

searchers [127-129] using observers. Erkorkmaz et al. [130] and Elfizy et at. [131] combined 

several of the above techniques (ZPETC Feed-forward, pole-placement controller, friction 

compensation, disturbance rejection) with a state-feedback controller using Kalman filters 

examining the improvement in performance at each step. Final experiments showed that 

this complex controller design could give a contouring error tolerance of 10µm when ma- 

chining at 170mm/s but demonstrated the need for a simpler (computationally) controller 

design route. Further work in this area examined the robustness of the model-based con- 

trol of non-linear piezo-electric drives over a wide parameter range [131]. Local models, 

whose structure was based on physical analysis and whose parameters are determined via 

an empirical system identification method, approximated closely the behaviour of the ma- 

chine tool each over a narrow range of operation. For each model a corresponding ZPETC 

feed-forward and pole-placement based PID feedback controller was designed with the 

bandwidth set so as not to exceed the force limit of the drive. As with Renton et al. 

a disturbance observer was used to estimate and reject any disturbance exerted on the 

drive and a friction compensator used. In order to provide continuous control over the 

entire (and non-linear) operating range the local model-based controllers were switched 

to provide optimum local control with reduction in rise times (and hence response) of the 
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drive. As with many tracking controllers, this form of control suffered from saturation of 

the command signal if the design bandwidth was set too high. 

In a bid to simplify control of the linear drives under varying conditions Jee et aL 

implemented an adaptive Fuzzy Logic controller (FLC) on a 3-axis milling machine 11321. 

This FLC algorithm adjusted the input and output membership functions on-line providing 

a robust controller again friction at low velocities and force disturbances. 

The second tranche of CNC control is cross-coupled control (CCC). Originally proposed 

by Koren et al. [133] for a linear approximation to a tool-path and since developed [122,13-1] 

to account for curved paths, and arbitrary paths [135], CCC considers the error of the 

machine tool as being the smallest distance between the tool's current position and the 

nearest position on the desired cut path. This can be seen in Figure 2.10(b), labelled, c" 

and termed the 'contour error. The cross-coupled controller uses an accurate knowledge 

of the kinematics of the machine tools to implement a multi-variable (MIMIO) controller 

that potentially gives a geometrically much more accurate cut at the maxinnun allowable 

feed-rate. However, it has been proposed [136,137] that provided the bandwidth range 

is high enough, and that the algorithm in question is robust to changes in the plant due 

to loading condition, standard tracking controllers (such as feed-forward, ZPETC and 

optimal methods) provide similar capability without the need for the coupled kinematic 

model of the machine tool. 

2.3.3 Interpolation 

An additional area that can lead to an improved accuracy of the final cut is in the method 

used to define and interpret on-line complex surfaces. In the majority of previous research 

inverse kinematics and CNC programs used the cutter location (CL) a4 the point to control. 

This can lead to errors as it does not consider the actual point at which the cutting tool 

contacts with the workpiece surface. Lo et aL [1381 developed an algorithm that could 

calculate the deviation seen and correct for it on-line on a 5-axis machine. 
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2.3.4 On-line Process Parameter Measurement and Control 

This field of research is that referred to as Adaptive Control with Constraint (ACC). As 

mentioned previously current practice when designing CNC tool paths and feed schedules 

(and other process variables) is to err on the side of caution. Feed rates are specified in 

blocks with fixed values being based on* a' conservative estimate of the worst case scenario 

within a particular block. This results in under-use of the machine tools capabilities and, 

hence, extended processing time. 

Algorithms that use a feedback variable, such as cutting force, to modify the CNC 

feed-rate have proved the most popular scheme to follow and became the subject of inves- 

tigation in the late 1960's. Initial attempts used fixed gain feedback controllers [139-1431- 

The majority of research used a process model linking the feed-rate to either the measured 

cutting force or power to estimate the open-loop response. This model was then used to 

design the fixed gains for the simple (P, P+I) controllers. The results demonstrated that 

the cutting force could be regulated in this manner with limitations. Firstly, the steady- 

state gain of the open-loop system model was entirely dependant upon the geometry of 

the cut made. Hence, any change in the cut geometry could lead either to instability, or 

to an unreactive system. The fixed-gain attempts at ACC used steady-state compensators 

to overcome this phenomenon with limited success. More sophisticated controller design 

methods using linear model reference controller strategy were proposed [144] but suffered 

from similar limitations. The first parameter adaptive (or truly adaptive) controller strat- 

egy for ACC was proposed by Stute and Goetz [145] in which the output from a model 

estimating the force based on the feed was compared with the measured feed and used 

to modify (by simple division) the feed-forward gain of the closed-loop system. Many 

of the subsequent attempts (both adaptive and fixed-gain) at force based ACC were de- 

signed around this model-based approach [144,146] with model-reference adaptive control 

(MRAC) schemes proving most popular [147-151]. 

In 1986 Daneshmend et al., [148], applied a series discrete SISO technique to a turning 

process estimating the transfer function between cutting force and feed as a first order 

system. A series of experiments were performed that allowed the sensitivity of different 

parameters in the MRAC algorithm to be tested. Results were mixed with the majority of 

set-ups controlling forces at a desired mean level but with large oscillations superimposed 

generated by the MRAC algorithm. Choice of the reference model was deemed critical 
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for good performance. The algorithm proved robust in the face of parameter variations 

due to cut geometry change. Lauderbaugh et al. [149(, applied a similar approach to a 

milling process using a MRAC algorithm with adaptive based on a pole/zero cancella- 

tion approach using an on-line least squares algorithm. Good control was achieved when 

milling both a steel and aluminium billet as the workpiece material. Stable responses were 

observed when the controller was tested with both metals over a range of cutting condi- 

tions. However, due to measurement noise and non-linear effects, such as cutter run-out, 

the finally achievable bandwidth was lower than expected. Bober and Shin (151) discussed 

the limitations that are imposed on MRAC ACC systems by machine tool set-ups exhibit- 

ing non-minimum phase behaviour. They presented a modified MRAC algorithm based 

on a design originally proposed by Barthel and Shin (152( that used the zero pha. error 

tracking control algorithm to deal with uncancellable zeros present in machine tools. The 

ZPETC algorithm allowed good control of a plant that was cloec to instability due to the 

presence of zeros close to edge of the unit circle (and hence close to instability). 

Other approaches to force-based feed-rate based ACC have used the model-based ap- 

proach but relied on a different adaptation mechanism. Huang et al. 11531 implemented a 

proportional-plus-integral-plus derivative (PID) controller using a neural-network to tune 

the pole-placement algorithm with parameter estimation based on a least-squares approach 

with good results. Luo et al. [154) extended this approach applying it to multiple axes on 

a milling machine, using the neural network to minimise the contour error simultaneously. 

An adaptive strategy that regulated force via modification of both spindle speed and 

feed rate using fuzzy logic was proposed by Liang et al. 1155). The authors acknowledged 

the difficulty associated with modelling and hence controller design clue to the large number 

of parameters required as well as hidden parameters in proprietary controllers that could 

not be derived. Hence their fuzzy controller defined seven fuzzy sets that were not based 

on a process model. More simply, the sets generated a control signal based on a rule set 

and whether the power error (at the cutting spindle) and the power change were large, 

medium or small and either positive or negative. The algorithm allowed regulation of a 

milling process along a single axis for various cutting geometries, norkpiece materials and 

cutting tools. 

Landers and Ulsoy [156] proposed stability boundaries of the force regulation process 

based on the force process gain of the closed loop system and two process models linking 
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feed-rate to cutting force. 'These models were the static form'proposed by Elbestawi and 

Sagherian [1571 which took the form: ' 

F(t) = KbOvL, fv'(t) (2.7) 

where F is the cutting force, b is the depth of cut, v9L, r f is the cutting speed and v is 

the feed rate with a, 8 'and ry being coefficients describing process non-linearity. These 

coefficients are empirical, determined through experimentation. As with many of the 

similar constants in cutting force models presented in this thesis, they do not relate to 

individual material or process properties. Rather, they encapsulate a combination of the 

properties of the entire process, including machine tool structure, nature of the cutting 

process, workpiece material, etc.. K is a constant of proportionality for the process. " The 

second form of model examined was a first order transfer function model, similar to' that 

used in the majority of ACC designs, taking the form: 

F(s) = 
KL_vsUr f Vc (s) (2.8) 

Ts+l 

For both forms, a model reference controller (rnon-adaptive) was designed and used ex- 

perimentally to verify the location and form of this boundary of stability with reasonable 

fidelity. The controllers used were fixed-gain but the stability analysis allowed their design 

to be optimised in order to cope with large (and defined) parameter variations successfully. 

In a later study [158], Landers et al. compared the stability and performance of four 

fixed-gain controller designs for force regulation. Specifically, these design methods were: 

" linearisation based design 

" log based design 

" robust design 

" non-linear design 

The study showed (analytically and experimentally) that the log-based design method 

provided process stability over the widest parameter range and that stability margins de- 

creased for all but the robust controller as the bandwidth requirements increased. Finally 

each of the controller designs were compared against an adaptive scheme similar presented 

earlier in this section. The study concluded that a major drawback of truly (or parameter) 

adaptive schemes for force regulation is the large number of parameters required as well 

as both controller and adaptation mechanism designs. For this reason the log-based fixed 
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gain controller design was recommended for the majority of Ynadiining operations due to 

its wide stability range and ease of design. 

2.4 Conclusions 

Factors that drive the economies within the military and civil aerospace sectors have been 

discussed. The need to reduce cost through the use of interchangeable parts and assemblies 

as well as versatile machine tool cells is apparent. In order to use interchangeable parts 

within the large structures, methods of manufacturing complex parts to a high degree of 

accuracy is vital. A wide survey of the recent advances in machining methods used in the 

aerospace industry, aiming to fulfil this criterion has been conducted. Within the manu- 

facturing methods studied, the role of accurate feedback control strategies in enhancing 

machine bandwidth, and hence accuracy, whilst providing the versatility required from 

the machines is shown. 

Within the field of high-speed machining this is most apparent. Use of more advanced 

controllers has allowed the machine operator to optimise the cutting process in a variety of 

ways. Attempts at using adaptive controller structures to vary the feed rate on-line have 

demonstrated that choice of reference model is always critical for stable operation of the 

machine tools. Moreover, process models that related cutting forcts to process parameters 

often use and require experimental determination of empirical parameters that quantify 

the non-linear nature of the cutting process. The use of the MCS controller for regulation 

of the milling process is therefore attractive given the simple model structure assumed in 

its use. 
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Chapter 3 

Regulation of an Aluminium 

Milling Process 

SUMMARY: A summary of adaptive controllers is given. A control strat- 

egy is proposed that will regulate cutting power measured by adjusting the 

feed-rate. The pilot rig on which tests are performed is described. Results 

obtained using the described strategy are presented and discussed. 

3.1 Introduction 

For successful implementation of an ACC controller in milling, the literature review pre- 

sented in chapter 2 demonstrates the need for a simple to implement and use adaptive 

controller. In this chapter, such an adaptive control strategy will be developed that can 

adjust the feed-rate of a cutting tool to meet a predetermined demand based on cutting 

power. This will be implemented and tested on a bespoke laboratory based milling rig. 

The application of truly adaptive control techniques to the field of metal machining 
have, to date, fallen into two main categories; neural network techniques and model refer- 

ence adaptive control. 

3.1.1 Neural' Networks 

Neural networks represent an area that has attracted much interest in the last ten years 

since the increased availability of computer technology. The basic principal behind neural 
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networks relies on sets of properties being linked together via a network of `neurons'. The 

strength of these neurons or links varies according to some specific function. This alters (or 

tunes) the whole system to behave in a specific manner or, conversely, allow recognition 

of a particular pattern of behaviour. One very good demonstration of the application 

of the use of neural networks is in the field of speech recognition, whereby the network 

will tune its already well defined idea of a particular work to suit a particular person's 

pronunciation of that word. In much the same way neural networks can be applied to the 

Weighted 
Links 

Input layer 

11 iddem Layers 
a>Z 

Output Layer 

Figure 3.1: Back propagation neural network 

field of control in order to tune to and then recognise particular patterns of behaviour. 

The controller can then adapt and correct for that behaviour. The most popular form of 

network used within the field of control is multi-layer back propagation. The structure for 

this particular type of control is shown in Figure 3.1. It consists of three distinct layers of 

nodes, with no connection between those nodes within a particular layer. The first layer 

is the input layer which, in the case of a controller, would have the demand signal and 

the feedback signal as its inputs. These signals then propagate through successive hidden 

layers of neurons via a series of weighted links, with each neuron in one layer having a 

possible effect on every neuron in the next. The chain ends with the last hidden layer of 

neurons feeding into the output layer, again via a system of weighted links and, in the 

case of control would result in a control signal. Each neuron in the network will behave 

in a specific manner, for example it might sum the inputs. The learning rules (some of 

which can be found in [159) are applied to each of the links connecting the layers and it 
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is the choice of these rules that will determine the method of adaptation of the controller. 

One advantage of this particular form of controller over other types discussed here is 

that they have the ability to provide the plant with a non-linear control law meaning that 

after initial adaptation the weightings in the network can be held constant and still allow 

control of a non-linear plant. IVIRAC and similar algorithms allow control of non-linear 

plants but only via the continuous variation of the controller gains. 

Looking at the application of this technology to the field of metal machining three 

main branches of research appear. These are 

9 Process monitoring 

" Process optimisation akin to CL CO 

" Process control akin to CL CC. 

Neural networks have been used to monitor machining processes for some time and their 

use in the first two of the above areas has become more popular especially for detecting tool 

wear. However faster computer processing technology has allowed the more recent jump 

into the field of the control of the machining process using network techniques. Initial 

research concentrated on the control of the relative motion between the spindle and the 

workpiece [153], [160] on retro-fitted automated milling machines. Using neural networks 

the trajectory error of the tool due to the non-linear elements of the motion due to backlash 

in the actuating lead screws and irregular coulomb friction was significantly reduced to 

acceptable levels. More recent research [161], [154] has applied neural network control 

techniques to the regulation of cutting forces via on-line variation of process variables 

(such as feed-rate) with a good degree of successful control in the relevant areas. 

Neural networks require a large amount of training off-line before they can be imple- 

mented on-line and it is imperative that the data used to train the network are of good 

quality demonstrating a large range of the expected behaviour. As summarised above 

research is beginning to expand into the regulation of various aspects of the machining 

process but it is currently only in its infancy most probably due to the high level of com- 

plexity involved with the technique when compared with more conventional controllers. 
UNIVERSITY 
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3.1.2 Model Reference Adaptive Controllers (MRAC) 

The Model Reference Adaptive Controller family of algorithms 11621, (163] can be imple- 

mented in a variety of forms, one of which can be seen in figure 3.2. Various researchers 

have applied AMRAC controllers to the adaptive control of machining processes (147-151]. 

The technique relies on a reference model to supply the required closed loop dynamics of 

the controlled system. The performance index is, in this case, the output error, s,, the 

difference between the output state of the reference model, i,,,, and that of the controlled 

plant, x. The aim of the controller is to adapt itself to allow the control of the plant such 

that the performance index is minimised in a fast and stable manner. 

Reference s Model 

r 
i 

Jr 

u ýt x Adjustable Plant 
System 

, , 
, 
, ' Adaption 
' Mechanism .. ----------------------- 

Figure 3.2: Basic AMRAC configuration 

Examining a multi-variable state-feedback form of the controller whose structure is 

shown in figure 3.3 it is possible to see how this is achieved. A multi-variable system and 

a reference model of the given system can be represented as: 

±(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (3.1) 

x;,, (t) = Amxm(t) + B,, u(t) (3.2) 

X, (t) = z. »(1) -x (t) 

ýý(t) = CeXe(t) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where [A, B] characterises the plant, [A,,,, B,,, ] the modelled systein and u is the control 

vector given by: 

u(t) =. (t, xe)i(t) + KR(t, xe)r(t) (3.5) 
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Adaptive + u(t) Plant x(t) 
lGain, KX(t) {A, B) 

Adaptive 
Gain, K(t) 

Figure 3.3: Internal structure of an MRAC controller 

where K(t, e) and KR(t, e) have constant and variable parts: 

K(t, xe) =K+ OK(t, xe) (3.6) 

KR(t, Xe) = RR + AKR(t, Xe) (3.7) 

Upon further analysis the problem of adaptation reduces to a linear part and a non-linear 

part. The linear part involves the choice of parameter Ce such that: 

CQ=BTP (3.8) 

where P is a positive definite symmetric solution of the Lyapunov equation: 

ATP + PA,,, = -H (3.9) 

H being a positive, definite matrix. Initial values of K and KR are also required. These 

are often chosen as the Erzberger values. 

The non-linear part of the adaptation involves on-line calculation of the variable parts 

of K(t, Xe) and KR(t, Xe) shown in equations 3.7. This non-linear part takes the general 

form: 

t 
OK(t, xe) = 

0f 
'1>2) (3.10) 

OKR(t, xe) = J'I'1(�e, t)dT+412(Je, t) (3.11) It 0 

The first terms in the above expressions provide the "memory" for the system with the 

latter terms being the transient terms that disappear as ye tends to zero. The resulting 

controller allows control of both linear and non-linear plants using the reference model as 

the ideal behaviour. 
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3.2 Proposed Control Method 

The method of control proposed for the regulation of cutting poser is a first order Min- 

imal Controller Synthesis (MCS) outer loop strategy. The details of the MCS algorithm 

including proofs of stability have been described in many papers [7,164-166]. A brief 

overview of the algorithm is given here for completeness. 

3.2.1 Minimal Controller Synthesis 

The Minimal Controller Synthesis algorithm is a form of adaptive controller based on 

the Model Reference Adaptive Controller (\MRAC) family described in the previous sec- 

tion 3.1.2. Conceived at the University Of Bristol in 1990 it extends the highly desirable 

properties of the MRAC series of controllers in the following ways: 

" There is no need for plant parameter estimation either off- or on-line. 

" It can cope with high bandwidth plant parameters. 

" It will also reject the effects of high bandwidth disturbances on the system. 

" The amount of coding required for successful implementation is small (similar amount 
to PID) making high sampling rates possible. 

Previous experience with this form of controller has shown it to provide performance 

superior to that available from a standard, well-tuned PID controller [167). This is mainly 

due to the adaptive nature of the algorithm and its resulting ability provide accurate 

control in the face of inaccurate plant modelling and/or unexpected changes to the plant 

during use (e. g. change in stiffness, etc. ). The MCS algorithm simplifies the basic 

MRAC algorithm in the following ways. Firstly, the constant parts of the controller gains 

as described in equations 3.7 are set to zero. Secondly, a structure for the reference 

model and for the parameter Ce that assure robust stability is adopted. The combination 

of these simplifications reduces calculation times for stable, adaptive gains K and KR 

(equations 3.12 and 3.13) and simplifies the design process reducing it to the choice of a 

pair of sensitivity parameters a and ß and a settling time for the model, t,. 

K (t) = LK(t) =10 
aye(T)x(r) dr + flye(t)z(t) (3.12) 

0 

K (t) _ LIKR(t) = jtQye(T)r(T)dT+ß! /e(t)7(t) (3.13) 
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3.3. PILOT RI(; 1)I( "RII I ION 

To late the algoritlºui 1ºiLL been applied with successful results to it range of systems incliid- 

i1i2 it non-lineflr eaa, th<tmake shaking- table [167] and the control of chaotic systems [168]. 

3.2.2 Control Strategy 

'1'h(, chosen strategy for investigation in this work was an outer-loop strategy as shown i1º 

the sehen tatic represent at. ion lit figure 3.4. In this strategy the MCS eoººt roller forms the 

eiiter-loch which sits aroººncl the inner loop. this being the ºnilling rig witli its internal 

º ont. roller. One of the main aºlvant, ages of this kind of scheine, and the main reason for it. ", 

use leere. is that it can be retrofitted around the existing ºeqººipnºent without nºodification 

of' the inner loop's control. The outer-loop TICS would modify (lie position den-land of. in 

the first case, a single axis of the rig in order to achieve the new feed-rate. It, was intended 

tli<it this new feed-rate would result in the (lr, iled power at the cutting tool. 

----- -------------------- ----- ------ -- --------------- ! Outer-Loop -- 
---------- "ý 

MCS H- 

__i 
r(tl 

------------------------------------- 
! Inner-Loop 

r 
utLng Power',. (; ) ui r) ß', d0 Proportional '4Ar) Plant, s or 

P04er Signal 
Demand MCS Gain, ý, Axis of Rig Position Signal' 
Signal 

1Original (CNC) 
II Position Demand 

Signal 

- ----------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Figure 3.4: Outer loop overview 

3.3 Pilot Rig Description 

The pilot ri, (Figure 3.5) that, was ºtseci for i he main body of the research work was 

it (nstoºu ºlesignec1 Solution by BOSCH Automation Ltd in August 1997. It possessed a 

ºuilling envelope of 12, s5ºunº (; r-axis) by S9 iuººu (q-axis) with it z-axis whose position could 

1ºc a(ljººst((I nwnua11v via it slidewav. It was a belt-driven two axis milling rig with each axis 

1>owcrecl by aº I k\V BOSCH Sen-odvn a. c. servo niot. or. Each of diese motors was driven 

via it 1)rohriet. 11-y (Iiii)e(I(Ie(I contrimller. '"fliese controllers oiitlntt, a pillse-xvidth modulated 

driving (urteilt. This current resulted in a velocity proportional to the analogue demand 

P. u, r: ")1 



I i; iuý : 3.5 The two-axis pilot rig 

signal sº ut tu Ilw colitroIler for tlºº. axis III yuº"stionº 'l III "II. , Ir, .ýI. ti ý, l frýýºn 

-lll to -f 1OV. 

1'llr 111111)0 l'ti tit(- : 1' RII(1 1/ lllll'dr axis 1)(riitl')11. s v., I-' C, g1111111111c . 11, '1 tO tit(, 

II111('I-1(O1) ('Oilti 11l'r . iti all aI1711Ug11(' SlgIIit I via IiIIf.; Ir 1)1it (-titi(, lit "I(rs T}1)' (mtpu t vi)llagv 

r . 111 1i , Ixl v rallg('(1 1111111 (1.. 1O witll gains. fed, (0*. i5H\'/ul) . ulli /i, I, (10 1 1'2\ 111 f- : ih, 

rý : ýj, rct ivei. 

The ulilliu" s1>incilc \cn" t I'enkt 2.2k\1' at. Ihm, I, lit Ill tl.; Ill .. Ilt, lýtnllun 

rutalit, iial sl)tid of 1S. (1OOrt, v%ºuit>. It was powered by a BOS('1I Svr\"�clvlt-: 1ti(' thrw 

1>lla>se power supply. Its rotational jp etl was set via an xnaluguc" signal wluu., qu tttagnitnclr 

n-t>, s l, rulmrtic, ltal to the frct(lucucv' of the at. cltnellt sIII, I>Iictl to the router motor (0 

Volts - () Ili. 1(1 volts - 3U0 flr) 'I he eu1V, ttltlc"tI ruutrollcvr t"tr, until that (attar a brief 

Nelilillg period) tilt spindle 4.111'1. t-tlt II1"I(Ilt"Ilt'\ 11; tß Iýrul, ýýrtlý ll. tl t,, the rutati. m. il Iwt-tl of 

I In spindle. 

Ihol's('(l within I1w sl>itiºllº' was Ilte ý, titttkstývº ý. ºrl, i'lf, ' 111: 1.1i I 1: ' n. il«; Ih ;º 

Ii lis ; ºu"'I(' of GU" that was used fur all of t he ti a. 'I Iºº" , IW(IfI(' Iºri)pertie:, of ! his tool Call 

he 10)111)11 ill taItlt' 3.1. The uºaiu test , 1ºt't illicit ººsotil c1111'itºg exlºrritue its %V L, tu: ulty It 4 1111 
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1 3.3. PILOT RIG DESCRIPTION 

Radial Dimensions End Dimensions 

Rake Angle 6° 70 

Primary Clearance Angle 100 70 

Secondary Clearance Angle 20° 25° 

Primary Width (mm) 0.71 1.27 

Table 3.1: Cutting tool parameters 

the Airbus A300 series. The test specimen measured 500 x 500 x 100mm and was bolted 

directly to the milling table at four points. 

3.3.1 Low-Level Controller on the Pilot Rig 

Each axis of the milling rig was controlled in position for two main reasons. Firstly, for 

a rig of this nature, where safety is a critical factor, it is essential that the position of 

the milling head be known at all times and therefore be limited to certain areas deemed 

as safe. Secondly, cut paths were defined in terms of position of the milling head and 

therefore, in order to maintain cutting precision and simplicity, controlling for position 

was deemed the most appropriate inner-loop strategy. 

The algorithm used to implement the control on each axis was a simple proportional 

controller algorithm. Both axes on the rig were controlled via the embedded controllers as 

integrators in time (position being controlled via a velocity-based actuator), thus integral 

action was deemed unnecessary. 

The choice of gains for each of the two axes was chosen via an empirical procedure. 

The values of the gains were set high to obtain a good dynamic performance and then 

systematically reduced until the effects clue to noise were attenuated to acceptable levels. 

The final values that were used are: 

Kp., =hpy= 10. (3.14 

The inner-loop set-up for each axis can be represented as in the figure 3.6 below: 

Here, r, the reference signal is a voltage between 0 and 10 volts that indicates the 

demanded position of the relevant axis on the table, u is the analogue control signal sent 

to the servo motor drive and y is the current position of the axis, as measured by the 
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Reference 
Signal, r(t) + e(l) Proportional u(t) Plant, x or x(1) 

Gain, Kp y-Axis of Rig 

Figure 3.6: Pilot rig inner-loop control for x- and y-axes 

LVDT. 

3.4 Implementation of Proposed Control Strategy on Rig 

3.4.1 Recovery of Cutting Power 

A three phase Yokogawa 2533E Series digital power meter, supplied by Consort Controls 

was used on the pilot rig. This meant that the total electrical power being supplied to the 

spindle could be measured and hence the cutting power and torques calculated. 

The power-meter was connected at the source of current for the spindle as shown in 

figure 3.7. In this figure the source is the BOSCH 3 phase power supply and the load is the 

spindle. As the spindle is a three wire load a total power measurement can be obtained 

by reading only two instantaneous currents, Il and 13 and two instantaneous voltages, Vl 

and V3, the voltages being measured with reference to the second phase, NOT to ground. 

This is more commonly known as the two watt-meter method. 

Given these quantities it can be shown that : 

PT(t) = Ii(t)VI(t) + 13(t)V3(t) (3.15) 

where PT(t) is the total instantaneous power consumed. The mean power used in cutting, 
Pmt, is then equal to : 

Pcut = PT - P8pin (3.16) 

where P8p;,,, is the free spin power of the spindle required to overcome friction, etc.. Values 

of Pp;,, were found experimentally for the spindle and a linear relationship between free 

spin power and rotational speed of the spindle was determined as: 

PB S= 30 + 0.0133Nr (3.17) 
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so 

Figure 3.7: Three phase power meter connection 

where N,. is the rotational speed of the spindle (rev/min). For all of the experiments 

performed it was assumed that any increase in spin power when cutting begins (due to 

extra friction on spindle bearings, etc. ) is negligible and therefore that the spin power 

remains constant throughout cutting. It should also be noted that it was assumed that 

all current being measured was converted directly into cutting power. Losses in the wires 

transporting the current to the spindle as well as losses and inefficiency in the spindle were 

assumed small. 

3.4.2 Software Configuration 

The outer loop MCS controller strategy was implemented on a PentiumTM class ma- 

chine using `ControlLab32', a piece of control software developed `in-house' within the 

Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Bristol. A sample display 

of the software implementing a simple proportional plus derivative feedback (P+DFB) 

controller is shown in Figure 3.8. The software is modular, written in Borland Delphi 

around a fully object-oriented structure. The object-oriented approach to programming 

allows all of these blocks to be based on the same fundamental class structure ensuring 

signal integrity and synchronisation. Card drivers, signal generators, scopes, etc. all share 

the same basic code with the specific functionality being written on top of this code. In 

the final application, this allows control strategies to be built, or `wired-up', without re- 
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m-1ºievc<1 using; the signal generator block provided by CotilrolLal 2. 'l'lºis block output 

a triangular waveform whose aiºº}ýlitººde, frequency and therefore praclieºil is equal to the 

required feed rate unºlliplied by the fain of the LVDT for the relevant, axis (in experiments 

perforºuc<i this was taken as the y-axis). 

Suppose Nve require a feed rate of v tnl/niiii. This equates to: 

Voltage rate (V/sec: ), v,, - = 60Ii, 1,1 ' 18) 

Time period of lullt Triangular wave (s), P= 
4Y 

Fregia iic of triangular wave, ff . (1 = 
j, 

(3.20) 

60 Kd,, 
ý (3.21) 

. 1q is the l)cak to peak amplitude of the triangular waveform use(1. 

Wh ell closed-loop milling is performed the control signal from the ((iiit roller, be it 

0 fixed gain or aal. al)tive alguxitliiii. is iiltegratv<1 wit li re", pc(t to tiiuc fui(I ; iul(lal tu tlic 

t riaiigiilar wave f<)rniillg a composite demand. This is shown ill tic sclxciuat is of the closed 

willing straitegy in figure 3.9. TOS ensure, t. lhat there is pleuty of rrnu-rnit, for the lcyst 

ill the cuts performed ill the pilot st ucly, thc value of A,, was set. to 20V. 

Cutting Power JH MCS 
Demand Adaptive 
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Model ý,,, (ý 1 

Spindle 
Power 4 
Met«'i 

Inner Loop 
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uirl' /. dll 
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Figure 3.9: A1(')' outer-loop strategy implementation 

I order to test the vial>ilits' of the proposed strate ;v ai MATLAB-Sittuiliiºk model. 
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CHAPTER 3. REGULATION OF AN ALUMINIUM MILLING PROCESS 

Figure 3.10, was constructed. This simulation can be compared directly with the strategy 

outlined in figure 3.9. The NICS outer loop can be seen around the block labelled MILL / 

PID. Within the MILL/PID block lies a model of a single axis of the pilot rig along with 

the proportional controller being used to regulate that axis. At the output of the MILL / 

L yný 

skw. ^ T- 
T- 

v. bay I-ft) 

Figure 3.10: SIMULINK model of process 

PID block is the current single axis velocity of the milling head. Cutting power is then, 

at this stage, assumed to be related to feed-rate via the assumption : 

PT(t) = Pspin(t) + v(t) x ltik,,,, 
e, xax ku;,,, xbx kd, (3.22) 

where Ppi� is the free spin power, kpo,,, er is the constant of proportionality between feed- 

rate and cutting power and k: d,,, and k.,,, 0 are the constants relating power to depth and 

width of cut respectively. 

This cutting power level is then compared with the desired power and sent into the 

block labelled "TICS Power". This, using a first order n-1CS algorithm (see section 3.2.1), 

sets the controller gains such that a new feed-rate is demanded that will enable satisfactory 

tracking of the demand power. Finally, the signal produced is one which would be used 

to modify the feed-rate and therefore has to be integrated with respect to time so that it 

can be added to the inner-loop position demand in order to close the loop as described 

previously. 
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3.4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY ON RIG 

Figure 3.11 shows the results of a simulation where the demand power is being varied 

as a square wave for a constant geometry cut. 
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Figure 3.11: Simulation output: Constant geometry of cut, spin power present, ; FMCS 

adaptive control, width of cut = 1mm, depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle 

speed = 12,000rev/min 

In this simulation the system was adapting from zero initial gains (i. e. K=0 and 

KR = 0) with adaptive weights, a=0.05, ß=0.005. Given an AMCS settling time, 

t3, of 1.0s the demand power has been achieved with a small overshoot within 10.0s. 

This overshoot is primarily due to the BOSCH three phase drive dynamics block which 

were included in the simulation to investigate the effect of drive dynamics on the closed 

loop. With the 3 phase drive dynamics block included, a good dynamic response from 

the MCS power loop is highly dependent upon correct selection of the MCS settling time, 

t3. Another interesting point to note is that whilst the MCS controller gains reach quasi- 

steady state values after 10.0s, the change in demanded power results in a large change to 

the value of these gains. This change occurs even though the plant (pilot rig, geometry of 
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cut) has not changed 

This is due to the fact that in the above simulation, the free spin power of the spindle 

(spindle power under zero load) constitutes a high proportion of the total power consumed. 

This is the non-linearity that is being overcome by the DICS gains. Performing a similar 

simulation but without the free spin power yielded the results shown in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12: Simulation output: Constant geometry of cut, no spin power present, 

MCS adaptive control, width of cut = 1mm, depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle 

speed = 12,000rev/min 

Now it can be seen that adaptation takes slightly longer due to the fact that the 

constant spin power is no longer present. Also, figure 3.12 shows that this time the 

MCS gains reach their quasi-steady state values and, after a period of re-adaptation, 

remain at approximately the same values when the demand power changes. This is an 

important point as during finishing cuts performed in industry, the spindle free spinning 

power makes up a large proportion of the total power consumed. It is apparent from 

the above simulations that a conventional, fixed-gain controller would provide problems 
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for the control of power under these circumstances and demonstrates one of the possible 

advantages of using AICS. 

3.5 Simple Single Axis Results 

Presented in this section are the results of tests performed on a single axis of the milling 

rig under power control. Two types of controller were used throughout these tests. Firstly 

the MCS control strategy described in section 3.2 and secondly a fixed gain controller 

similar to a State Feedback Controller (SFC) based upon the same strategy. The purpose 

of using the SFC controller was to provide a benchmark with which the performance of 

the MCS controller could be compared. The values of the gains used in the fixed gain 

controller were obtained by completing trials under TICS control and noting the average 

steady state value of the adaptive gains. 

The values of the MCS adaptive controller weights that proved most stable and that 

were therefore used for the range of MCS adaptive control tests carried out were : 

0.01 

0=0.001. 

These values were determined empirically, starting at low values of a and increasing it 

until noise amplification around the control loop deteriorated closed-loop performance. 

Experience with the MCS algorithm has shown that the relationship Q=O. la yields the 

best closed-loop performance [169], therefore this relationship was used. 

Demonstrating a fairly simple case figure 3.13 shows the results of a cut of constant 

geometry where the width of cut = 1mm, axial depth of cut = 3.9mm and the spindle 

speed = 10,000 rev/min. The demanded power was set at 240W for each of the cuts. 

The uppermost graph shows the cutting power in three cases. Firstly the case where no 

regulation of the power took place (open-loop), secondly the case whereby the power was 

regulated via a fixed gain controller and finally power regulation via the proposed MCS 

controller. The middle graph shows the values of the 11MCS and fixed gain controller gains. 

The lower graph shows the signal that was added to the position demand for both the 

MCS and fixed gain controllers in order to achieve the new feed-rate. The gradient of the 

lines in this bottom graph therefore represent the modification to the milling feed-rate. 

The open-loop cut shows the level of power achieved at the base feed-rate of 0.24m/min. 
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Figure 3.13: Results of tests carried out over constant geometry with a constant power 

demand for open-loop, fixed gain-control, NICS adaptive control. width of cut = 1mm, 

axial depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 10,000rev/min. 

Here the free spinning power of the spindle can be seen before 21. Os as 160W. When 

cutting actually started at around 21. Os this rose to a constant 190w. As in the simulation 

demonstrated previously the MCS adaptive gains started at zero and, when released at 

around 22.0s, arrived at their quasi-steady state values within around 5.0s. Successful 

tracking of the demanded power was achieved within around 3- 4s with a good transient 

response, giving only one very small overshoot. This is due to the fact that the MCS 

controller gains were slightly over-compensating for the combination of two effects. Firstly, 

the response time of the pilot rig to the new feed-rate demand and secondly, the slow 

response of the power to the increased feed-rate, a point mentioned earlier when looking 

at the simulation and 3 phase power controller dynamics (section 3.2). The fixed-gain 

controller also achieved the target power with a slightly better transient behaviour in 

roughly the same time when it was switched on at 22.0s. At this stage the performance 

of the fixed-gain controller matched that of : FMCS, however, as the figure 3.14 shows, when 
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the power demand is not a constant' value the benefits of the : FMCS controller begin to 

become apparent. 
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Figure 3.14: Results of tests carried out over constant geometry with a variable power 

demand for fixed-gain control, NICS adaptive control. width of cut = 1mm, axial depth 

of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 10,000rev/min. 

In figure 3.14 the graphs are arranged as before (power, controller gains, control signal) 

with only the fixed-gain and )TICS controller responses being shown (no open loop). With 

both controllers the cutting tool entered the metal at around 21.0s. The ; TICS controller 

was switched on at 25. Os and the fixed gain controller was activated at 28.0s. As the power 

levels being demanded were similar to those in the previous case the fixed-gain controller 

gains were left at the same levels. As with the previous test the adaptive gains started at 

zero and reach the steady state values within five seconds, allowing successful tracking of 

the demand power with a settling time of roughly 3.0s. 

The fixed-gain controller modified the feed-rate to roughly the correct levels, after 2. Os 

with a small steady state error up until 30.0s. At this point the demand power underwent 
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a step change to a lower level of 200W. In response to this change the fixed-gain controller 

modified the feed-rate by an extremely small amount leading to a corresponding change 

in power of roughly 5W. This effect can be seen more clearly at points later in the test 

where the demand power changed (at 40. Os and 50.0s). 

The MCS controller, however, successfully tracked the new demanded power level after 

only 2.5s with a good transient behaviour. The inability of the fixed-gain controller to 

respond to the demand change was due to the effect of the spin power making up a large 

proportion of the total cutting power. 

In order to ensure a more effective use of the fixed-gain controller the spindle free spin 

power would either have to be a very low proportion of the total power, or would have to 

be constantly subtracted from the total power before being fed into the power regulation 

controller as was demonstrated in the simulations whose results are shown in figures 3.11 - 

3.12, section 3.2. Another possibility would be the inclusion of integral action onto the 

fixed-gain controller which would offer benefits in the rejection of the effect of free spin 

power. However it is likely that introduction of such a measure would be to the detriment 

of closed-loop stability. 

Looking closely at the power signals for each of the two tests shown above, a variation 

on the signal with a frequency of around 1.5Hz can be seen. Testing has shown that this 

variation was not a direct result of the power feedback loop but that it was due to the 

proprietary control algorithm used by the embedded BOSCH power controller. 

In order to investigate the ability of the two controllers to provide stable control given 

a change in the plant parameters a series of tests (figures 3.15 and 3.16) were carried out at 

a higher loading factor. This took the form of an increased width of cut of 4mm with the 

axial depth of cut being maintained at 3.9mm. In order to compensate for the increased 

tooth loading the spindle speed was increased to 12,000rev/min. 

Figure 3.15 shows the results of the fixed-gain controller strategy where the initial 

power demand was 450W. Once the controller was switched on at 14. Os it adjusted the 

feed-rate and realised the demanded power within 3. Os giving no overshoots and a good 

transient behaviour. The values of the gains used for this test (K = 0.012, Kß = 0.018) 

were quite different from those used in the previous tests (K = 0.045, KR = 0.055) where 

a shallower cut was used. In fact, when the previous gain values were used, the controller 
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Figure 3.15: Results of fixed-gain controller regulated power cut, width of cut = 4mm, 

axial depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 12,000rev/min 

set the new feed-rate at a high level and never recovered within the life of the cut. This 

means that if a fixed gain controller of this type were to be used the geometry of cut would 

have to remain fairly constant throughout the machining cycle. This is certainly not true 

in the manufacture of wing skins where the profile of the cut constantly changes as well as 

the type of cut. Towards the end of this test the demanded power changed to the sightly 

higher level of 510W. As with the lower loaded cut (Figure 3.14) there was an initial period 

wherein a small amount of modification to the feed-rate took place, resulting in an increase 

in power of roughly 20W. After that period an error remained in the desired and achieved 

cutting power which was never recovered. This test indicated the need for integral action 

in the power loop so that the fixed-gain controller could overcome this error. Simulations 

have shown that introduction of integral action does indeed remove the errors seen in the 

steady state and also reduce the effect that the free spinning power of the spindle has on 

the efficiency of the fixed gain strategy., However, this is at the expense of the closed loop 

stability. 
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Looking at the first case in figure 3.16 the demanded power was set initially to 450W, 

varying from 390W to 510W later on in the test. The cutting conditions for this case 

were the same for those in the previously demonstrated test, axial depth of cut = 3.9mm, 

width of cut = 4mm, spindle speed = 12,000rev/min. 
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Figure 3.16: Results of MCS controller regulated power cut, width of cut = 4min, axial 

depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 12,000rev/min 

With the MCS adaptive controller regulating the feed-rate, tracking of the demand 

power was achieved for each of the three demanded powers after a settling period of around 

5 to 6s. This performance was achieved, unlike with the fixed gain controller, without any 

internal parameter changes. The transient behaviour in this case, however, was not a good 

as that seen with the smaller cuts. With each change in demanded power an overshoot was 

seen with a amplitude of roughly 50W. This was a result of the slow response of the pilot 

rig in arriving at the new demanded feed-rate. As mentioned previously, this resulted in 

the MCS power controller over-setting the desired feed-rate and not being able to recover 

quickly enough when that feed was achieved. Once again simulations confirmed this effect. 

If the proportional gain It used on the position control of the relevant axis (section 3.3.1) 
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was increased the performance of the system was much improved in terms of settling times 

and transient response. However increasing this gain led to problems due to noise on the 

relevant signals. Another proposed solution is the inclusion of an TICS loop around the 

pilot rig that would regulate its velocity. An important point to note, however, is that 

the pilot rig, and indeed any machine of this sort, will be subject to restriction on the 

maximum rates of acceleration and deceleration. This will certainly affect the stability of 

the MCS adaptive strategy over a range of desired feed-rates and should be investigated 

further in the future. Along the same lines, the controller being used to regulate the power 

sent to the spindle will play a fairly similar role. If the delay in which the BOSCH on 

board controller takes to achieve a constant spindle speed given, say, a change in the depth 

of cut, is large enough then a similar effect will be seen. 

3.6 Further Single Axis Results 

Figure 3.17 shows a series of tests during which the radial depth of cut was varied linearly 

throughout the cut. Given the previous results these tests were designed to look at the 

ability of the two controllers to cope with a constantly changing plant parameter, an' area 

where MCS should perform well. Starting at a width of cut of 3mm at 20. Os and ending 

with 0mm at 85. Os the upper graph, as before, shows the levels of power obtained in three 

cases; open-loop, with a fixed gain controller and with the NICS controller. The lower 

graph shows the evolution of the TICS gains throughout the cut. The fixed gain controller 

gains were set at a value that gave good power tracking at the mean radial depth of cut. 

The change in power due to the decrease in radial depth of cut can be seen on the 

open loop result. It is also worth noting that initially the demand power was equal to the 

open loop cutting power which means at the start of the tests neither of the controllers 

should have been doing any work in the regulation of the feed as the demand power was 

already being achieved. Firstly, the performance of the fixed gain controller performance 

is examined after it was activated at roughly 25.0s. It can be seen that after only 2.0s, 

as the difference between demanded and actual power slowly increased, the fixed gain 

scheme yielded unacceptable behaviour, increasing the feed to such a high level that it 

was deactivated at 31.0s. By contrast, however, the AMCS controller yielded a good closed- 

loop response. The demand power was achieved throughout the duration of the cut, even 

at the latter end of the test where the width of cut was small. Eventually at 77. Os there 
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Figure 3.17: Results of tests carried out on a tapered cut, initial width of cut = 3mm, 

final width of cut = 0mm, axial depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 10,000rev/min 

was not enough metal to physically achieve the desired power given the limitations of the 

pilot rig and the actual power fell slightly under (77 - 82 seconds). The gains reflect this 

behaviour in that at the beginning of the test they were practically zero, indicating no 

need for control. As the cut narrowed so the gains increased in what appears to be, for 

a period, a roughly linear manner. At around the 70. Os stage the gains then increased 

at a much higher rate reflecting the point made earlier about the demanded power being 

almost unobtainable. The stable manner in which the gains compensated for the changing 

geometry of cut is very encouraging and is the main advantage that this form of controller 

over the more conventional types such as SFC. 

In the previous test the variation in geometry was continuous, the next set of results 

come from a test in which the change in geometry of cut was instantaneous and unpre- 
dictable. It took the form of a step change in width of cut from 4mm to 2mm, whilst there 

was a constant depth of cut of 3.9mm. This test was only performed with the adaptive 
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Figure 3.18: Results of MCS power regulated cut with step change in width of cut from 

4mm to 2mm, axial depth of cut = 3.9mm, spindle speed = 12,000rev/min 

controller as trials indicated that tool damage would result if the fixed gain controller 

were to behave in a fashion similar to that in the previous test. Results from this test are 

presented in figure 3.18. In this test the demand power was constant at 420W. The spindle 

entered the metal at 5. Os and the NICS controller was activated at 15.0s. The step change 

in width of cut occurred at 30.0s. As with the previous experiment, the demand power 

was satisfied and maintained after 5. Os with a small overshoot in the transient phase. On 

entering the new width of cut the demand power fell to a lower level as expected and after 

only 4. Os the MCS controller adjusted its gains in order to compensate for the instanta- 

neous change in the plant. Once again it is encouraging to see that the response is stable 

even over the large change in depth (100%). 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Metal machining and particularly the milling process is being used more and more to 

replace conventional metal processing methods such as castings a assembly from pre- 

fabricated parts. The majority of cutting process performed on the factory shop floor are 

still performed in an open-loop manner resulting in unnecessarily long machining times. 

A pilot rig has been commissioned for use in experiments investigating ways of im- 

proving and regulating the metal milling process, specifically for aluminium components. 

A controller strategy that provides a method of regulating the mean cutting power 

by continuous variation of feed-rate has been developed and tested in simulation. The 

strategy has been demonstrated on the pilot rig for single axis cuts under various conditions 

including: 

" Constant demand power 

" Variable demand power 

" Variable cut geometries 

" Continuously varying cut wrap angle 

using either a fixed-gain or adaptive controller algorithm. 

The advantages of using an adaptive \MCS strategy over standard fixed-gain technolo- 

gies have been demonstrated. The adaptive controller strategy considered performed well 

in a single axis for a range of types and geometries of cut. Limitations on the speed at 

which changes in power could take place were imposed on the AICS controller due to the 

unknown dynamics of the cutting spindle power controller. This unit uses an unknown 

non-linear algorithm to maintain a constant spindle angular velocity that results in its 

own set of dynamics. The lag with which the spindle controller responded introduced a 

de-stabilising effect into the power regulation MCS loop. No data on these dynamics is 

available as it is industrially sensitive information. However if these dynamics could be 

investigated and quantified it is possible that they could be taken account of by placing 

them in the reference model of the AMCS controller routines. This would ensure that the 

MCS algorithm did not "over-demand" the feed-rate as was seen in experiments where 

either a set too sensitive and/or the settling time, t, was set at to fast a value. 

The machines in industry use spindles capable of delivering powers to the cutting tools 
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of up to 100kW. In order that the algorithms can be considered for use on these machines 

a stability study should be performed. 

Currently the physical dynamics of the spindle are not accounted for when calculating 

cutting power from electrical power. Electrical machines consume power when accelerating 

and will also consume power to overcome bearing loss and drag losses. In order to refine 

the cutting power measurement these variables should be taken into account. Also a 

negative feed-rate does not lead to a negative cutting. In fact, negative feed-rates will 

not be acceptable in industry. Methods that make to MCS algorithm more robust to 

such non-linearities are essential before the algorithm can be used in safety critical (and 

non-experimental) applications such as this. 
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Chapter 4 

Process Modelling of a Metal, 

Milling Process 

SUMMARY: A review of existing cutting force models is given. The need 

to derive peak cutting force from spindle power is presented. A single axis 

model linking the main, process variables to the cutting power and cutting 

force is presented with calibration against milling experiments. An empiri- 

cal model relating cutting power to peak cutting force based on the cutting 

tool/workpiece combination discussed is presented. 

4.1 Theories of Metal Cutting - Past and Present 

Investigative research in the area of metal cutting started in the mid 19th Century with 

the compilation of empirical work relating the work expended to geometry of cut for a 

twist drill. 

4.2 Microscopic Level 

The publication of Ernst and Merchant's work in 1941 [170], summarising the bulk of 

the work carried out to that date on the analytical'study of chip formation during metal 

cutting, marks the start of the more recent phase, of research in that field. In this and 

subsequent papers, [19-1-173], the author identified the three basic chip types accepted 

today . 
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" Type 1: Discontinuous chip 

" Type 2: Continuous chip 

" Type 3: Continuous chip with built-up edge 

and went on to develop a system of equations for Type 2 chips that described the or- 

thogonal cutting process relating cutting forces to tool and material properties. Ile re- 

established the idea that there were two main processes involved in chip formation. These 

were firstly, continual plastic deformation of the metal along a shear plane that runs from 

the tool tip to the surface of the workpiece (figure 4.1), and secondly a force required to 

overcome friction at the tool-chip interface. In so doing he dispelled the notion that it was 

a process akin to that seen when splitting wood with a hatchet. This analysis was added 

Tool Rake 
Angle 

Chip 

Shear Angle 
Tool 

Shear Plane ýý ; 
---------------------- 

Workpiece 

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of Merchant's chip formation model 

to by Lee [174] who, via the theory of plasticity, extended the notion of a single shear 

plane to include a zone of quasi-plasticity above that plane. This allowed the derivation 

of a similar solution for shear angle but, in addition, provided the means for the analysis 

of the cutting process where built-up edge (Type 3) chips were produced. The resulting 

system of equations, however, included parameters that where not obtainable by any inde- 

pendent means reducing their usefulness and subsequently allowing experimental data to 

be fitted in the desired manner. In a further effort to understand the basic processes that 

occur when cutting metal Palmer and Oxley [175] performed experiments and an analysis 

without the majority of assumptions previously adopted. In their experiments metal was 

filmed whilst being cut at very low feed rates and individual metal crystals followed from 

undeformed work through to chip. By following a large number of crystals they identified 
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a relatively large zone within which plastic deformation occurred in the formation of a 

chip. Using the ideal theory of plasticity in conjunction with their experimental picture 

they broke this zone into two distinct slip line fields. However, they could not make these 

two fields meet in the middle without reducing the problem to that of a single shear plane, 

a situation which their experiments clearly disproved. 

In an attempt to overcome this disagreement the effect of work-hardening was included 

in the plastic analysis resulting in a detailed picture of the process. One disadvantage of 

this picture was that it took a long time to interpret for each material, for different tool 

properties, etc.. Therefore a simplified approximative method based on the main factors 

of this analysis was generated allowing the calculation of machining forces from metal and 

tool properties. Once again, however, some of the parameters required came from their 

particular experimentation only and were based on some questionable assumptions, one 

of which implied that the tool edge was not involved in the cutting process. The extreme 

cutting conditions used (0.021-nm/min) can also be regarded as a source of inconsistency 

with respect to the general process. 

In response to these points further work was carried out [176,177]. The main objective 

of this work was to define a standard method of determining parameters that could be 

used in a model to determine cutting forces based, as before, solely on tool, workpiece and 

cutting conditions. The experiments were carried out at more realistic cutting speeds and 

also effects of temperature on the shear strength of the material were included. The results 

predicted trends in machining well but generally proved too specific to be applicable to a 

range of cutting processes. 

This is, in fact, true of a great deal of the research of this type and seems to be due 

to the fact that the process is not entirely constrained in the way other processes such as 

extrusions, drawing, etc. are. Whilst giving a valuable insight into the physical processes 

involved when cutting metal the analyses give only estimates of trends for what is a very 

simple case of cutting, that is to say orthogonal cutting. 

Most real cutting operations are much more complex. In milling the cutting edge is 

curved, sometimes with quite a small radius of curvature. Also the depths of cut during a 

typical milling operation will be continuously changing through the cut. In the majority 

of the research of this type no account is made of the fact that the tool is not perfectly 

sharp and that the cutting force will contain a component due to the force exerted by 
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the tool on the newly cut surface (size effect). Friction on the tool face/chip interface is 

largely assumed to be coulomb friction with a constant value over the whole surface of the 

tool. 

It is most likely for these reasons that, when referring to a particular metal cutting 

operation, the majority of models formed more recently have moved away from the micro- 

scopic level. Instead they look at the more general process level concentrating on process 

variables such as geometry of cut, feed, etc. with tool and material properties being incor- 

porated into some form of constant of specific energy or pressure, K�mai. The remainder 

of this section will concentrate on the work carried out in this area. 

4.3 Higher Level Modelling 

One of the first models of this type was proposed by Boston in a phase of research that 

began in 1932, [178], [179]. The main outcome from this research was an expression that 

linked the energy expended in a very simple case of milling (single tooth, single cut) to 

the geometry of the cut. Specifically, this expression took the form: 

E= Kmatbaxfy (4.1) 

where f is the feed per tooth, b is the length of the cutting edge (or axial depth of 

cut) and a is the width of cut as shown in Figure 4.2. K�wt, x and y are constants 

specific to a particular workpiece and tool combination. A range of tests was carried 

out for various metal/lubrication pairs identifying good milling practices, however no 

trends were highlighted linking K,,,,, t, x or y to any material properties. Further, the 

method of experimentation provided a great deal of room for error in the results. Moving 

a step further a geometric analysis of the milling process was carried out in 1941 by 

Martellotti [180], [181], who examined the kinematics of the tool tip through several 

revolutions of the cutter. Concentrating on the fact that the locus of such a point is 

trochoidal he proposed a set of formulae that gave the undeformed chip thickness of the 

chip at any point during a revolution of the tool for both up and down milling.. Also 

the dependence of the specific cutting pressure, Kmnt, on the average chip thickness was 

demonstrated along with a comprehensive investigation into the process that marked a 

major step forward in the understanding of the milling of metals. 

In the majority of research that follows attempts to model cutting forces during milling 
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Figure 4.2: Definition of milling parameters 

fall into two main categories. The first of these is a fully analytical approach. Assuming 

a milling tool with a constant helix angle is used, the milling operation for a single tooth 

will consist of three discrete regions of continuity. Figure 4.3 shows the cutting plane 

under scrutiny with figures 4.3 (b) and (c) showing each of these regions in the two cases 

of cut that can exist when a single tooth is cutting. Area WXYZ represents the plane of 

the cutting edge for a single tooth. In figures 4.3 (b) and (c) the upper part of the figure 

represents the cut at several stages were it to be flattened out. The dotted lines show 

the boundaries for the three regions of cutting, the bold lines represent an example of the 

length of the cutting edge when the tool is cutting within that region. The lower part of 

each figure shows an example of the cutting forces exerted during these regions of cutting. 

The first region begins when the tool tip enters the workpiece and the length of the 

cutting edge that is in contact with the workpiece is increasing (region A). During this 

phase the force will increase slowly at first with the rate of increase in force getting larger 

as more of the tool enters the cut and the undeformed chip thickness at the tip increases. 

The next region occurs when the length of the cutting edge in contact with the workpiece 

remains constant (region B). Here the magnitude of the milling force with respect to the 

current angular position of the tool tip can assume one of many forms depending on the 

geometry of the cut. Two different cases are presented here both having a width of cut, 

a, which is less than the radius of the cutting tool. If the axial depth of the cut, b, is large 

when compared to the width of cut, a, (Figure 4.3(b)) then during this second phase the 

cutting edge will be a constant length moving up the workpiece with the net undeformed 
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chip thickness remaining constant. This results in a constant tooth force. However if the 

width of cut is large in comparison with the axial depth of cut a very different pattern 

of behaviour will occur (figure 4.3 (c)). As before the length of the cutting edge remains 

constant during this phase but because the cutting edge is now moving across the cut 

the undeformed chip thickness will be increasing at all points as a function that can be 

approximated by a sine wave. This means that there will be a large, sharp increase in the 

cutting force during this phase. 

Finally a third r, as shown in region C in Figures 4.3 (b) and (c) will occur as the 

cutting edge exits the cut and therefore its length in contact with the workpiece decreases. 

The shape of this phase is the same for both types of cut. 

In an early analysis [182], the cutting force was expressed for a single tooth in terms of 

the angular position of the tool tip for each of these three regions of cutting. The resulting 

force profiles (similar to those shown in Figures 4.3) for a complete revolution of the tool 

provided a good degree of accuracy when compared with experimental tests both in terms 

of the values of peak forces obtained and the shape of the force profiles. However, due 

to the nature of the analysis, no account was made for variations in the undeformed chip 

thickness that may occur due to deflection of the tool/workpiece as well as effects caused 

by tool run-outs 

The second category of model used to approximate cutting forces is similar in approach 

to finite element techniques. It has recently become more convenient thanks both to 

availability of fast computers and due to the fact that it can be extended fairly easily to 

include phenomena that affect the forces seen at the, tool tip. 

The technique involves splitting up the tool along its length into i thin, discrete discs 

of equal thickness, dz, as shown in figure 4.4. The forces seen at the cutting edge of each 

of these discs are then modelled as a function of the specific cutting pressure, K,,, Qg,;, and 

the undeformed chip thickness, h,, i, usually of the form: 

= Rmat, ihc, i (4.2) 

It is the determination of the correct value of h,, i for each axial disc of the tool that 

forms the critical, time consuming part of the calculation. In the simplest case the tool 

'The term tool run-out refers to small, local variations in the effective cutter radius caused by an 

incorrectly mounted tool, [183]. 
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4.4 Proposed Process Modelling - Linking Power to Force 

As can be seen from the review presented in this chapter milling force is dependant on a 

large pool of process parameters including material and cutting tool properties and well as 

the geometry of the cut in question. Experience on the workshop floor has determined that 

the aim of an adaptive milling process would be to increase throughput whilst maintaining 

a suitable tool life. As tool paths in industry are mainly determined by the finished 

workpiece geometry and the geometrical capabilities of the relevant cutting machines the 

main method for increasing the throughput is via on-line manipulation of feed-rates. The 

factors limiting the rate at which the metal can be cut away are workpiece surface damage, 

machine power and cutting tool life. However it is the tool life which can be related 

directly to the peak tool tooth loading that dominates the limits the rate at which a cut 

can proceed. 

With electrical spindle power consumption being the available variable for regulation 

a method of relating this variable back to the peak tooth loading is required so that an 

adaptive strategy using this variable can be justified. 

Rather than attempting a full analytical model that accounts for all of the parameters 

present in a typical milling process which can run into large numbers of parameters for a 

even simple model, it is believed that a simpler approach could be attempted resulting in 

a similar degree of accuracy. 

As shown in section 4.3 Tlusty et al. [182] produced a simplified analytical solution 

to the forces produced during a single cutting action of an end milling tooth. It is this 

approach that is considered to be most useful for this work. 

As shown in figure 4.3, the shape of the force profile and therefore the peak tooth load 

is primarily related to a combination of the geometry of the cut (in terms of width and 

axial depth of cut, feed-rate) and that of the cutting tool (number of teeth, helix angle). 

It is believed that whilst the amplitude of the forces would change with variations in the 

cut and tool geometry there exist discrete regions for which the shape of the force profile 

remains the same. For example, the force profile shown in figure 4.3 a. ) would retain the 

same shape provided that: 

" The ratios of the depths and widths of cut and tool helix angle remained the same 
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" Variations in these ratios remain localised. 

Figure 4.6 shows theoretical force profiles for cuts having two different series of values of 

widths, a, and depths, b, of cut. Figure 4.6 (a) shows the forces for a cut having large 

values of a and b with 4.6 (b) having small values for these parameters. The'parameter 
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(a) Large Values of a and b 
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F 

(b) Small values of a and b 

Figure 4.6: Force profiles for different values of a and b 
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that can be measured during a cut, and therefore has the potential to be regulated using 

closed-loop control is the mean cutting power P. Whilst cutting forces change at high 

rates during each revolution of the tool if the average force were to be computed for a 

complete revolution of the cutting tool it would result in a mean cutting force, F which 

should correspond to that given by: 

F= ! 2'r F 
d9 (4.8) 

�0 27r 

Assuming that the majority of cutting occurs on the outside helix of the milling cutter 
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and not on the underside, mean cutting force, F could also be extracted as: 

P= Frw (4.9) 

where r is the tool radius and w the tool's angular velocity. 

Relating that mean force back to a peak cutting force, Fp as seen in figure 4.6 is a 

complex task which is highly dependant upon the geometry of both the cutting tool and 
the tool/workpiece interaction, see section 4.1. However, for a single cutting tool, a good 
estimate of the peak cutting force is possible by identifying and grouping together certain 

cutting geometries and applying assumptions as to the shape of the cutting force profile at 

various stages of the cut. This would provide a fast means of allowing peak cutting force 

regulation via the measurement of power. However this measurement would be insensitive 

to the extra forces produced by tool run-out (mis-aligned mounting of the cutting tool in 

the spindle) and cutting tool deflection. 

4.5 Development and Testing of a Process Model 

4.5.1 Machine Tool Dynamics 

To allow investigation of the power-peak force relationship over a range of conditions, 

and to provide a simulation platform for control strategy development and testing, a 

simple mechanistic model of the cutting process was developed in SINIULINK/MATLAB. 

The model considers the static force produced on a thin slice, dz of the cutting tool as 

previously described in section 4.3. Referring to figure 4.2, the static tangential force, 

FT(t), produced by the ith slice of the cutting tool and the jth cutting tooth can be 

approximated by [182]: 

FT, 23 (t) = Kmat * dz *fY* sin (©,, ) (4.10 

where 0 is the angle between the point at which the cutting edge entered the cut and 

current position of the cutting edge for cutting tooth j and slice i of the tool in question 

(see Figure 4.2). The radial force is then approximated by: 

FR, +j(t) = Krad * FT, 23(t) (4.11) 

with the total forces exerted on the cutting tool being: 

i=NJlutese7= äs 

FT(t) FTij (4.12) 

i=1, j=1 
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in figure 4.8. Examining figure 4.8 it can be s((n il(a t (, iif - t(, (-tIi (III thf, ( iiIt, ýr ap pears to 

. eo j1 

ýný 

ll\ 
1 

ýI 

Jr)1 ý ýý 1 
Figure 4.8: Cutting force data obtained un high pccd mill ii ý, vt 111) 

be doing, the hulk of the cutting work. Also till , halm �f tl14" fun-e pnutili (1tw: iuuut 5(1 111 to) 

coüici<le with the theoretical shapes presented earlier in SI-ction I. I. This wa., (fill I() the 

fact that, the raw output from the oscilloscope has 1)1511 treated to rellIuvc ;1 high aInl4lit u<le 

iiuwalitecl component, of force «ritte a frequency of KOUI{r. The high h-c(pa la vv (Quip merit 

was introduced as a, result of a high frequency instability iut FO(1u(e(I dornig toll ing. lased 

oii the relative stiffiiesses of the force plate and the Gutting 1(1()1. "lilt "liinille ilSrd on 

the milling rig suffered from low torque at spindle sped vahiný, heiieathi I2. ()11() rev%tiiiti 

and the instability remained present, throughout the remaining, usable speed range of the 

, spindle. Therefore. an alternative experimental set-Ill) was sought toi calilir, iw I lie force, 

model. This alternative set-up iisc<1 the same Iyia1er fuur(( iuVa., iirclm-III I, Lite hut was 

performed on a low-speed Bridgeport brill. shown in figm I.! I 

The Bridgeport mill benefited froin <i much lii,, hvr. slithwýs h and t liencfOrc t tic itm t afiility 

seen when measuring forces on the high speed machine was not (11 FV((I. "Fests xx, (, r(, 

con(luctcd at spindle speeds of around 1.200 rev/min using a fccd-rats that Nmul 1 result 

in an equivalent feed-per-tooth value to that iºsed on higher sl)e((1 tiIa(hiuu'" and at sinºiliºr 

depth and widths of cut. A cutting tool with virtua11v identical parauu"ters to that llse(I 

on the high-speed machine was used for these tests. An example ()f the raw dat; º retriýviº1 

using this set. -iºp can l)e seen in have 1.10. 

Using; AIATLAI3. the experiinental data obtai>>t"d fry>ui III( -S(' 14st-, w. ls Iýýýr I>. i"" lilt it'd 

to rciuUve the Ilim-, urtecl noise and yn<ºntisatloll <ýffcrt; iutrunlurril (luring (lilt it lo ging. The 
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Figure 4.9: Low speed force measurcine t mill 
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CHAPTER 4. PROCESS MODELLING OF A METAL MILLING PROCESS 

filter used was a first-order, low-pass design, with a cut-off frequency of 10,000rad/sec. 

The filtered force data was then transformed from an x, y and z co-ordinate system to a 

tangential and radial force system for the cutting tool. This tool-based co-ordinate system 

used the angular position of the first point of contact of the cutting tool with the workpiece 

as it's zero datum. Figures 4.11 show the filtered data, before (Figure 4.11(a)) and after 

(Figure 4.11(b)) transformation. 

The model described in this section outputs tangential force (and hence radial force) 

as its primary variables. Hence the transformed data acquired from the experiments 

performed on the low-speed mill could be used to calibrate it. Given the force model 

as described in equations 4.10 and 4.11, model calibration required the tuning of three 

parameters. These were K, n, a, t, y and Krad. 

This transformed data could then used to derive values of Kmat, y and Krad for force 

calculation (equation 4.10) over a range of process parameters within the model. Final 

values chosen were: 

. K�Lat = 500 N/mm2 

"y=1.35 

. Krad = 1.45 

Figure 4.12 (a) shows the cutting forces produced in the x and y directions (measurement 

axes) of the calibrated model against the experimental results for a 4mm width of the cut, 

5.2mm depth of cut experiment. Figure 4.12 (b) shows the tangential and radial cutting 

forces obtained in both the experiment and the model using these tuned parameters. 

The fit is good with small differences seen between the experimental and model data 

which can be attributed to two main factors. Firstly, there is a degree of run-out present, 

a phenomenon due to incorrect alignment of the cutting tool. This led to a difference seen 

in the force on cutting tooth 1 of the tool to that at cutting tooth 2. The values selected 

have ensures that the modelled force lies at the mean of the values for the two cutting 

teeth. Secondly, small variations in the feed rate were seen during the cuts as they were 

being performed on a older milling machine at low feed rates. Once again, the values used 

in the model are based on the average value of feed rate for the whole cut. 

As data for the cutting power was not available for the low-speed cuts the values of 

power calculated by the model was calibrated using data gathered during the feed rate 
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Figure 4.11: Filtered and transformed experimental cutting force data for a low-speed 

cut where, a= 1mm, b=5.2mm, N,. = 1050rev/min 
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Figure 4.13: Views of the cut surface highlighting useful parameters 

control experiments (on the high speed milling rig) and seen to replicate the trends and 

values obtain during those experiments. 

4.5.2 Empirical Model Relating Peak Cutting Force to Power 

The aim of this section is to investigate a empirical relationship, that holds for a range 

of parameters, between peak cutting force and cutting power. This was achieved using 

the calibrated SIAIULINK model described in section 4.5. As detailed in section 4.3 for 

simple geometries of cut, two main types of force profile exist, depending on the ratio of 

the width of cut, a to the depth of cut, b. Figure 4.13 (a) shows surface of a cut that is at 

the transition between the two types of cut described in section 4.3. 

This transition occurs when the bottom of the cutting edge exits the cut at exactly the 

same time as the top of the cutting edge enters the cut. This is shown in figure 4.13 as a 

bold line spanning between points Y and W. The angle that the cutting edge makes with 

the horizontal (or x) axis is determined by the helix angle of the cutting tool, 3. Making 

the assumption that the axial depth of cut, b is fixed then it is possible to find the width 

of cut, ac,. it at which the transition occurs. 

,b 
tang 

(4.14) 

Figure 4.13 (b) gives a plan view of 4.13 (i. e.,. looking along the z-axis). From this view it 
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Depth of Cut, b 

(mm) 

Width of Cut at 

Transition, a, tt 

(mm) 

Depth of Cut 

(mm), b 

Width of Cut at 

Transition, a; t 
(mm) 

0.5 0.00656 4 0.4153 

1 0.0262 8 1.607 

2 0.1047 16 5.6147 

Table 4.1: Width of cut at transition between force profiles, aa. ie 

can be seen that: 

S= r9 (4.15) 

giving 

e=b rtanß 

From figure 4.13 (b) it can also be seen that: 

r cos O=r-a, st (4.17) 

Hence 

a, it = r(1 - cos B) (4.18) 

and from equation 4.16: 

a, it =r 
(1- 

cos 
(rtiß)) 

(4.19) 

Table 4.1 shows values of width of cut at which the transition between the two types 

of force profile occurs for a tool with a helix angle of 60° and a radius of 6.35mni (I" at 

various depths of cut, hereafter referred to as the transitional width of cut, a, it 

The structure of the SIMULINK cutting force model was such that many runs of the 

model could be made during which the width of cut (or any other specific parameter) could 
be stepped up in discrete amounts whilst keeping the other cut parameters constant. 

The linear ratio between cutting power and peak cutting force was investigated for 

a range of depths and widths of cut using the SBIULINK model. Given that the force 

profiles at values above and below a, tl have different shapes it is likely that the relationship 

will change significantly at this point. Therefore, the model was run at similar levels of 
detail both above and below this value for each depth of cut with a view to obtaining 
different relationships above and below acrit" 
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4.5. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A PROCESS MODEL 

Figure 4.14 shows the ratio of cutting power, P, to peak cutting force, Fpeak, for the 

simulations with the following geometries of cut: 

" Cutting tool helix angle, - 0= 60° 

" Depth of cut, b=0.125... 16 

9 Width of cut, a=0... 2* ar,. tt 

. Feed-Rate, v=4 mm/s 

" Tool Radius, r=6.36 mm 

Figure 4.14 (a) shows the data for cuts where a<a, tt, with figure 4.14 (b) showing 

the data where a>a,,. it. 

The stepping effect seen on the data is an effect seen due to the fact that the instan- 

taneous cutting force is measured once per revolution in the model whereas the cutting 

power is continuously measured and takes a full revolution to settle. The data shown was 

down-sampled to remove the stepping effect. Using a least squares based curve fitting 

algorithm the following fit was obtained for cuts in which a<a, tit: 

P= (Pib + P2) (i;;;. ) a 
(P36P4+Ps) 

+ P6b + P1 (4.20) Fpeak 

where: 

Pi P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 

-5.53 x 10-4 -1.64 x 10-3 0.1892 -1.153 -0.8334 0.0199 -2.8 x 10-4 

Table 4.2: Coefficients for empirical power-cutting force relationship in which a<a,,. it 

For cuts in which r>a>a., it a different fit was obtained: 

P2/ 
_ (PI b+ P2) 

(Q )+ 
(P3b + P4) (a\+ (P5b + P6) (4.21) 

Fpenk a, rit acrit 

where: 

Figure 4.15 shows the power to peak cutting force ratio for the two empirical models 

when compared to the data obtained from the SIMULINK model for the a cut with depth, 

b=4 mm. As predicted, due to the different basic force profile involved, different empirical 

models are required above and below a, tt. As can be seen from figure 4.15 the empirical 
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4.5. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF A PROCESS MODEL 

p1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

1.13 x 10-3 -6.87 x 10-4 -9.16 x 10"4 -2.13 x 10'3 1.87 x 10-2 5x 10-3 

Table 4.3: Coefficients for empirical power-cutting force relationship in which 

r>a>ac+-ar 
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the empirical and SIMULINK models for a cut where 

b= 4mm, a=0.. '. 2a, it 

model fit is good for both empirical models in their active areas (i. e. above and below 

acrit 

The fit for all data where b=1 remains good, with depths of cut below 1mm suffering 

from a poorer fit when aa. it > 1. This has been attributed to the reduced resolution of the 

SIMULINK data available below b=1. This resolution could be increased in a further 

study in order to obtain a more robust parameter fit. 
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4.6 Conclusions & Limitations of the study 

Fi,,, itre 4.16 shows a surface blot, of tite power-peak forte r(latiH)n, Itilt 1>l, tainetl III( 

lange of «itlt. hs mt(i tlepllis oaf cttt saiiipb<1. It is this surfamthat could 1, ýý used it, re al time 

ttt l)retlict the peak mating for((' for a Irtrticitlar cut. based on the (Iirl)lliti atuul wi(Itlts of 

cut for a l) lrticttlar tool. 

The study conducted Evas 1)('rfornºº'º1 for a series of cuts fºnr a sirºglº' º"iºttiug 1()()l (i. 0. 

constant helix ankle. .1 and radius. i). It, is possible Ihat... º, S Ilºtse paraºucters vuºrv IIi( 

willies of (1,. ", t, that t. 1w power-peak force relationship will he similar to tlmt ºIeriveº1 in 

section 4.5.2. 

7abi es of a for which I he wrap angle CX((etls J()`' have not, becil considered here its 

111ese «on1º1 reyuirc . utot h er entl)iricaI (110(1(1. This is (tile to t IIv fa('t t IIatt after t lie º"tºt 1 iºng 

edge reaches 9O . the total feral per toot lt ºivcrvasc,. Also, alone t Ili,, wrap angle it is likely 

litt ºuure Ili<ººº one tooth edge oil the ºutting tool will be involve iºº tIn' rtºt. "I'lie is effect. 
ltas not, vet been considered ill this st, utly. 

Filmll. v. whilst II SI\It I. (11i nºº>clcl oil which this ,i ndv has Iwen based has I, eeºº 
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4.6. CONCLUSIONS & LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

calibrated against a set of low-speed data, no calibration was performed at the higher 

speeds. Also, no final comparison of the empirical data with a high speed cuts has been 

possible (both with and without the adaptive controllers used in chapter 3). This was due 

to resource limitations and should be performed, when possible, to validate the models 

and control strategy proposed. 
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Chapter 5 

Extension of Controller to more 

Complex Cutting Systems 

SUMMARY: Cutting in multiple axes presents further challenges that must 

be resolved in order to used adaptive control effectively and safely. Software 

that allows the pilot rig to be used to investigate these issues is discussed along 

with a discussion of the areas that must be tackled. 

5.1 A New Problem - Multi axis cuts 

A method of regulating the power consumed during a particular milling cut has been 

demonstrated to work well for a single axis system. However cuts in industry are rarely so 

simple with the machines being capable of cutting in five degree of freedom simultaneously. 

This introduces a range of new factors that must be investigated and subsequently regu- 

lated to ensure that adaptive milling does not reduce the quality of the final component. 

In order to allow investigation of such areas to begin a new way of controlling the pilot 

rig was required. 

5.2 NC Style Interface For Pilot Rig 

Section 3.4.2 describes the method used to generate the reference signal representative of 

a cutting tool path fora single axis cut using a triangular wave and integrated control 

signal. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXTENSION OF CONTROLLER TO ADORE COMPLEX CUTTING SYSTEMS 

Investigation of adaptive control of milling over multiple axes requires a method of 

generating tool-paths in more than one degree-of-freedom, co-ordinating those degrees-of- 

freedom and finally a method of varying the feed-rate of the tool path during a cut. As 

ControlLab32 was the control package that had been used for the single axis experiments 

a module and accompanying software was written to allow ControlLab32 to control the 

pilot rig in such a manner. 

5.3 NC Commands 

It was decided that the primary functions required from an NC-type controller for the rig 

would be: 

" Ability of the tool to move in an arbitrary but defined straight line 

" Ability of the tool to move in an arbitrary but defined portion of a circular arc 

" Ability to vary the tool feed-rate continuously on-line 

For each different type of command a two-letter code was assigned with each code has a 
defined number of parameters available. In order to be used by the NC module written for 

ControlLab32 the commands had to be entered into a text editor, one command per line. 

An customised editor called "GeniPath" that allowed easy creation of these commands 

was written for the Windows NT platform. A screen shot main interface of the software 

is shown in figure 5.1. Each of the commands is presented in turn along with the options 

provided by the customised editor software. 

MetaData and Comments 

These commands do not perform any function whilst the tool is running but provided a 

mechanism to keep track of various path files. They begin the line with a double hash 

character `##' and include attributes such as rile Author, Tool Path Name, Path Notes 

and Date Created. 
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5,3 \(' ('O\I\I: 1\I) 

Figure 5.1: GeniPat li: Customised editor for NC command geurrat iou 

Straight Lines, LX 

The cc)niuº? uu1 -LA-, vas , ý. ssiý; ncd to define straight, lines with 1, ) Ill. aulclit io, nal l)<<raiinetcrs 

Zwing required. The command has the lollowitng structure: 

LN(X1. Yi. X.,, Y>) 

X1 illld Yi rel)ncscut. the .r au<1 y co-o1 lituates of start position of tlic tOO1 IRil(1 and X, 

and) 2I I1( . l. and !/ (o-or<iilliutes of' the caul position of I he t()()l liriul. UiWire 5.3 slimw Ilir 

liuv (li. 1lo"; box provided bY Control[ ab32. Iii this softvVare lilies could he defined by: 

. '-)'tart. Position, End Position 

" Start Position. Lettgi lº, Angle 

The <ot«Venticon iisr(l vVluou defining I. y and anales oil the milling table are -ll0vvn ill 

Iigiir 5.3. 

Portion of Circiilar Arc, AC 

The t. outnmui(l -'. ACS- represents <t pm-lion of a Circular arc witli , is it(l(litiottnl j)ill tnit't(I ' 
lx, i>>g rw{uire, i. -nie conunandl has the following I lud lire: 
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Figure 5.2: Lin( command dialog box 
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hie co-orcli»altcs . 
Yt. Yl, X,. }l.. A 3 and }'s. 1 1)I(-(ut the r and r/-(u-Or(liuntc, of th e 
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direction. Figure 5.3 shows I he litte ºüa1og hº, X I, rwided hY ('otºt ndl. al ßa2. Int his s ft ware 

lilies could be defined by Start Position. C'vniIi Nnd I'( itluull mik 

Feed Rate Change, Fl? 

The coii]inati(l "Fß indicates a that a drall-"o ill ill(, I�I, ý 1f ,dr, Itc i, i1'(111t! '(l. I )11t- 

parameters are required with command strnetiin hing: 

hl t (Fc(cl()/. /). F'(((I ý ý.: ti . 
Trallsil iUIi TYI)(-. , I'ru�ü 14 u 'l iIif ) 

I'Iýc p ýraiilc l-c rs Fcedýý7. n and FccýI ý f: 'tt lýrcn iýlý the nt rýýllý r wit it t h4.4d(l ; >>iil ii 'ww' fi, (, c 

rates in ºrw/sßc. The third I raºurter indi . 1t('S whether I}I (lt_' v in f(vr(l-ritc is t, o 

be al)plicd iust. alA illicously or 1>1I L'rd in 1iii arly o-, -(, r it -spiwified pt"ri(ml (it' t tiii wit lh the 
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5.3.1 Contx"ILab32 Dual Axis Control Module 

Having gcºt(I at c'(1 a sc'ric,, of tool Eºat1º c"un»ºº<Lºiºls it is tºo nmusarv tu n an Am ho ua 

series of tººº, l 1ºýºt, lº º cýordiºº. ºtcs (it, afirmed distance interval so that. they call he passe(l to the 

posit ion controller for eaºclº axis of' tie pilot rig. This is achieved using th e ('ont. ro]Lktlb32 

I )ual Axis Module which consists of three main tarts. These are: 

. V(' Command loader and parser 

" 5ý aliiig t)1 

"I uslmutaI (uS path point gencrator 
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When loaded into ControlLab32 the module appears as is shown in Figure 5.6 with the 

Path Set-up page showing. The user loads the text file containing the commands created 

using the GeniPath tool described in the previous section. When the file finishes loading 

the tool path file a path parser looks at each line of the file for one of the three NC 

commands (LN, AC, FR). When it identifies one of the geometric commands (LN or 

AC) it generates a stream of rows of x and y co-ordinates that the tool would follow line- 

by-line were it to be moving at a feed-rate of lmm/s with a sampling interval of 100ms. 

This is called the pre-processing stage. Using these values keeps the number of rows of 

co-ordinates relatively small for a normal tool path and allows easy lookup of points were 

the tool either to be moving at a multiple of 1mm/s of sampling at a multiple of 100ms. 

For example were the desired feed-rate of the tool 6.5mm/s per second with a sampling 

interval of 200rns then the dual axis controller would refer to every 13th row of the stream 

of generated data. In the event that extra resolution is required linear interpolation 

between the nearest to points is used to provide it. This method was chosen in preference 

to generating the tool-path on-line whilst cutting so as to maximise the processing time 

available to the ControlLab32 for control purposes (calculating AICS gains, control signal, 

etc. ) and is essential for the maintenance of high sampling rates. 

Once the pre-processing stage has been completed the controller can be started and 

the on-line part of the software takes over. Acting as a reference signal generator this 

part of the software streams the rows of co-ordinates that were generated in the pre- 

processing stage (or relevant interpolated co-ordinates) to the controller as the reference 

signal according to the desired feed-rate. This feed-rate can then be adjusted manually 

via the user-interface in the dual axis dialog box or by an automatic method such as an 

MCS controller. This would be the proposed method by which MCS would be used to 

maintain a desired power for varying geometries, etc. under a multi-axis environment. 

The x and y axis set-up and spindle set-up pages allowed the dual axis module to 

be calibrated for the milling table in question. The measured feed-rate was calculated 

numerically from the measured positions of the x and y LVDTs using the method proposed 

by Harrison et al. [190]. This feedback variable could then be used purely to monitor the 

actual feed rate, or in an outer-loop strategy to reduce the error between the desired and 

measured feed-rates. 
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CHAPTER 5. EXTENSION OF CONTROLLER TO MORE COMPLEX CUTTING SYSTEMS 

5.3.2 Implementation Problems Encountered 

No cutting experiments were performed using the dual axis module due to a problem seen 

with the analogue nature of the pilot rig. Contained within the control box of the rig was 

a switched mode power supply used to provide power the three phase spindle and the belt 

drives used to move the spindle. All communications between the control computers and 

the pilot rig were analogue, lower current signals. The switched mode power supply caused 

these signals to experience noise which whilst most of the time fell within acceptable levels 

occasionally caused surges of up 0.5V on the drive signals sent to the belt drives. 

In the single axis experiments this did not cause significant problems as the non-moving 

axis could be locked meaning that even though an occasional spike was sent to the drive 

in the moving axis and therefore the cutting forces and powers thee occurred for a short 

enough time so as not to affect experiments a great deal. 

When working in two axes these spikes would results in a movement of the milling 

head in an unpredictable direction. In practice, this would mean that the cutting tools 

which would be rotating at up to 18,000 rev/min could potentially be driven into a solid 

block of metal at extremely high feed-rates for short amounts of time. A resolution was 

sought to this problem but not found and multi-axis experiments discontinued for reasons 

of safety. 

5.4 Conclusions 

The main aim of writing the software allowing control of the pilot rig in two axes was 

to extend the single axis work presented in the previous chapter. Multi-axis cuts would 

enable investigation of two main further areas: 

" Continuously varying wrap angle 

" The effect of the dynamics of the milling machine 

5.4.1 Continuously Varying Wrap Angle 

Wrap angle is defined as being the proportion of the diameter of the tool that is actively 

involved in cutting. To clarify this definition, figure 5.7 shows two cuts. Figure 5.7 (a) 
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shows a cut in which the radial depth of cut is equal to half the diameter of the cutting 

tool. In this situation the wrap angle, marking as a bold line, is just over 90° due to the 

trochoidal nature of the cut. Figure 5.7 (b) shows a cut in which the radial depth of cut 

is equal to the full diameter of the cutting tool. Here the wrap angle would be 180°. To 

date only two series of experiments have been performed in which the wrap angle of the 

cut is changed during a cut. The two cases were in a single axis with the wrap angle 

change instantaneously in the first case, and decreasing at a constant rate in the second. 

During the life of a typical cut in industry the wrap angle will change non-linearly and 

continuously, e. g. when milling the outside of a corner. The ability of the AMCS controller 

to cope with these changes has been started (section 3.6) but further work is required 

to demonstrate that it can remain stable when performing these more complex milling 

actions. 

5.4.2 Dynamics of the Milling Machine 

As mentioned before milling machines used in industry, especially those used in the aircraft 

industry, weigh in the order of tons. As a result, the rate at which they can accelerate 

and decelerate is limited. Moreover, how accurately controlled this rate of acceleration is 

an unknown quantity. In a single axis this would result in the incorrect value of feed and 

therefore cutting power to be achieved during the deceleration process. In a multi-axis cut 

it would almost certainly result in geometrical imprecision and therefore a badly machined 

part. Two methods of overcoming these effects could be investigated in the future. 

Firstly a method of weightings that would balance the importance of geometrical ac- 

curacy for a particular block or section of a component against the desired to improve 

the speed of milling of that component. Secondly, an inner-loop NICS velocity controller 

strategy could be developed that would ensure that the new feed-rate generated by the 

strategies developed in the previous chapter were accurately achieved. This would indi- 

rectly improve the precision of the final machined part. This controller would sit outside 

the milling machine's proprietary position controllers but inside the TICS adaptive ma- 

chining loop. 
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F 

(a) Wrap Angle approx. 90 degrees 

(b) Wrap Angle approx 180 degrees 

Figure 5.7: Wrap angle definition 
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Chapter 6 

Real-Time Substructuring using 

MCS 

SUMMARY: A method that extends the use of MCS beyond the realms 

of pure control into the field of a new dynamic testing technique called real- 

time substructuring is presented. Relevance of the technique in the field of 

manufacturing presented along with example. Implementation methods and 

results achieved using this technique on various dynamic experimental set-ups 

will be presented and discussed. 

6.1 Introduction 

Few large scale testing facilities exist throughout the , world that allow dynamic testing 

of full scale and complete systems whether those systems be civil engineering structures 

or mechanical components. This limitation means that experiments on larger structures, 

such as bridges, towers and aerospace frames are. either carried out at a reduced scale or 

with a small part of the structure being. tested in isolation. Testing at a reduced scale 

allows the entire structure to be tested, but adjustment to the dynamic excitation pattern 

and interpretation of the results are required to allow the inability to scale factors such as 

gravity, aggregate size in concrete structures, etc. Testing small parts of the structure at 

full scale in isolation overcomes these problems but again requires interpretation of results 

to account for the missing part of the structure. Similarly,. when investigating the effect 

of cutting forces on the final geometry of acomplex workpiece, the full workpiece may not 

always be available in its final form. However, in order to replicate the workpiece behaviour 
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when excited by imposed cutting forces, the dynamic response of the entire workpiece is 

required. Real-time Substructuring (also known as hybrid testing) is a method of dynamic 

testing conceived by Takanashi et al. [191] that aims to overcome these shortfalls. 

6.1.1 Nomenclature 

Figure 6.1 demonstrates how a system is broken down and tested using the real-time 

substructuring technique. The complete structure that is to be reproduced in real-time 

substructuring is referred to as the emulated system (figure G. 1 (a)). In a substructur- 

ing test, the emulated system must be broken down into smaller parts, referred to as 

substructures, shown in Figure 6.1 (b). ¬, 
`, 

Substructures fall into one of two types. The first group are theoretically well un- 
derstood, generally linear, and can be modelled accurately. They are called numerical 

substructures. The second group consists of systems which are either not well understood, 

non-linear, otherwise complex to model, or are simply not available for testing. This sec- 

ond group are known as physical substructures. Figure 6.1 (c) shows the example given 

in (a) when broken into a particular combination of substructures. As the names suggest, 

the physical substructure is the part that will be tested physically in a laboratory whilst 

the numerical substructure would be implemented via a computer model running in real 

time. 

The recombination of the distinct substructures is achieved using a transfer system 

which would normally consist of a transducer and corresponding actuator that can measure 

and alter the interface variable. In the example shown, the force F on the physical 

substructure in the required degree of freedom(s) is the interface variable which could be 

altered using a hydraulic actuator. The substructuring experiment corresponding to the 

example detailed above, including the transfer system, is outlined in figure 6.1 (d). 

Real-time substructuring is a subset of the Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation (IiILS) 

techniques [193,197-199]. NILS has recently become popular due to the increased avail- 

ability of digital signal processors and accompanying rapid-prototyping solutions such as 

dSPACE2 and XPC3. Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation is typically used to allow equip- 

1 http: //www. enibedded. coin/showArticle. jhtml? articlel D=15201692 
2 http: //www. dspaceinc. com/ 
3Product of The MathWorks - http: //www. mathworks. coin/products/xpctarget/ 
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CHAPTER 6. REAL-TIME SUBSTRUCTURING USING ? ICS 

ment manufacturers to test their systems (such as an Engine Management System) on a 

numerical model of the component(s) or system(s) that they operate on/with (e. g. an 

engine). This will usually involve checking signal flows, system integrity, etc. and oc 

casionally the dynamics of the system under test. The important difference that exists 
between Hardware-in-the-Loop and real-time substructuring lies at the interface between 

the computer and the real system under test. In a Hardware-in-the-Loop system the con- 

nections at the interface are usually electrical. This results in dynamics at the interface 

whose bandwidth is far higher than the real system under test and hence can be ignored. 

In a real-time substructuring experiment the connections at the interface are physical (e. g. 
hydraulic actuator). The associated raw dynamics will have a bandwidth that lies in the 

same region as the real system under test. In order to compensate for these dynamics in 

real-time substructuring, controllers must be used. 

The ability of substructuring to replicate the behaviour of the complete structure is 

therefore dependent upon these principal factors. 

. An accurate and stable numerical model capable of running in real-time at a satis- 
factory sampling interval. 

9A transfer system that provides the interface variable accurately. 

-A well understood set of high quality actuators and transducers 

- An (accurate, high-fidelity) control system that optimises the use of these ac- 
tuators and transducers and can compensate for their dynamics. 

6.1.2 Relevance to Machining 

Hardware-in-the-Loop simulators already exist that: 

" Allow real CNC systems and motion control software to interact with simple virtual 

machine tools in order to improve CNC programs [192,193] 

" Allow investigation of machine tool dynamics for chatter suppression [194] 

Currently, the real-time substructuring technique described in this chapter has only 

been tested in applications with a low bandwidth (up to 1511z). This is mainly a limit. atiori 
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imposed by the speed of computation and the bandwidths of the actuators and transducers 

available. It is proposed that when the real-time substructuring testing technique develops 

to incorporate higher-frequency applications, it will form a useful tool in the high-speed 

machining research arena. 

In terms of cutting forces, the machining process is a highly non-linear process. This 

is mainly due to: 

" The form that the cutting tool takes, with discrete cutting edges that enter and exit 

the workpiece at unpredictable times 

. The large range of variation of the workpiece, and hence geometry of cut, during a 

particular cut (including "air cutting") 

" Variable dynamics in the n degrees-of-freedom of the machine tool 

As a result, for research purposes, it would always be difficult to model the machine 

tool accurately. However, the behaviour of the workpiece is less complex and easier to 

model to a reasonable degree of precision. The real-time substructuring technique could 

lend itself to machining applications in which the forces generated by the machine tool, and 

hence defection of the workpiece are of interest. Two similar examples of this particular 

type of application are briefly discussed. These are the milling of thin webs and ribs 

on aerospace components [187,195], and finish, machining of the ends of turbine blades. 

During the manufacture of both of these types of components, the slender workpiece will 

deflect under the influence of the cutting force. Quantifying this for a range of machine 

tool workpiece structures is one target application of substructuring. Similarly, chatter 

suppression during high speed machining is an active area of research [196] that could be 

investigated using substructuring. 

In both of these example applications the workpiece under investigation could be re- 

placed by a regular billet of workpiece material mounted on a force plate which is itself 

mounted on an actuator. The dynamics associated with ` the "structure of the emulated 

workpiece could then form the numerical substructure with the machine tool forming the 

real system under test (or the physical substructure). This is demonstrated in figure 6.2. 

Note that, in this proposed application, the input excitation would be through the real 

system under test (physical substructure, rather than through the virtual system under 
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6.2. CONTROL FOR SUBSTRUCTURING 

6.2 Control for Substructuring 

The majority of research in real-time substructuring has concentrated on the first of the 

above areas, ie the numerical model [200], with investigators assuming that the control 

systems are sufficiently accurate. 

The work presented here approaches the technique from the opposite angle, assuming 

that the problems and instabilities associated with implementing the required numeri- 

cal model in real-time have been solved, and that the output of that model is perfectly 

accurate. 

Most attempts to improve the control of the transfer system in order to improve sub- 

structuring performance have followed the ideas proposed by Horiuchi et al. [201]. Hori- 

uchi et al. noted that the time difference seen in sending a demand signal to an actuator 

controller and the arrival of that actuator at the demanded position was significant in in- 

troducing inaccuracies and even instability during substructuring (or hybrid) experiments. 

For even a simple linear system, the time difference can have the effect of introducing a 

supplementary negative damping term into the structure providing it with additional en- 

ergy. If this time difference and its associated negative damping term is large enough the 

effect causes the entire substructured system to effectively behave as if it had negative 

damping, resulting in experimental instability [202]. 

The method proposed by Horiuchi et al. for overcoming this effect was termed "actu- 

ator delay compensation". The term "delay" in Horiuchi's work referred to the frequency 

dependent lag associated with the dynamics of any particular actuator. A polynomial was 

used to predict a modified demand signal one time step ahead such that the actuator re- 

sponded without a "delay". A sensitivity study that used polynomials of increasing orders 

to generate the new predicted signal showed that the technique itself slightly altered the 

accuracy of the final substructured system. This method assumed a fixed delay as a model 

for the lag of an actuator as it was based on a single frequency of excitation, possibly the 

main excitation or a representative frequency. Its applicability to systems where the lag 

of the actuator either varies greatly, or is non-linear over the excited frequency range, is 

undemonstrated. An self-tuning form of Horiuchi's work, proposed by Wallace et al. [203], 

successfully compensated for a delay of variable length, making this approach more robust. 

The approach presented here is one that considers the true dynamics of the transfer 
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system and compensates for these dynamics using a range of feedback controller strategies. 

6.3 Sample Problem 

Using a single degree of freedom mass-spring-damper system shown in Figure 6.3 (a) 

as a complete structure, the technique has been demonstrated, tested in simulation and 

then performed experimentally with a variety of substructuring controllers. In the first 

instance a fixed-gain linear controller will be examined, followed by an MCS substructuring 

controller (and variants). 

ck 

(a) Emulated system 

Mass, m tx=y 

F 

(b) Experimental substructure 

Mass, M"mX 

ckr 

(c) Numerical substructure 

Figure 6.3: Single degree-of-freedom mass, spring and damper system, emulated system 

and equivalent substructured single degree-of-freedom system 

The system is broken down into two substructures. The numerical substructure is 

composed of the spring, with stiffness k, the damper, with damping coefficient c, and part 

of the mass, M-m. The experimental substructure consists of the remaining mass, ni as 

shown in Figures 6.3 (b) and (c) respectively. 
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This particular choice of substructures has chosen to keep the experiments as simple 

as possible during this proof-of-concept state of the wrork. The following values have been 

chosen for the variables, c, k, m and Al so that the emulated system is an underdamped 

structure (damping factor, C=0.1) with a natural frequency, w, a, of 211z. 

" Mass of the mass present in the physical substructure, M= 20kg 

" Mass of the mass present in the numerical substructure, M-m= 80kg 

" Spring stiffness, k= 16,100 Nm-1 

" Damping factor, c= 254 Nsm-1 

The continuous-time transfer function for the emulated system is: 

G. 1 X(t) 
= GT(t) 

(M + m)s + cs +k() 

6.4 Proposed Substructuring Controller Algorithms 

6.4.1 Linear Controller 

A design process for substructuring using a linear controller, for a linear substructured 

system was conceived by Stoten et at. [204]. The work used a series of simulations to vali- 

date the design process and perform a sensitivity study. The design process is summarised 

here, and the work extended through a series of experiments in section 6.6.1. 

By making a linear approximation of the "plant" (the transfer system and the exper- 

imental substructure), a linear controller may be designed. Performing a system identifi- 

cation, using a swept sine wave as. method of excitation, a first order approximation 

to this system was found to be: 

Gt (S) =b=0.264 (6.2) ýý 
s+a s+7.91 

where a and b are plant parameters determined experimentally and s is the Laplace trans- 

form variable. Figure 6.4 shows a schematic of a linear controller for the substructuring 

test, involving the one degree-of-freedom mass-spring-damper system. Using the first or- 

der plant transfer function, Gt(s), it is possible to design the linear controller to enable 

the movement of the substructure mass to replicate the mass of the emulated system [204]. 

It is required that the closed-loop transfer function from the ground excitation r to the 
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displacement of the substructure mass x is the same as for the emulated system, Ge�ýu(s), 

therefore: 
x(s) cs +kG.,! (s)Ge (s) 
r(s) - Gemu s) _ JJ 2+ CST k1+ GG(s)Gt(s)II (s) 

(6'3) 

where Gt(s) is the plant transfer function from u(s) to x(s), Gi(s) is the feed forward 

gain and H(s) is the feedback gain. An exact solution to this equation exists when a 

proportional + integral + derivative feedback strategy is adopted: 

Gc(s) = kp + 
s` 

, H(s) =1+ kds (G. 4) 

where kp, Ici and kd are proportional, integral and derivative gain terms respectively. By 

substituting equations 6.2 and 6.4 into equation 6.3 it may be seen that the closed loop 

transfer function exactly matches the transfer function of the emulated system provided 
that: 

_ck; _k - ac a 
pk' ki 

Mb ' kd 
bk- (6.5) 

However, the controller has been based on a first-order linear model of the trans-. ' 

fer system, and may not prove to be robust to changes in plant parameters {a, b} " ör 

model parameters {c, k, M}. To overcome this, a high-gain error feedback strategy, is 

proposed [204,2051, as shown in figure 6.5. The benefit of the high-gain error feedback 

term, Gh(s), is that it enables bounded disturbances in the plant and numerical model to 

be rejected [204]. In this study, the error feedback block is assigned Gh, (s) =Kf where 

Ke f is a fixed error feedback gain. The equation for the control signal may therefore be 

written: 

2L(S') = 
[k 

+ Si] [r(s)+Refxe(s)] 
- 

[1kdS 
+ k1k, +k+ sJ z(s) (6.6) 

One problem with implementing this controller in a discrete form is that the con- 

trol signal includes an i term which leads to amplification of higher frequency noise if 

it is generated by differentiating the displacement signal. To overcome this, composite, 
filtering [206] was used to generate the required x term from the measured shaking ta- 

ble displacement and acceleration. Using a composite filter 12061 based on a second-order 
'i I Butterworth filter with a cut-off of 20 rad/s (based on the performance of the transducers) 

the sx(s) term was calculated using: 
s-F-4ýS 

5.2(3) = 
S2 +S 28s + 400at(S) 

+ 

3ý + 

ý3 

28s + 400 
x(s) (6.7) 

where at (s) is the measured shaking table acceleration. A discrete version of this controller 

hass been developed for use within the dSPACE control environment. 
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r 
Structure 
Excitation 

Gc(s) 

H(s) 

Numerical 
Substructure xm 

Force, F 

Plant 
[A, B] 

Figure 6.4: Block diagram of substructuring using a linear controller, {G, (s), H(s)) 

jNumerical 
Substructure xin 

+x Xe 
Force, F 

r Plant 
Structure 

GC(s) [A, B] 
Excitation 

H(s) 

[GhS) 

Figure 6.5: Block diagram of substructuring using a linear controller with error 
feedback, {Ge(s), H(s), Gh(s)}y 

,, 
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6.4.2 MCS Adaptive Controller 

As detailed in section 3.2.1 the MCS algorithm (figure 6.6) is an adaptive model reference - 
control strategy. Two modifications have been made to allow it to be used in substruc- 

turing. Firstly the reference model has been replaced by the numerical substructure. 

Secondly, an additional feedback loop has been added allowing the force to be fed from 

the shaking table to the numerical substructure. First order control is implemented using 

this strategy. The resulting block diagram for the controller is shown in figure 6.7 and can 
be compared to the MCS strategy when used as a standard controller, shown in figure G. G. 

The relative ease with which the substructuring concept could be fit into the DICS 

algorithm is one of the reasons for its selection for use with this technique. For first 

order control, the control signal is calculated using the ground excitation, r, the physical 

substructure displacement, x, and the adaptive gains, K and KR. In this one degree-of- 

freedom case, these adaptive gains may be expressed as: 

K(t) at =- 
10 

TJe(T)x(T) dT + 13ye(t)x(t) (6.8) 

KR(t) = aft ye(T)r(T) dr + QJy(t)r(t) (6.9) 
0 

where a and Q are adaptive weightings and y, = Ca, where C' is defined to ensure hy- 

perstability of the closed loop error dynamics [164J. For first order control, C' is normally, 
defined as 4/t8 where t8 is a settling time, in this case 0.01s. The ratio a= 103, which 
has been shown to work well empirically [169], is used here. The higher the value of a the 

greater the adaptive "effort". However, in practice a is limited by the discrete nature of 
the controller and signal noise. 

6.4.3 Er-MCSI Adaptive Controller 

The Er-MCSI controller is a modified version of the 11CS controller in which the control 

signal is based on the error displacement, x, the integral of the error displacement, x;, and 

the corresponding adaptive gains. The objectives behind these modifications to the NICS 

controller are twofold. Firstly, the explicit integral term will prevent gain wind-up. This 

is desirable since gain wind-up results in the closed-loop bandwidth becoming excessively 

large, which leads to aliasing and also results in signal noise being amplified around the 

loop. Secondly, the use of the displacement error term rather than displacements x and r 
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6.4. PROPOSED SUBSTRUCTURING CONTROLLER ALGORITHMS 
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overcomes the problem that both x and r potentially exist over a wide operating range. 

The effect on the gains across this range is not constant, but varies linearly with distance 

away from the origin. This can result in too much adaptation at the limits of the operating 

range and too little near the origin. The use of the error in displacement eliminates this 

problem since its magnitude is insensitive to the operating point [207. As with the TICS 

controller, the Er-AICSI controller has been modified for use in substructuring, firstly 

by replacing the reference model with the numerical model and secondly by adding an 

additional force feedback loop from the plant to the numerical model. The block diagram 

for the controller is given in figure 6.8. The equations for the gains are: 

KEW =aty, (T)xe(r) dr + fly, (t)xe(t) (6.10) 

t 
K1(t) =a/ ye(r)xi(T)dr+ fly, (t)r; (t) (6.11) 

Jo 
where x= is the integral of xe with respect to time. As with the MCS algorithm the ratio 

a= 10F3 is used. 

6.5 Implementation of Substructuring Controller Algorithms 

All of the substructuring algorithms presented here were implemented using a rapid- 

prototyping system called dSPACE. dSPACE is a proprietary hardware and software 

platform on top of which real-time control applications can be developed. Briefly, control 

routines (or any other application type) are designed and written within the SIAIULINI{ 

environment. This is a block-based modelling tool that runs within TIATLAB, enabling 

simulation in continuous or discrete-time of dynamic systems. Using a library of blocks, 

systems are implemented simply by dragging them into the window containing the model 

and then "wiring" them together as necessary. An example of the SIAIULINK model 

used to generate the software used at the University of Bristol to perform substructuring 

experiments is shown in Figure 6.9. 

dSPACE extends this environment, allowing the systems designed in SINIULINK to 

be run in hard real-time via the following stages: 
Y 

1. Provision of a hard real-time DSP hardware environment and D/A, A/D subsystems 

2. Generation of C-code equivalent to the SIMIULINK model via the Real-Time Work- 

shop, (RTW) 
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CHAPTER 6. REAL-TIME SUBSTRUCTURING USING MCS 

3. Downloading to on-board memory and running of the generated C-code onto the 

dSPACE DSP processor 

4. Monitoring, interaction and general control of the loaded C-code via the ControlDesk 

software environment 

ControlDesk is the software provided by dSPACE to allow interaction of an end-user 

with the application running on the real-time processor. It provides basic GUI components 

such as buttons, check boxes, etc. as well as a data logging system and graphing tools. 

Whilst windowing capabilities are not present with ControlDesk, the creation and use 

of several layers within a single application is possible. To offer the functionality required 

by a general control application individual levels of functions are assigned to particular 

layers in the ControlDesk software. The top layer is dedicated to the important functions 

allow use of the most important components. 

6.5.1 dSPACE Hardware Platform 

dSPACE produce a range of hardware platforms for implementation of control. For the 

substructuring experiments presented, a DS1104 system was selected. This is a single 

board solution which provides all the hardware necessary to control a host of systems. 

The main processor on which the real-time control algorithms are run is a PowerPC 

604e running at 400 MHz with 2MB of memory available for loading applications and a 

minimum of a further 32NIB for data acquisition. For control signal output the board has 

8 independent 14-bit D/A channels. For data acquisition there are 4 16-bit A/D channels 

and a further 4 A/D channels with 12-bit resolution. - 

6.5.2 Control Software 

A software framework for performing substructuring experiments was developed. Along- 

side this a general decentralised AICS component was designed for use in control experi- 

ments. Appearing as a single block the component is able to control n-degrees of freedom 

as a decentralised strategy. To accompany the model and its associated application a GUI 

was developed in ControlDesk to manipulate experimental parameters, acquire data and 

run the experiment. An example of this GUI is shown in Figure 6.10. The software's 
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allows displacement demands be fed into it from an external analogue source. 

The second controller in operation is the substructuring controller being investigated. 

The substructuring controller generates displacement demands that can be fed into the 

inner-loop controller. Hence the substructuring controller can also be referred to as the 

outer-loop controller. This method of control is known as outer-loop control [167]. This 

outer-loop method was chosen as the proprietary shaking table controller has several safety 

features built-in to it that it was necessary to retain. 

In the case of these particular experiments on the shaking table, the output from the 

substructuring controller on the dSPACE system was fed into the vertical (z) axis of the 

shaking table in this way. 

The input excitation, r, was a sine sweep from 1 to 3 Hz with a period of 19 s. The 

magnitude, A, of the signal at the start of the sweep was 0.005 m, which reduced over the 

sweep as a function of time, given by: 

R=0.005 
(19 19 

-+t 
) 

(0.12) 

The reduction of amplitude over time ensured that the shaking table's response remained 

within its safe working displacement envelope throughout the experiment, even through 

resonance. 

6.6.1 Linear Controller - Results 

Figure 6.13 shows the results for the experiment when using the linear design for the 

substructuring controller with the substructured system described in section 6.3. For this 

controller, the beneficial effect of the error feedback gain is clearly visible. Without any 

error feedback gain, substructuring using the linear controller produces large interface dis- 

placement errors since the linear controller design was based on a first-order representation 

of the plant. With the inclusion of the error feedback there is good agreement between 

the shaking table displacement and the emulated system. However, with a feedback gain 

greater than 10, instability occurs in the form of a growth in a resonance at approximately 

23 Hz. This corresponds to the frequency at which the oil columns within the actuators 

resonate on the shaking table. 
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6.6.2 MCS Adaptive Controller - Results 

Initial results using the adaptive controller are shown in figure 6.14, using the maximum 

utilisable a values, 10,000 and 100 respectively for the AICS and the Er-AICSI controller. 

It can be seen that the MCS controller produces reasonable agreement for the first 12s, 

however for the last 7s is affected by drift of the mean value of the displacement over each 

cycle. With the Er-MCSI, instability occurs at far too low a value of a to obtain accurate 

results. As with the linear controller, the instability takes the form of a resonance at 

approximately 23 Hz. 

Filtering 

To improve the substructuring results using adaptive control, filtering of the displace- 

ment and force signals was used. To maintain the correct phase and amplitude of the 

corresponding signals within the system it is necessary to employ the same filter for both 

the force and the displacement signals. It should be noted that filtering using the lin- 

ear controller was not possible without a redesign since the gains are dependent on the 

plant dynamics. However, with adaptive control, knowledge of the plant dynamics is not 

required. 

Using the control signal and the shaking table displacement for the Er-MCSI test, a 

fourth order system identification for the plant was estimated: 

Gt(s) _2r 
5495(s +4 10.92) 

(6.13) (s + 12.32s + 2.109 x 10)(s' + 18.26s + 88.88) 

This approximation to the plant indicated that there is a distinct resonance at 23.1 IN. 

Experiments were conducted using a variety of filters to reduce this resonance. Low- 

pass Butterworth filters with a break frequency of 1G Hz were tried as well as notch and 

pole cancellation filters. The pole cancellation filter was designed to replace the poles 

corresponding to the 23.1 Hz resonance, with more highly damped poles, thereby reducing 

the magnitude of the resonant peak. The filter took the form: 

Gp, (s 
(s'- + 12.32s + 2.109 x 101) 

(6.14) )_ 
(52+2irBws±2.109, x 10`; ) 

where Bu, is the bandwidth of the replacement pair of poles, critical damping corresponds 

to approximately Bv; = 46Hz. 
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Error Feedback Gain 

As with the linear controller, an error feedback gain can be used in conjunction with the 

adaptive controllers. For the case of the MCS controller the block diagram including the 

error feedback gain is shown in figure 6.15. 

Further Experimental Results fi 

Figure 6.16a shows the shaking table displacement peaks for the case where the MCS con- 

troller is used in conjunction with various filters. These results use the maximum utilisable 

a and Iief values, {15000,50}, {25000,50} and {25000,0} for the 2-pole Butterworth low- 

pass filter, the pole cancellation filter with bandwidth of 20 Hz and the pole cancellation 

filter with bandwidth of 46 Hz, respectively. It can be seen that over the first 12s the 

test with the 46 Hz pole cancellation filter produces the best results. However, beyond 

12s the 2-pole Butterworth low-pass filter test is superior. It can also be seen that for the 

tests with the 2-pole Butterworth low-pass filter. and with the pole cancellation filter with 

bandwidth of 20 Hz there is drift of the average displacement over each cycle after around 

12s. 
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6.6.3 Er-MCSI Adaptive Controller - Results 

Shaking table peak displacements for tests using the Er-MCSI in conjunction with a range 

of filters are shown in figure 6.16 (b). These results use the largest utilisable a and Kei 

values, {4000,100}, {8000,50} and {40000,200} for the 2-pole Butterworth low-pass filter, 

the pole cancellation filter with bandwidth of 20 Hz and the pole cancellation filter with 

bandwidth of 46 Hz, respectively. It can be seen that the test with the pole cancellation 

filter with bandwidth of 46 Hz gives the best results, however all the tests under-estimate 

the amplitude of the oscillations. None of the results using the Er-MCSI controller exhibit 

the drifting of the mean displacement that occurs in the MCS controller tests. 

A second advantage of the Er-DICSI controller over the NICS controller is that the shape 

of the response at lower a values is similar to that at higher a values. This should mean 

that predicting the maximum utilisable value will be easier than for the MCS controller. 

Figure 6.17a shows the effect of increasing a up to its maximum value for the case where 

there is no feedback gain and 2-pole Butterworth filtering is used with the MCS controller. 

It can be seen the shape of the plots change significantly with increasing a. This is in 

contrast to the case where the Er-MCSI controller is used. As shown in figure 6.17b, where 

a 2-pole Butterworth filter is used with no error feedback gain. 

6.7 Substructuring - Hydraulic Actuator Experiments 

To allow a wider range of experiments to be carried out, and to remove effects seen due 

to oil-column resonance, a second rig was commissioned. 

The system to be substructured was identical to that used on the shaking table except 

that the amplitude was scaled down by a factor of 0.4. Also, a single actuator was used 

as the transfer system rather than a shaking table. 

As with the shaking table (section 6.6) there are two controllers operating in the 

system. Firstly, the inner-loop controller, which consists of a PID controller (and safety 

features) associated with the actuator. Secondly, there is the outer-loop substructuring 

controller. Only the proportional term of the inner-loop controller was active, and the gain 

was set to K, =4 unless otherwise stated. The pragmatic solution to Ce was adopted, 

Ce = 4/te, where t, = 0.01. 
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[lrfcrrüir; t o) section 6. t. 1 a first order approximation to t 1w t al, 1c , lud iiiu(r 1u(11) 

uiay. lxs expressed as: 

Gyf 
0.26-1 

r7 . 
91 ((;. 15) 
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Figure 6.19: Breakdown of the emulated systein into Ih e lýliýsieal and uiiuicrica1 

subSt riict iir( s 

where .' 
is the Laplace transform variable. This t rntisfCr fiiuct ion represent St lit" dI. N. 11 iiiiics 

betwecni the outer-loop control signal u (V) and tIn re"ultin, dis pla eiiu nt of the shaking 

table .r 
(111). The i seilt of system identifitatioi test" col l(lnct((1 on Ilie auf natur for Various 

unier-loop "mills Was t. Laat the actuator dynamics ina. v be approximated as: 

r 

Ga (s) 
s 

(6.16) 

It fellows that they plant dvua1nics between the outer-loop control Signal 11 (V) and til 

º1is1>laccºnent of tile act u<itor : r, (ºu). t. hat is tlºc ºlynaºnics of t lu.. ºct uaºt or and iiiin'r-loop 

coat roller, inaV be eYpressýý(1 as: 

.5 Kp 1ý, 

S "i- i, 
(6.17) 

where Kp is Ow inner-loop frroportiorºal ; ain and Kf is the gain of ihr displacement. 

trausrlitccr. K, -- (1.005 in X. Therefore to euirnhite t1i first-('rd r rcsf>om"c of I1w slrakiirg 
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table, tests, Nverc conducted using the actuator Nvitli Ii, -- 1. r)8 and an additional gain 

applied to the outer loop control signal u of 6.68. 

T, ) compensate for t 11c (1ifferciice iii the alllI)lituclc of tllce (IeIIall(1. U. 14(1 weeu t ill 

artuat. or au<1 hic sliuikiiig table tests it was ncccsSHIrx'- to sc; ilc (< atiol .1 
fOr 1lue m. I mII. ur. Iiv 

(onv(rting the MCS all'; urit. liüi ilit<i noit-diuiensio»ial fornii using /? (). 11w initial . init)litn<le 

ul, the (lc>>iaunul I.. as the leugtli dimension. it can be shown that I 1w oiily- effect of iuuulifiiin 

f? o is to sý pile cr X111(1 ;i bey R1 -2- Therefore the eglitivalciit ( and i values usýýýl in I II( act ual (0 

t cýtý must be 6.25 times greater than tliost' used in the shaking t able tests. 

(a) 
0.02 

E 0.01 
c 
d 
E0 
Q) U 

a D-0.01 

0.02- 
0 

(b) 
1 

0.5 
c 
c 

0 
ö 

ö-0.5 
u 

z468 10 12 14 16 18 
time (s) 

Figure 6.20: Comp ri5oii of the it ct, it ator an (I tIw , Imkiii- talke ', ul)tit riet 11 ning 

(. xpcriiucuts. witlh the acthu for gains set so> that the first order transfer fiiiiction matches 

that of the ,, Inking table, : t) (IisI La'('nieIt and l)) (-, )uI 1(1 HL Ial, 

Exlxcrinºvnts <ºu the shaking table revealed that the optiºººººººº va1ºue U, f 41 ºisiug Ilu 

yl('S ((JIi1 roller wits l(UOU. I\. bOV( this value üºstuºlºilily O(CIIIT(lº1 (Ille to an ()it (. 011111111 

rcýýrºnýýnce Willºiu the actuators at, approximately 23Hz. Figures 6.20 (it) and (b) sllmv the 

ºlis[)lacenºcººt .. i., and the COWS signal, U. for loth the shaking table and t Iºc, <u"tu<ºt (H tests, 

with tlic ac tnator data scaled by 5/2 to compensate for the demand heilig Scaled relative 

to Hic shaking table. The (lots correspond to the displacement maxima and niiuiiiu for 

1,11c eººnilaI d system. For the first, 13s there is good agreeºiºeººt between t In i wo sets of 

displacement (hit a. At tins point there is a sudden change ill t lie form of 111c adaptive 

as shown ill Figure (i. 21. It is thought that behaviour is (hue to urge i)ii c (lificrell( c 
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between the numerical Substructure output and tlii' deiiia)Ild, which is iiis<iissed biter. in 

section 6.7.2 

200 

150 

----- KR, actuator 

K, actuator 
KR, shaking table 

K, shaking table 

100 

c 

50 

0 

i 

\' ý^At 

/ý. 

N ýý 

f ýýý 

ýýý 

h ýýý. 
., 

...,. 

`: _ 
ýýýýý 

ý`ýý 
C;:. 

50` 
0 2468 10 12 14 16 18 

time (s) 

Figure 6.21: Comparison of the actuator and the shaking table ýul>ýtrnctnriuý; 

ehperiIne1itS. with the actuator gains set so that the first order transfer fii>>ct. iom matches 

that, of the shaking table. adaptive controller gains 

Figure 6.22 shows t1Ic ac"cclcration data in freqneiu"v draiiaiII fOr bot IIt II t('st witli 0e 

shakilig table and for that with the actuator. There is sigirilic"aut accel erat, iou content, at, 

around 2311z for I he shaking table test, which is thought to he cliic to ciil c olitnui resourrrrce. 

When the actuator was used its the transfer system . 
it was possible tu üu rýýýsi(e above 

the level at, which iii5tability occurred using the shaking table. 

The best, results were achieved with cx - 250000. Figure 6.23 shows the (lisphicement, 

rfiºta for the actuator with cv = 62500. corresponding to the ºººaxinºniu rº value when using 

t 1ºe shaking Lalle and rx - 500000. The performance of l he coºI roller is ºuiºi lº iºnprovecl 

with the higher adaptive effort. This demonstrates that the oil column resoiiata e has a 

cictriineiitah effect oil the performance of the shaking tanke sni, stn u tlining ('Xp'rinients by 

limiting the maximum utilisable adaptive effort. 

These comparative te51s have demonstrated broadly similar behav-10111- ui the substrtic- 

tiºri»g svstein using the actuator or the shaking; table as the transfer svstvni when .º first 

order a ppro_Xintatioti to I he dynamics of the actuator rrnttlat ' that of' the shaking table. 
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Figure 6.22: (, cniipariso>u of the actuator and shaking table siih,, t ruct uriu-, eKpcriuwiit's. 

acceleration signals 

I1tm-t'vcr (111( 10 oil ('0111ä1u re t>ttancc. tltc tnaryituutit tu iIisaltle v, tlrne, of t 1w , uliipt ivc effort. 

(v ýiucl i, are lower when tlte shaking table is used, lca(littg to less , alisfii(tflry l)erl, Ortufl I(( . 

6.7.2 MCS Adaptive Controller 

A series ul' sul)st rººct wring tests were condºtcted using; the actiiator I rauster tivst (, III. first lv 

Avit. lº the sul)st, ruct, iºring MCS (OiitrOller and I lien wit 11 Various modified (1(l It Fl (I ,I rat i. gies. 

flestºhs for the 5111)5trnc1uring NICS coilt. 1oller using the ºu, ºxinmºu ntilis. º1>le value of it 

((x - 1.2 x 10(') for K7, -4 are shown in Figure 6.24 (, i). The clisphneuueººt results 

match the ºIesire(l dlisplacement closely for the first 13s. Hove er after this t'ime there 

is a period of about GIs where there is less positive agreeºuent I, ºweeiº IS ºlisplae(iIieIII 

of' t lºe test Specimen mass mid that. of t lie cinulateº1 svst ( iii. I )ººring; this period t lu 

gains um h(rn) significant (bulge its shown in Figure 6.2,1. Gniºº which Imº1 set t II I! 

to approximately it consuºººt, value before 13s suddenly decrc, ºscs rapidly and A. ' which 

wa iiierea iºig "T h One snºhVil oscillate about it coustamit value before decreasing.. T() 

ºnulerst"Ind this ººuºlesinºl)le .. gait! jumping. ' behaviour. it. iA useful to sinºpli[. y the system. 

It is Iwucficial t oý consider the case where the siibsi rust ore nuºss is ()kp,. resulting in no 
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Figure 6.23: Displacement maxima and minima of the hydraulic act mit or (with gains 

set, so that the first order transfer function snatches that of the shaking table) at the 

c(hiivaleiit of the. tnaxitmirn utilisable a value for the shaking t: al)le. rv = 62500. and at 

the inaxiiuuni utilisable value for the actuator, o= 500000. compared with the Itiaxitua 

and minima for the einiilate<1 

force feedback from the physical substructure to the iiiitiierical -, iile t rnct ure (iii this case. 

the wi>>ierical nu>del is identical to the emulated system), A Muthier Amplification is 

Iliad( by conducting the experiment in simulation u sing SlMt'LI\N. In the sininlatioll, 

I lie physical substructure is modelled as the first, order system (; j, (. 5) iisiur; ecluatioii 6.17. 

t Hereby eliminating actuator non-linearities and t. ransclueer noise. Figur( (i. 2 shows a 

schematic of the sinntlation. The only difference between this set-imp and flue standard 

11CS controller is that the reference model has ]beeil sitl>stitliteul by the euiulatecl sysleiii, 

resulting in zero force transfer between the plant and the uiuueru al stil)struettire. The 

standard controller the reference model would be first order Ann, Ow plant and roust roller 

are first order and would be givers by: 

G(s) _ 
h.. 

.5 *- ((m (GIS) 

where the model parameters are b�, - all, = 4/t., mid t, is the seit iººp; t iºne of 111c uºodel. 

Ih wever the enntlated system is second order Nvith an iºn(lerºliºnº1ºeºi responSºe. rº'sultin ; in 

N: aci"; 1 10 
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Figure 6.24: XICS control vv, itlº the ºuaviºººnººi ittilitiail)le ºe value. , º) (1 i laucuºc'ºº1 

inaxiºººa and , uiººiººua and h) adaptive gaiººs 
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-i IHR +x 
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K 

MCS 
Algorithm 

Plant 
l 

1: 
1~ igure 6.25: Block diagram of slic \1(_'S alhurit lºiºº w1ºeºº used as a ý'ººI)"t Intl Itriºº); 

c, )ººt roller. with 0 kg nºas,, in the 1º1ºv, ica1 sººI, 'st ruct III-(, 

Pm; I., 1 II 
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a1' gils in fYC(SS of U111, ß and phase lags up) to i rails rather than a ITIaaxiin iii of T/Z rails 

witli a linst order r(li renee model. 

(a) E 

E5 
C 
E 

v 
C0 

m 
E 
x 
E 

-5 
ä 
N_ 

0 

(b) 
1000 
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c 
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-500L 0 2468 10 12 14 16 18 
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Figure 6.26: Simulation of 0 kg siul>struct lu"e. AICS control with « 1.2 x Io b (the 

exl)erinleull il iuaxinnuii iitilisahle value). a) displacement niiiiinia and maxima and 1)) 

adaptive gains 

Figure 6.26 (a) shows the displacement maxima and nºinirººa using the siuºººlat. ion of 

tlºe system and Figure 6.26 (li) shows the adaptive gains. 'I'll(, controller ; adaptive effort 

is set to that used in the experimental tests. o=1.2 x 111º'. I'll(, same undesirable gaill 

jumping behaviour is presend in the sirrºlation as is present ill the exlrr-riuºeutºrl system. 

indicating tlrat, it is not clue to the force feedback or actuator uou line. urities. The phase 

of the nuirºerical rnoclel outlrut.. r,,,. and the IA*Ycal srihstrººctnre out putt.. r. relative to 

the iºilrººt excitation, r, is shown in Figure 6.27. The ºnnlesirºl, le behaviour begins ataroººnd 

13s corresponding to a relative pinise bet. Ween . r,, and r of -2.5 rads. 'I'll(, phase 

lag lwt, weetº r.,,, and r can be art. ificially increased liv Kling a dela aftoT the rnunerica. l 

sulrstructrºre (or. in this example. the ('ululated systerrº) block. Figure 6.27 also, lºo%vs the 

relative phases of x and . r,, With respect. to r for the case wehere a delay (4 0.05 and OAS s was 

imposed on the niunerical stº1>st, ructure output. There is a deterioration of tlºe agreelnetºt, 

between : r, and : r,,, when the relative phase (le(-reases below approximately -2.5 rads for 

ea( h 

I. v(; E 142 

2468 10 12 14 16 18 
time (s) 



6.7. SUBSTRUCTURING - HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR EXPERIMENTS 

Qualitative Analysis of Gain Jump 

Qualitatively the behaviour of the gains exhibited by the substructuring systems may be 

replicated using a simpler system which can be theoretically analysed. Consider the MMCS 

controller acting on a constant amplitude sine wave demand: 

r= Rsin(wt) 

the output from the reference model may be written as: 

(6.19) 

Xm = Xrn. 51II(wt - 0) (6.20) 

where X1, is a constant and ¢ is the relative phase between r and x�i. For the standard 

MCS controller due to the form of the reference model (equation 6.18), X" <R and 

-ir/2 <¢<0 rads, however for the examples considered in the previous section these 

relationships do not hold since the emulated system which replaces the reference model is 

second order (therefore -ic <0<0 rads). Figure 6.28 shows the error xe and the gains 

for a signal with changing phase lag, for the case where R=0.002, X�t = 0.004, w= 47r 

and a= 106 (values of the same order as those in the substructuring experiment) with the 

same plant dynamics as the substructuring simulation. The phase lag between x,,, and r 

decreases linearly over 50s from -2 to -3 rads. After 35s the error oscillates with slowly 

increase amplitude until around 41.5s (corresponding to a relative phase of -2.83 rads) 

when there is a sudden jump in the gains, similar to those observed in the substructuring 

experiments, and a marked deterioration in the control performance. The error dynamics 

of the system may be examined using the approximation that since the rate of change in 

relative phase is slow, at any one point it may be considered constant. It is useful to study 

dynamics of the stationary point corresponding to steady gains and zero error based on a 

localised linear approximation to the error dynamics. The system may be defined in the 

form: 
xe 

k=f (co (6.21) 

KR 

Using a Taylor series expansion about the stationary point gives: 

(ýo) + Dff (ýo) (ý - ýo) (6.22) 

T 
where Dff (co) is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at ýo, ýo = 

(0 
K' ICS is the 

stationary point and K* and K being defined as the constant gains to which the sys- 

tem settles. With the dynamics in this form, for the system to settle to the stationary 
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6.7. SUBSTRUCTURING - HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR EXPERIMENTS 

point, f (to) = 0. The eigen alues of the Jacobian matrix at the stationary point may be 

determined as a measure of the localised stability of the system. If the real parts of the 

eigenvalues are negative then the system will settle to the stationary point. 

The error dynamics may be written as: 

ie = xm -x (6.23) 

Using equations 6.8 and 6.9 the derivative of the gains may be written as: 

k= aCe 
(xexm 

- x, + ßCe (2xei + xmxm - 2mxe - ±xm) (6.24) 

KR = aCexer + QCe (xer + rý�ý - r±) (6.25) 

For convenience the substitution of the plant output has not been made but may be 

written as: 

x= -a 
(2m - xe) + brKR +b (xm, - 2e) K (6.26) 

where a= 5Kp and b= 5KpKti. Using these four equations the system may be written in 

the form of equation 6.21. At the stationary point since f (to) = 0, an equation for the 

steady state gains K* and Kß may be derived: 

i7n - xkko 

I (&) 
_ aCex+n (im -Wilco) =0 (6.27) 

ßCer (xm - xjýo) 

giving: 

xn = -ax n+ brKR + bx, nK* (6.28) 

Substituting in equations 6.19 and 6.20 gives: 

K' _a_w 
cos (¢) 

(6.29) 
b 'b sin (¢) 

KR = bR sin (¢) 
(6.30) 

which correspond to the Erzberger gains. Figure 6.28 shows the theoretical station- 

ary point gains in comparison with those generated in simulation for the case where the 

frequency is approximately constant and the phase slowly decreases with time. There is 

very good agreement for the period up to approximately 35s. After this point there are 

oscillations of increasing amplitude on the simulation gains until around 41.5s where the 
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aiºº jump m curs. I )m no the period of (1o. ºý agrccüieººt With the thcol'el i<: º1 aiººs. the 

rrur ill ill(. sin uºdal iuºº is Very small (OIlfirining that the system is it the stationary point. 

'o. 
t. 1i . lacobiaii matrix may ht' written as: \t t11 st ionnrv puiut. ý' 

bK* -a -b. r,, -br 

t f(', (: i;,,. x.. (a-b/i*)) -, jC,. b: r4n -; 3C in,,, r (G.; 31) 

rid', r X" (i. -r (a - bIi')) -; ICC ba,,, r -. 3Cfbr" 

ýºuýl t Iºý rý pult in" ('(Ill ºt iOºº for the ('i;; rººvaluws ºººay be (lcrivccl as: 

/21/ \1 ý. 
ý (!! ')ý1 1) IC, 1 xrn i )'` IJ+ 11 1 IYC ; L' 

t+ 
l'l + 3C( (. ) , wr n+ 11'ý IJ () 

(G. 32) 

w1w1 \ i, the vigeººva1ººe. Therefore. I here is always one ('igenvalue at zero. and the 0 her 

twoo arc IiIIa varviug. The rv. º1 parts of these two eigeirvalnes are l)lot. tecl over a cycle of 

l be (1(11 IaI Ir in liriure (i. "). 

40 
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-100 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
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Figure 6.29: lip ni part of over a cycle for various pliasc delays 

II lit. rlg4. tiv". lIII( ua(ill, it e wit Ii I ip ie Ilse freetitenev of t lie demand and for I he majority 

�I t he t iuie. for the ease s whheere 6 -- -2 and r, -2.4 (which correspond tee t. i. nie 25 au(I. 

35s in tlic , iiunilatio, u) the real co>>ileuuetut ref 11w eigenvalues are negative. For the ease 

ýý lýýn (.; 2.1 t he use ill; el imis in t he gains and t he error ol)servcel in the simutilat ion are 
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6.7. SUBSTRUCTURING - HYDRAULIC ACTUATOR EXPERIMENTS 

at twice the demand frequency, corresponding to the eigenvalue oscillation frequency. The 

exponential growth associated with the eigenvalue with a positive real part is compensated 

for by the exponential decay of the eigenvalue over the rest of the cycle while the real 

part is negative, resulting in a limit cycle around the stationary point. For ¢= -2.8 
(corresponding to 45s) there is a marked increase in the real component of the eigenvalues 

indicating that settling at the stationary point is not possible. It is therefore reasonable to 

assume that the jump in gains is caused by a destabilisation of the stationary point due to 

the increase in phase. It should be noted that this does not correspond to a destabilisation 

of the system, just that the system will not settle to the stationary point, global asymptotic 

stability of the system has been demonstrated [208]. It should also be noted that as well 

as phase, the eigenvalues are affected by other parameters including signal amplitude and 
frequency, however in simulation the phase seems to have the most significant effect. 

6.7.3 MCS with Additional Adaptive Gain, MCSE 

One possible way of overcoming the problem of poor control performance of the substruc- 

turing experiments over 13 to 17s is to use a third control variable. Tests were conducted 

with xe being used as the additional control variable, resulting in the control equation: 

u(t) = K(t)x(t) + KR(t)r(t) ± Ke(t)xe(t) 

where the adaptive gain K is based on the displacement error at the interface Xe: 

(6.33) 

Ke(t) =f 
tcye(T)xe(T)dr+Qye(t)xe(t) 

(6.34) 
0 

The reason for making this modification to the control strategy is through inspection of 

the resulting equation for the eigenvalues close to the stationary point. In this case, the 

system must be written in the form: 

xe 

k 

I (ý't) (6.35) 
KR 

ke _. 

/T 
with the stationary point ýo =10 K` KR 

, 
K, * 

_) '" 
Equations 6.23,6.24 and 6.25 

remain the same, however an equation for K, *, is now required: 

K= aC xe + 2ß 
exe 

(xm 
-. i) (6.3G) 
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CHAPTER 6. REAL-TIME SUBSTRUCTURING USING MCS 

and equation 6.26 is modified to: 

i= -a (xm - xe) + brKK -b (xm - 2e) K+ BXeKe (6.37 

At the stationary point f (ý) = 0, which gives: 

: ým - xlto 

#Cxm(xm-±10 

o (6.38) 
, '"Cer 

(xm 
- xl ýo) 

0 

This result imposes the same conditions on K' and KK as before (equations 6.29 and 6.30). 

However no condition is imposed on K, *. There is therefore a line of stationary points upon 

which K* and KR are defined using equations 6.29 and 6.30 with Ke being able to take 

any value. The eigenvalues for the Jacobian evaluated at a stationary point are given by: 

. 12 [. \2 + (a 
- bK* + bK' + bICe (x, 2n + r2)) A+b (aCe (x, 2n + r2) + QCQ (x,,,. xm + rr)/J =0 

(6.39) 

Figure 6.30 shows the error and gains for simulation using the modified controller. 
Although towards the end of the simulation there is a deterioration in the control, it is 

superior to that achieved using the MCS controller. Figure 6.31 show the eigenvalue plots 

generated using equation 6.39 with Ke values measured from the simulation, for the three 

relative phases considered before, -2, -2.4 and -2.8. These values of 

correspond to adaptive error gains of approximately Ke = 285, KQ = 285 and Ke = 400. 

Comparing them to those for the MCS controller, Figure 6.29, it can be seen that the 

effect of the adaptive gain is to lower the real component of the eigenvalues over the cycle 

of the demand, accounting for the more desirable behaviour during the simulation. 
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Fir; iuv (_;. 32 shows llie (lisl>laceiii(iit minima sind maxilila for the AICS (olitroller and 

tlue IN1CS with midit. ioiial K, gain. for the maxilmim utilisable « value (1.2 x 10 iii both 

C: ISCs) fOr- the exlxerillicntal siibstru<: turiiig system. 
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Figure 6.32: v1('S and \I('S with adaptive error feedback (JVICSE). using niaxi 

ntiliý. i}, 1c value of rr (1.2 x 1W' iii both cases), displacement iiiaxiºiia and Iiiiiiiiiia 

T1I( 1>uur performance exhibited over 13 to 17s using the MC'S controller is eliiºiiiiaie(l 

witli the addition of, the A, control gains. A coinpirison of the gains generated using the 

>\I('S au(1 t he MCS wit Ii h', gain is shown in Figure 6.33. The rapid gail) chanp; after 13s 

iisirng the AI(; S st: ratcgv is not, present, for the MCS with K. gain. 

6.7.4 Alternative MCS Substructuring Control, A1tMCS 

i ssii ilitY to overcome the 1>rohlein wit1i p<pin jumping is to use ilic I\1(. 'S ron- 

I roller iu its standard forii1 with t the numerical substructure and force feedback wrapped 

1111,01111d 1. I( adapt i%-(, cýýnt 1011(1. Figure 6.31 shows the st: ratcý V 
in block form. 

\V-itliiii t1t( <i<asluc(l box is Ill( staui(larci ! \ICS controller. with a force feedback to the 

numerical substructure outsi<li t1e controller and a slight change to the variable name. (die 

(1001011(1 is I. ' mid I tu rcfereuc e Illoclc'l 0111 prnt. is a: ', rat her tltari 011(1 . r,, re>pvc t i%-( 1} ). 
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CHAPTER 6. REAL-TIME SUBSTRUCTURING USING MCS 

The output from the numerical substructure, x,,,, forms the demand to the controller 

r'. It should be noted that with this strategy, perfect adaptation would result in the 

physical substructure displacement x matching the reference model output x;,, rather 

than the numerical substructure output x,,,.. This is due to the presence of the reference 

model. Since the reference model break frequency is typically set far higher than the 

expected output of the numerical substructure, the adverse effect of the reference model 

on the interface errors will be small. The settling time of the reference model was set 

to is = 0.01 s. The displacement maxima and minima using the maximum utilisable a 

value for the alternative strategy and the strategy employed in the previous section are 

compared in figure 6.35. It can be seen that the alternative control strategy has eliminated 

the poor performance around time 13 to 17s, however the overall agreement is inferior to 

the MCS strategy. 

6.7.5 MCS with Modified Demand - MCSmd 

A third way of overcoming the rapid gain changes which result in poor control over 13 

to 17s using the MCS algorithm is to modify the demand input to the controller. A 

block diagram of the controller is shown in Figure 6.36, in which r' is the MCS controller 

demand. The numerical substructure output x�. is used to calculate the displacement 

error xe. Therefore the gains will adapt to minimise the error between the interface 

displacements x and x�,. The reference model takes the standard form, b�, /(s + a,,, ) 

where b�a = a�L = 4/t9 and is is set to 0.01s. The numerical substructure output may be 

written as: 

xm(s) = 
b"` 

r'(s) - Gj(s)F(s) (6.40) 
s+am 

This is very similar to the standard MCS controller: 

xm(S) 
s+a 

r'(s) (6.41) 
rn 

adopting the MCS with modified demand notation where r' is the controller demand, 

except that there is an additional disturbance Gf (s)F(s). Provided this disturbance is 

not large, the AMCS with modified demand controller strategy will not be susceptible to 

the poor control caused by a large phase difference between the controller demand r and 

the numerical substructure output xm since the maximum phase difference is 90° due to 

the reference model first order filter. The equation for Gr(s) and Gf(s) such that the 
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Figiire 6.35: 1)isplaucºiºcººt maxima and iniººinia ul sul)stru(tººving experiments, 

perfh)rºueºt 4)11 a lºvclraºtlic art. tlaitor using tnaxiuiººººº litilis. º1º1(» v, 111le of n wit 11 tlºe 

standard and <ºltcrnative \1('S sººbst. rnclºtring (wit rollers. (ü -1x 10`' mid (e 1.2 x 10°; 
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I' gifte 6.36: Sul)struct. nring using Ih(' \1('S controller With Illmlified (li'iuaiid. 1\1C'Siii 1 
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Fig tire 6.37: Displaceineiit. iniiiitn a. and maxima for siibstructuring using the MCS 

controller with modified demand 

uiuuerical slil)sti'lictIII( output is not afffcected by the presence of reference model arc: 

(,.. 5 + k: s+ 400 cs22 + (400c + k) s+ 4001 

111)s2+cs+k 
x 400 400((, 1-rn. )s2+c. ý±A: ) 

((. 42) 

Gj-(. s) =1 (6.43) 
(, 17-rll)sz +cs -f 

"Mm 31 is the eiiiiilated svsteln mass, nib the ina, ss of the test specilnell. r is th e cl! Iulpill g 

u(, tfic ient and R. is I he ý"tuiilg ,I iffness. 

Figure 6.37 shows the test, sl)ecinne11 (lisplacelndnt; maxima and minima of the ICS 

wit li modified demand controller compared to the emulated displacement. minima and 

111axilira for the eases where tin. inner-loop gain is K,, _4 and K,, =] with lnaxinliu l 

ilt iIisabli adaptive weighting. re - I. 2 x Iti1 and o= 4x 1O(' respectively. Time performance 

i)f the controller is very hood. resultwg in lnillinlal errors in the (lispla, cenlellt of the test 

Speciiueli c"omp. ared to t11at. of the ceiilirlated system. 
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6.7.6 Comparison of Adaptive and Linear Control Strategies 

'I'll(, tx)teutial advantage of the adaptive controller of a standard linear colitroller is uow 

(leiimoimst, raitcd. Section 6.4.1 (letails the design of a linear controller for time one degiee 

of, frecdoimm siihstriu ttiraf svst. cni tested here [2041. The linear design is based on the 

assunipt, iou that the I>hvsical sltt)str1metlime m ay he represented aLs it first-c(-der systeiii. 

The structure of time cow roller is shown in Figure (i. 38. 

S 
E: 

Figure 6.38: Block cliaglalil ref'sul) t. ructu1iug system using a linear controller 

'1 1Ic controller has lxccti l)a, Sc(l on it first. -order linear model of the p1ivnica1 subst rout urc 

<IVJOIiiiics. and I1UtV not prove robust to cInniges iii plant Pal 1Ii tern {u, b} or model 

paraiucters {u. A% 
. 
111. [`0 reduce the effect of parameter change. all error feedla'k strategy 

is used (A-,, in Figure (i. 38). 

Tasks leere conducted with a iiiiier-loop gain of KI, =1 sinke higher pains result, c(l 

in iiist al>ilit V of the out er-loop linear controller. Figure 6.39 (a) shows the (iisplaeeuient 

nnininia 011(1 niaxinia using the lüica. r controller with an error feedback gain of k,,,. _5 

compared to the results using the TICS with modified demand controller and i11ner-loop 

(min of K1, - I. Agreeiiuent with the eiiuil<ttecl s. \"siceni (lisplaceiuents is very good using 

both the 1111(0r 0u<1 the adaptive controllers. The drawhack wi1ii the linear controller is 

that, knowledge of 1)0111 the emillated s}-steiii d. viialltics 0101 the transfer function (1vuaiui( s 

are required to cal(lilate t lie coat roller gains. This is iu coiit. r st to t lie , inapt ive tont rollers 

where no tinting is required. This point is demonstrated iii Figure 6.39 (h) where the test 

PACI? l -ý: i 
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Figure 6.39: Displacement. initºiina and inaxiºua for the linear ºoººt. rolle»r with ºuaxinuuu 

utilisable error fcedl>a. ºk gain kt,.. 5 and tin AICS with modified demand controller 

using the tnaxiºiºnººº utilisable value of ct. with a test specimen niwss of a) 20 kg and b) 

40 kg (without retuning t lie linear eoººt roller) 

Specimen ºu<tss has 1)('(11 increased to 4(Ikg without rottººilig t 1ºe linear t uut roIlºýr. It º"ýtºº 

be seen that t. ]ºc au1(1((I rohnstººetis provided 1)V the error feedback gain is not , ºtllir ieººt 

to cotitpewia. le for this change to the dvtºaºººics of 11w svstcºn resulting ill errors lo tweceu 

tlie sulºst rnt t toed system aºnd the eiintlatc'd systerºº. The adapt iVr' (0111 IItiler ltrrfrnºs 

well witlº only it slight. over-prediction on tltte emulated system rlisltla(eººueººt pcA. s. This 

(lernolºstrºtiotº shows the poteººt, ial for the adaptive controller to nºaiukºiu goocl iuteIfa("ºe 

agreement despite large charges to the dvuarnir"s of the svst'rn wit ltotºt. the lived to ret-lille 

the corºtroller ill comparison to the litººiterf ability of' t he linear corºt roller t hrouglº the use 

of tut error feedback gain k' ,.. 

6.7.7 Er-PvICSI controller 

The >ubstriicturiii systclii (o11I1)1 lc wit 11 I }i l1i 1 l-luup III( lp0 I(m; il (u1Il n)Ik r and i lly 

uitt('1-loin) Fu-11('SI ((fill ra 11(1 i'- rcpn-, (, II1(, l III h"'1114 6 1O 

P. ý c I, Iý1, 



(. 7 til'US ti U("I'l RI V(: - II'Yl)IL\l'Ll(' ACTUATOR f'.. A1'F: lil\11': 1'1 ~ 

Numerical 

Structure Substructure 
. r,,, 
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Force, 

Physical Subs. A 

+ rr + I' 

1+ 

K1 

rý 

Er-MCSI 
Algorithm --------------- 

Figitre 6.40: A ref>rc:. s('utatiOU of the "rnbSt. ructitring sYstein Witlh I"r-\I('S1 ýýlit(r 1ýxýI> 

control 

The c(ml, rOllcr is (liscretise<1 using the zero-nr(1or hold t rmisform. T ho result ing ('qIiH- 

Gou" b)r tlie gains area: 

lip (n } 1ý -K (rn. ) + J! /"(n (- 1). i, (n. f- 1) - (3 - cr. A)? h(11) ((i. 1=1) 

liý(rr { 1) = Ij(rt. ) { ý(I1 1 1): r/(n 11)-(,, I-( rA)ye(11). 1. /(11) (( 3 
. 1l"-)) 

ýýýlicre subscript. Ii iil<ii('<ites the sompliüg iüst. cut.. 'I'lse SVst, ('un was rinn we it li ;i smnfiliItI 

iutel-val uf* luis. The empirical ratio ct = 1U3 i, i sed iliroiighoiit. 'R'i ; Irc wwitli a inu(er 

1001) Bairn of AI, 1 Unless otherwise stated. 

Firstly- experiment al results are presented for the Er-1\I('SI cow roller. The cIfe(t of 

filtering of the measured forge and displacement oil the system is also studied. Filtering 

was stu"c essfttlly used to improve the control pc'rfornmuc e in , nbsl ru("t tu ing tests oil the 

shaking table. Then tute effect of the inner-loop gain lit, and the use of forgetting factors 

are examined. ForWi ing factrnrs are a method of re(luritig adaptive gaits wind-up by 

introducing a adaptive gain decay time. Finally the effect on the outer-loop ((, Ill-oller O1 

increasing Ole settling t, irtte of the physical , itbstrttcl, itre (IVnatttics is investigated. This is 

aa(hiev e(l 1)y altering alle inner-loot) proportional gain KI). 
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CHAPTER 6. Rl. AI -I'1\11? SIJISI ßl'('TUMNG, USING M('S 

Ei - ýICSI Otiter-Loop Control 

For tlie Sul)striicturilrg Sys( ('111 described ill section 6.3 iinpleniciitcd on the hv(lratilic 

act Ilat or, i lia 1>crforirrancc of ( Irr Fr-\IC'SI controller Wit Ii I lie rnaxinnun tit disable adaptive 

effort, rr -- IUr' is shown in Figure 6.41. Figure 6.41 (a) shows the displacement of the test 

specimen (luring the IOs ariable-amplit. ncle sweep excitation r. The iniiiüna and maxima 

(if' the clisphac( niest. of him ht he svstcni to be emuilatC d and the test specimen is also shown 

via the (lots and crosses respectively. Figure 6.41 (1)) shows the acceleration signal iii the 

Frequency donmin. I% the measured aac"celerat. ion of the lest. specimen, noise was present 

uXrT a Wile f'reclnencv range above 351Iz suggesting that filtering- of the measured force 

earl rlisplacrineiit 1101V be }beneficial. 
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Figure 6.41: 1i ý1('SI c aul rot vitli (1, = 10(', a) actuator displ; lconivul, and b) actuator 

aaccelcr<aI ion 

Filtering 

In v: ºrlier tests cuºº<lucte<1 ººsin the -sL<ºkiºº tahle on the same 5ººh,, tructure wsleºu (sec- 

tioºº 6.6.3) it was fºnuºcl that filtering of the measured signals sigllificalillv improved the 

}>ýýrfº>rnºýºuý ºý oft 1ºýý ýýººtºýr 1ý>ulý (. ()III rolicr by allowing a far ; rº'aºter a(lkºf)t ive ell'urt . 
i. e. 1, irger 
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v<l1I1(S of a and i_ Identical filters are used for the force and tla displaceiiient, to ensure 

t litt, tlie lag (lie to t he filtering is identical on bot h signals. The out (. 1-1001) i. out roller will 

act, to a, ui}xe1isute for the lag induced by the filter on the itieasitred clisphiceiueitt as Well 

as (, ff(, ( ts clue to the dvnaiiiics of the physical substructure. A block cliagralii of t he svsieni 

including filters is shown in Figure 6.42. 

' Numerical 
Structure Substructure 

Excitation 
Force, I+ý. 

Filter 

+ +r Physical 
Substructure Filter 

KL 

Ký ! 

Er-MCSI 
Algorithm --------------------- 

F'igiire 6.42: A representation of t. 1w 5tii»tructtiring 5vsfttui witli Er-A1('SI miter lýuýI> 

(. 0111rot and filter, 

I Imv(-ver it should be. noted t. liat the F>crforinatºce wit, li filtering; 1tsi1ig the shaking tulle 

%v-, is only conilraral)le to that, xvitlºout, filtering tisinn the actuator (shown in Fit lire (i. ll). 

This can be seen from Figure 6.43, which shows time clisl)htcrtncut tuiººiºuut ; ºudl iliaxitua 

fOf the shrtking takle experiments with itºý filter and xvitlt a pole cancellation filter (sec- 

lion 6.6.2). In eile previous tests using; the shaking table. two types pof filter improved 

the control (, f the sub, iructairiiin system. a pole cancellation filter and less successfully a 

second order Butterworth low-pass filter. :A loko cancellations filter substitute's ýl pole-pair 

vitli a low damping ratio within the I)I1ysi(al 5ubStructure, wliicl1 results in as large sharp 

I( -«) nI1(tý peak, with a pule-pair wit 1i a higher damping ratio. kw thie shaking table a 

fourth order svstriii identification bet Bell the control signal and the re iiltiii displace- 

tu<1utusing Er-NICS1 controller with the Ynaxiinitin iit ilisahle valitc of o r('Vcals that, there 

I'm; l-, 1 70) 
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Figure 6.43: Substructairing using the shaking table. displacciiieiit iii, axiiua and iiiiiiiuiai 

using the inasitinliu utilisable ati value, the effect of using it pole ca>>cellatiuti tilt er nit the 

llwa., ýured force and displacement 

is ri re, omauce at, 23Hz wit ii a damping ratio of (_ 0.04. which was attributed to oil- 

(olilIlill resoua1lce within the actuators. However, for the actuator wsteni a similar higher 

order svst, eeut identification hives <t transfer function of: 

371.3 
(s + 22.9)(s + 3157) 

((;. 46) 

vVLicli (lees eirot contain a resonance peak with low darripiii that could he replaced using 

the polo cancellation filter. 

I of lo plots of bot 11 syst em icleut ificat ions are shown in Figure (i. 1-1. Therefore as lýole- 

caucellatioll filter iti not Suitable for thc slIbStructliving ,y terns using ah actuator as the 

transfer sV5teui. "felts using a seconds order Biitterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off 

of : 301-11 were (011(1iicted. These revealed that the rnaxinutut utilisable value of ( is sig- 

uificmit h- rcdliicecl when 11ie. filter is presenit7 resulting in a degraded perforiumi e of' the 

wstein. 

P'igiii ' (i. 15 shows the dlisplacemiient. peaks for the niaxiirnun utilisable value of n= 1Ü' 

anal n-I Uf' for the ease with and wit how a filler respectively. With the fillers prrsehit, 
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Bode Diagram 

ý& 9111, 
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CL "I 
Shaking Table 
Actuator 

-270...... ... 
t 

1.. 

Frequency (rad/sec) 1r; 10 

Figure 6.44: Iiigh order svstein i<lentificatioti for the shaking table and actuator 

vst( -ins (1111,11 10, at the iiiaxürnuri utilisable value of cr with the Er-M( SI controller 

liihlier valves of ci result in a 20.511z resonance. Very similar results are obtained if the 

till1)St1I1('1-I11( ill 4- is S('i tO 0k-. indicating lmlrlt Ilie resO11ance is llf)1 du IO 1'11(' 

feedback. It is iiioiig; lit that the resonance is (lila to ilia phase lag imposed on the test 

S )eciI 1( 11 clis}>laceuieut and fin-cc by the filters. AVitli the shaking table exl)eriinci ts. 

liig; ller-ur(ler (IN71mmil s ill the form of' tlhe oil-coluluin resonance are present in tlu svstceiu 

l)cfOrc the filtering is acl<Iccl. In tliis case, the aclclitioii of the filters is a coiiil>roiiiise. Tlie 

filters act to at teiiiiate t lie effect cift hese higher-order (Ivii: unics by re(hi(iug the ,hup 

2311r reson<utce peek. -while at tlic sanic titue introducing their own less severe higher- 

order dynamics. 

Forgetting Factors 

FctrnclIIºg factors, are a uºcclºaiiisººt 1)' vr]ºiclº gaili Wiºtcl-lip call be cutlilt . º'racted. This is 

ad iic val 1)V rcclu<iI Ig thc iIf liirucc of pi1St. cýý-cIt, ", on tL(, current values of the adaptive 

Bairns. 'ne ((luat. ion, for ow gains. ( (ill ttioils 6.41 mid 6.15 are modified to: 

1ý,. (rt I 1) -fK, (n) 4 , 
iy, (rc f- l): r., (n + 1) (; i (A)7/, (n). r, (n. ) (6.47) 
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Figure 6A5: Ei-NI( 'SI control. the effect of applying a 2" order Butt-erwortli low-pass 

filter to the displaceitie>tt and force feedback signals, tnaxiinuin utilisable value of o 

Kl(n. + 1) - JK1(n. ) + , 
ly, (n. + 1). rj(n + 1) - (13 - ý, )yf (ra). rj(n) (6.48) 

where l is the for et t iug factor. iff is unity then the forbet: ting factors have iii, effect. 

however if slightly less Ihn! one Ow current, Valuc of the gain is less dependent on the 

t>reviu)lis value. The f(ugeltiiig factor acts as an adaptive gains decay time, the settling 

time of' the decay niaY be expressed approximately as: 

f1- (6.49) 

Fi; itre G. -16 slio«s the displacement j)eaks for tests with niaxiinuiu utilisable o value.. 

I01'. (ý =2x IUE'. o-8x 106. cr =4x 106. for forgetting factors J=1. J, = 0.9999. 

0.999 . ui(i 
,f=0.99 

respectively (or approximate decay times of -. 
40. -1.0.4s 

respectively). 

Iiiit hilly the effect of rNlnc ihºh the forgetting factor allowed it large value of cY to be 

used, l1(Wever t his did not improve the resulting displacement. peaks in coºnlririson with 

the ('innfatal systcni. 't'his I rend alters with a forgetting factor of f=0.99 where the 

maximum utilisable rr value halves relative to that for f=0.999 and the displacement 

of the test speciuueu is not as close to Ilinit of the enniilated syslelli. It is concluded that 
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forgctt, ing factors are iicýt, a 1i('11)fiii niecliaiiisiii for allowing irtil>rovc'c1 Er-1\1051 c 0rii rot of 

I his svs1(fl1. 

6.7.8 Inner Loop Proportional Gain 

UOr the tests lpresente(l in tIIc prcvim i5 sect, io lIS the value of the inner-loop g-aill mus Ix,, _ 4. 

l lie effect Ut alt einig the issuer-fools gain I[). . an<1 heute alterillg the set. t, lin time of, 11w 

I>lrvsical substructure. is now ex<auiine(l. Firstly it is worth coiisiclerilig the ca5c where 

the aulal)twe weightings. cr and i are kept, construct. said iiispectiiig the frequency content 

of' the resulting test, specimen ºiºotion. Figure 6.17 (a) shows the ºlislºlaºenºeiut iiiaxiºººa 

and nºiuiºººa of' the test speciºnen for a ringe of values of' Iij, , vitti (I 10('. The effect 

of <'lºangitºg K1, has 0rºlV a ºººirniuºal effect oil the visible ºlislpla ceme>ºt performance of' the 

sul)stru(tirriirg system. HovVCVcr, if' the acceleration of the mass (or force exerted on the 

ºua. ss) is considered. it call be wen t hat higher values of K1, result in greater high frequeººcy 

vil)raºtiººu c(ºutº'nt. ýiý i, shown in Figur' (3.17 (lº). 

I'lii", rcclu< tioii ill inglier frequency conto it with reed ucieil hiller-loop gain allows higher 
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quid inaxiiuaa gild b) the frequency cointciit of the accelerations for (r = 10' 

adapt iV( : taiu w(i ; lit in ; s. Fig1ire 6.48 shows the displacciiieiit, results For v, lrirnis in ner- 

lool) mains nsilig I he iiiaxiiiiinn iit. ilisable value for w. r2, =2x 105. o- 10(', (t - 10-', 

cr ý2x 10' for Iii, S. K1,1. Ai/, 
-- I and K1, = 0.5 respectively. It can be seen that 

as K1, is rediice I the suhstrn(-turing results improve, although the rate of* improvement 

is small for low values of' lip,. lt, was found that tests witlº even lower inner-loop gains 

resulted iii excessive drift prior to starting the test. 

6.8 Conclusions 

TliO rV<il-titne tlVttatuic gttbtitructitrittg tctitinm; 1('(htiiyut' liar been tlescribe(l as a nceuer. al 

testing frautw ork. : A1>plit, tl)iliiV to the tnacltilling industry has been 1ºigliliglIt (l cit, ittg 

sj>ecili(" ah )I 1( itntti of interi'5t 
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6.8.1 Shaking Table Tests 

U! )St rtt('tiiiiiig cxpcriuieit's Ott t one clc rec of frceclottt mass ', prili damper systeill have 

l>eett perfortuvcl ()It t lie Bristol -ltaking table. Iii t hexe eXperituettts t, ltc' experimental Sitl>- 

structiurce consists (420W of the mass with reitiitiuuler being in Ilie iiiinierical Stthstructttie. 

"fliese tests have shown that a linear control strategy based on a first older ial>ltrcAiitvit. ieu 

to the plant, (IVto l! ]11c"s coºuhitiecl with a high-gain error feedback works well for this linear 

Sill )St me t irre. Both the iI( and Er- NICSI adaptive controllers Suffered from problems 

when implementing stthstructtuiitg oil the shaking table. Particularly. result-" were mmtl- 

versely affected by oil t olttttºti resonance at 23 l Iz. resulting hi an ttitcierest. int<ttc of t lie 

System at]11)11tiule respotºse. 

FiltcTiiig of both tlhe clisl>lrice11ICnt and force Wlhilck sin als improved Llie 1)e11 )I 1nauicr 

(d tlic adaptive controllers. As a result, tcst_s rising tlie I r-l\ICSI controller were most 

srnccvsSfIil "hen pole cancellation filters tivere included. 

It. Was ft iu dt hat t he ciisplmc('iiieut }predict jun "vas roughly the , ýIIIIe sluilx. laut with 

iilcreaitiing amplitude. for incrcasilih cv vailuos Avlicii Ilic Er-1\IC'Sl cuti1 roller was used. This 
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is in contrast to the case when the h1CS controller was used, where the displacement shape 

changed significantly with increasing values of a. This change in shape has been explained 

by the gain "jumping" behaviour investigated using the single actuator rig. 

6.8.2 Hydraulic Rig Tests 

Initial tests compared the performance of the substructuring system using a actuator as 

the transfer system to that achieved using a shaking table as the transfer system. For the 

actuator system, using the inner-loop gain within the physical substructure, the dynamics 

were tuned to emulate those of the shaking table. The resulting performance of the two 

systems were very similar when the same adaptive effort was used. However the adaptive 

effort for the actuator system could be increased above that which is utilisable using the 

shaking table system, which results in superior performance using the actuator system. 

It is thought that this is due to oil-column resonance within the shaking table dynamics 

which limits the maximum utilisable adaptive effort, and hence the controller performance. 

Using the substructuring MCS controller, agreement between the emulated system 

and the test specimen displacements was good up to 13s. After this point there was a 

region of deteriorated performance, corresponding to a region of rapid changed in adaptive 

gains. This behaviour was reproduced in simulation with a 0kg test specimen, which has 

the effect of reducing the substructuring system to a standard control problem where the 

numerical model (which is now the same as the emulated system) generates a demand for 

the physical substructure to follow. This suggests that the undesirable behaviour was due 

to the modifications made to the AICS algorithm. In the example considered here, the 

unity-gain first-order reference model was replaced with a second-order numerical model. 

This modification meant that the relative phase between the numerical model output 

and input is potentially far higher and the gain of the numerical model is potentially 

greater than unity. The undesirable behaviour was reproduced in simulation for a simpler 

system with the relative phase linearly increasing with time. On this simple system a 

localised stability analysis was performed. This analysis revealed that with increasing 

phase the eigenvalues corresponding to the Jacobian matrix at the localised stationary 

point increased with increasing phase indicating a loss of localised stability about the 

stationary point. 

Three tailored MCS substructuring control configurations, which potentially could 
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overcome this behaviour, were tried. Firstly an MCS controller with an additional adaptive 

error feedback gain, then an MCS algorithm in its standard form with the numerical model 

output acting as the demand to the controller and finally a formulation which used both 

a reference model and a modified numerical model (which incorporated a compensation 

for the reference model dynamics). The undesirable behaviour was not observed in any 

of these three systems, however overall only the latter two resulted in more accurate 

reproduction of the emulated system dynamics throughout the entire experiment when 

compared to the original MCS substructuring controller. 

Finally the potential benefit of using an adaptive outer-loop controller over a linear 

controller was demonstrated. With the knowledge of the emulated system dynamics, a 

linear controller was designed to overcome the dynamics of a first order approximation 

to the physical substructure dynamics. The controller also included an error feedback 

gain to improve robustness to parameter changes. This controller performed well when 

applied to the substructuring example. However, when the mass of the test specimen was 

doubled without retuning the controller, the robustness provided by the error feedback 

gain did not prove sufficient to overcome the change in dynamics. This is in contrast to the 

adaptive controller which performed well for both cases. This demonstrates the ability of 

the adaptive controller to maintain good control performance despite large changes in the 

system dynamics. This is potentially useful for tests where sudden changes in dynamics 

might occur due to damage sustained by the test specimen, or where the dynamics of the 

transfer system are not fully understood. 

In contrast to experiments performed on the shaking table it is demonstrated that 

filtering of the measured displacement and force from the test specimen on the hydraulic 

actuator does not improve the performance of the substructure system in comparison to 

the complete system which is being emulated. The reason for this is that there is no clear 

resonance in the dynamics of the physical substructure when the actuator is used. In 

fact, the use of second order Butterworth filters resulted in degraded performance. It is 

thought that this is because the presence of the filters has the effect of acting as higher 

order dynamics within the physical substructure which have been shown to adversely affect 

the performance of adaptive controllers. Tests showed that forgetting factors, which act 

as adaptive gain decay, did not improve the performance of the system. However there 

was a significant improvement in the performance of the substructuring system with the 

reduction of K,,, the inner-loop proportional gain. The experimental results presented 
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here with Kp =1 are a significant improvement on the performance of the substructured 

system in comparison to those conducted using the shaking table. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Further Work 

SUMMARY: The main aspects of the thesis are summarised here along 

with proposals for extending the work. 

7.1 Research Objectives 

At the beginning of this thesis several objectives of the research were determined. These 

were: 

1. Examine the current opportunities for use of adaptive controllers within the field of 

aerospace machining. 

2. To develop an adaptive controller strategy that will vary the machining feed-rate to 

maintain a desired cutting power. 

3. To demonstrate that the aforementioned adaptive controller strategy achieves its 

goal in the face both of geometrical variations in the cut and in power demand 

changes. 

4. To develop a model that can be used in real-time to relate the mean cutting power 

to peak cutting force, the variable of interest to machining engineers. 

5. To develop a software platform that will allow testing of the strategies for multi- 
dimensional cuts. .I 

6. To investigate the use of adaptive controllers to improve the dynamic accuracy that 

can be achieved via the real-time substructuring technique. 
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7. To tailor the basic adaptive controller algorithm to improve stability when used in 

the real-time substructuring technique. 

8. To demonstrate the potential of the real-time substructuring technique when applied 

to the field of metal machining. 

Here the work is concluded with specific reference to the original objectives. Opportunities 

for further work is also discussed. 

7.2 Current State of Machining Methods - Objective 1 

A comprehensive literature review revealed that components that can be manufactured 

accurately and repeatedly are essential to meet the demands being imposed on airframe 

manufacturers as a result of the economic drivers that affect the aerospace market. 

A technology that has proved beneficial in this area is that of accurate control in 

manufacture. With an increasing number of parts being milled from single pieces of metal, 

a particular area of interest is the application of control methods to improve the efficiency 

of the machining process, termed adaptive control with constraint (ACC). Essential to the 

success of this type of control is the reference model used to drive the controller algorithm 

design. The review demonstrated that empirical constants often figure in these reference 

models and their selection can be crucial to the performance of a particular algorithm. 

MCS itself has a simple model and adaptation structure based on largely empirical 

constants and so was well suited to being applied to this field of ACC. 

7.3 Regulation of a Metal Machining Process - Objectives 2-3 

A method of inferring cutting power based on measurement of electrical power at the 

spindle has been presented. Using this power measurement, a controller strategy using 

a conventional fixed-gain controller and an adaptive controller based on the the AICS 

algorithm has been designed that regulates cutting power using the feed-rate as its control 

variable. The benefits of using an adaptive controller have been demonstrated, showing 

an adaptive controller to be most useful when cutting geometry changes significantly. 

On the machine shop floor, such an adaptive scheme could be used in conjunction with 
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the conventional CNC cutting strategies to allow changes in feed-rate in order to 6ptimise 

an entire cut. The CNC feed-rate could be selected as in the current manner yielding a 

single feed-rate for a single CNC block in the cut. The MICS algorithm could then be 

used to modify this single feed-rate to make better use of the available cutting spindle 

power for that block. The ability of MCS to function in this way has been demonstrated 

experimentally in this chapter. In addition to this the adaptive structure of NICS would 

also be able account for unexpected changes in geometry, wearing of the cutting tool and 

other factors. The ease with which the NICS algorithm can be implemented and tuned 

combined with its stable closed-loop performance during use has been demonstrated in 

this chapter. This highlights it for use in this area. 

7.4 Process Demand Model Development - Objective 4 

A framework for the development of a demand based on peak-tooth force has been ini- 

tiated. Whilst accurate inferred reporting of peak-tooth loadings in real-time is always 

going to be a highly complex task, it is possible that some level of generalisation will 

produce results within acceptable limits. The relationships derived were not as simple as 

would be preferred and only apply for a small range of cutting conditions. A study that 

extends this study to a much larger range of cutting tool and workpiece geometries would 

be highly beneficial to this area of work. 

7.5 Multi-axis Software Development - Objective 5 

A high-level NC controller interface for the ControlLab32 suite of software has been de- 

signed providing the capability to perform cuts in both one and two degrees-of-freedom. 

The module allows the feed-rate to be continuously varied during the cut via an external 

or internal analogue signal. This module can be used to investigate the effect of variable 

dynamics due to profiled cutting on the adaptive controller during cutter. 

The multi-axis module could also be used to investigate the benefits that NICS could 

offer with regard to reducing geometrical errors seen when cutting in more than one- 

degree of freedom. It is conceivable that an MCS inner-loop that regulates the feed-rate 

(or velocity) more accurately than the inner-loop controller of each degree-of-freedom could 

help to reduce inaccuracies seen when using conventional fixed-gain techniques. 
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7.6 Real-Time Substructuring - Objectives 6-8 

Real-time substructure testing provides laboratories with the capability of testing entire 

structures without the need for the whole of those structures to be present within the 

laboratory. The relevance of real-time substructuring to the manufacturing engineer has 

been discussed with reference to specific examples. 

A range of controller strategies have been presented and tested that control the transfer 

system within a substructuring experiment to ensure accurate reproduction of the emu- 

lated system dynamics. The advantage of using an adaptive controller over a fixed-gain, 

linear scheme for use as the substructuring controller have been demonstrated experimen- 

tally. Specifically, the adaptive algorithm allows accurate control, and hence reproduction 

of the emulated system dynamics, even when the transfer system (or plant) has been 

mis-modelled. 

A localised stability analysis has been performed and highlights limitations that are 

imposed when using the standard TICS algorithm in a substructuring experiment. Three 

tailored adaptive controller structures have been designed and presented that each aim 

to overcome these limitations. The performance of these alternative strategies have been 

tested with the results demonstrating that each of them result in more stable closed-loop 

behaviour throughout the duration of the tests. Of these three tailored adaptive controllers 

two of them (MCS with additional gain and NICSmd) result in more accurate reproduction 

of the required emulated system dynamics when used in substructuring. In particular, 

DMCSmd, offered much improved stability during substructuring tests and allowed the use 

of MCS in a much more conventional manner (i. e. by retaining the standard reference 

model structure used in conventional MCS). 

7.6.1 Improvement of the Technique 

As detailed above, three methods of altering the standard NICS algorithm to better suit 

the substructuring set-up have been proposed. The are: 

" MMCS with additional adaptive gain, MCSE 

" Alternative MCS Substructuring control, A1tMCS 

" MCS with modified demand, MCSmd 
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The undesirable behaviour experienced when using a standard TICS scheme was not ob- 

served in any of these three systems, however overall only the latter two resulted in more 

accurate reproduction of the emulated system dynamics throughout the entire experiment 

when compared to the original MCS substructuring controller. Further, due to their struc- 

tures, the stability of the AltMCS and INICSmd algorithm can be analysed in a similar 

manner to that of the standard MCS algorithm when used as a normal controller. This 

would indicate global asymptotic stability during operation and should be investigated. 

Further work has already begun investigating the use of the MCSmd algorithm on 

structures with more than one degree-of-freedom. Presence of non-linearities within either 

or both of the numerical and physical substructures is also a current topic of investigation. 

For wider adoption, the substructuring technique would benefit from use in applica- 

tions that possess a higher bandwidth. These could include the machining applications 

mentioned in chapter 6, as well as studies including electric systems, e. g. electric mo- 

tors, batteries, etc.. Actuator and transducer bandwidths as well as processor speed and 

analogue-to-digital, digital-to-analogue conversion times impose the limits on the highest 

frequency of an emulated system that can be successfully reproduced using substructur- 

ing. Use of novel actuation mechanisms, such as piezo-based actuators coupled with higher 

speed processors will open the doors for substructuring to these higher frequency applica- 

tions. 
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